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Abstract 
The thesis investigates the phenomenon of "intertextuality," focusing on its 
manifestation in the postmodern age. Three instances of postmodern rewritings are 
included: Angela Carter's The Bloody Chamber (1979)，Marina Warner's The 
Mermaids in the Basement (1993) and Paula Rego's Nursery Rhymes (1994). These 
are complemented by one instance of rewriting from the eighteenth century: Ellis 
Cornelia Knight's Dinarbas (1790) in order to show that "intertextuality" and 
rewriting are not enterprises solely belonging to the postmodern age, but rather, have 
existed for a long time throughout literary history. 
The introductory chapter sets a context for the thesis by way of a detailed 
discussion of "intertextuality," which includes various definitions of the concept 
formulated by different scholars, as well as the issues that emerge from these 
definitions. Before going straight to the postmodern works, the first chapter 
discusses two eighteenth-century novels, which are in a sequel relation: Rasselas 
(1759) by Samuel Johnson and Dinarbas by Ellis Cornelia Knight. The chapter 
serves two functions: firstly, it is to offer a more complete vision of the concept of 
"intertextuality" by looking at its manifestation not only in postmodern terms, but also 
in other ages preceding it; secondly, it serves as a foundation for later discussion of 
postmodern "intertextuality" by demonstrating what it is not, thus complementing any 
gaps possibly overlooked in the subsequent chapters on postmodern rewritings. 
The second chapter studies the first postmodern text in the thesis: Angela 
Carter's The Bloody Chamber, a collection of short stories, which are recastings of 
i 
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some familiar fairy tales rewritten from a feminist perspective. The discussion 
focuses on the intertextual relations between Carter's stories and their referents, 
through which Carter's attitude toward the fairy tale tradition is hinted at. After this, 
the third chapter of the thesis analyses two other postmodern instances of rewriting, 
Marina Warner's The Mermaids in the Basement and Paula Rego's Nursery Rhymes. 
The former is a short story collection that rewrites Greek and Biblical myths, as well 
as commenting on and re-adapting some well-known Western paintings; the latter, 
Rego's illustrations, represents a different kind of rewriting, a re-presentation of the 
Mother Goose nursery rhymes not in written words, but in pictorial form. Hence, 
this chapter expands the concept of "intertextuality" from one describing connections 
between written texts to a wider scope that portrays relationships between multiple art 
forms, including the written, verbal and visual forms. Finally, in a brief concluding 
note, the thesis pushes the issue of postmodern "intertextuality" fiirther to a question 
of whether postmodern rewritings are solely ideological projects that serve to 




Bloody Chamber 1979)、瑪麗娜•瓦娜(Marina Warner)的《地害中的人魚》(The 
Mermaids in the Basement 1993)以及保娜•麗高(Paula Rego)的《童謠》(Nursery 
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一本十八世紀的小說：艾麗斯•歌麗妮亞•禮爾特(Ellis Cornelia Knight)的《汀 




















硏究重點。前者爲希臘神話(Greek myths)、聖經故事(Biblical stories)以及西方油 
畫的改寫，而後者則利用圖畫去重新描述(re-present)—些耳熟能詳的鵝媽媽童謠 
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Introduction. "Intertextuality": Definitions and Issues 
"Intertextuality" is such a central concept in the postmodern age that it is 
often regarded as the equivalent or synonymy of postmodernism. This makes 
"intertextuality" sounds more like a new and currently established notion rather than a 
long-established one. In fact, "intertextuality" is not a new concept. It is a 
phenomenon universal to literature of all ages, and most of its forms, like parody, 
quotation and allusion, have long existed since the antiquity, but certainly there are 
different degrees of emphasis and employment of them in different epochs. Hence, 
even though "intertextuality" does not belong exclusively to the postmodern age, it is 
particularly essential in postmodern literature since its functions and implications in 
postmodernism are radically different from those in the previous ages, and it is in 
postmodernism that this notion achieves its full realization in terms of the insights it 
provides on our relationship to the world, and the changes it effects to our perceptions 
toward writing and interpretation. 
Postmodern "intertextuality" illustrates the desire to rewrite the past in a 
new context, the present. It is a paradoxical enterprise since the past is used as a 
frame for criticizing the present, while at the same time the past is subverted in light 
of the present. Hence, there is a double play since the two are evaluated in light of 
each other. This highlights the important postmodern concept of “the presence of the 
past,”i which, as Linda Hutcheon notes, was the title given to the 1980 Venice 
Biennale marking the recognition of postmodernism in architecture {Poetics, 4). The 
‘The idea of "the presence of the past" can also be seen in T. S. Eliot's "Tradition and the Individual 
Talent." 
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implication of this is that we cannot ignore and abandon the past. Rather, we should 
reconsider and re-evaluate the past, or the "already read" (Roland Barthes, 'Trom 
Work to Text," 160), in an ironic way. Therefore, dialogue with the past becomes one 
of the major themes in postmodern writing, and this thesis will be investigating this 
phenomenon as manifested in three texts: Angela Carter's The Bloody Chamber, 
Marina Warner's The Mermaids in the Basement and Paula Rego's Nursery Rhymes, 
and responding to the issues and problems provoked by this trend. 
To appreciate the radical functions and controversies concerning the 
enterprise of "rewriting" in the postmodern age, the point of departure in this 
introductory chapter will be the development of the notion of "intertextuality" in 
postmodernism vis-a-vis its definition in its older form. The key argument in the first 
part, therefore, will be the inevitability of "intertextuality" emphasized in the 
postmodern age as opposed to its old definition, which is a rather limited one in 
explaining all the possible textual relations. Opinions and vivid imagery invested by 
scholars regarding this notion will be included, like those supplied by Kristeva, 
Bloom and Barthes. Subsequent to the factual aspects in "intertextuality" will be the 
discussion on the issues and problems brought about by this new expansion of the 
concept，comprises mainly the issue of originality and problems in interpretation, as 
well as the possible counter-arguments to these issues. 
In the second part of this chapter, attention will be paid to the different faces 
of intertextual references, such as allusion, parody, sequel, rewriting/rereading, 
refunctioning/reappropriation. They can be employed either as the author's 
intentional devices or strategies for his own ends, or included unconsciously out of 
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coincidence. In dealing with these terminologies, literary dictionaries will be the 
major source of their meaning. Following this will be the discussion on their common 
features, as well as a categorization of these terms according to their magnitude of 
disjunction from the referred text, with the underlying assumption that these 
references are purposefully planned by the writer and are relevant for interpretation's 
sake. In the third part, the focus will be on rewriting/rereading. Issues and questions 
provoked by its application in literary works will be dealt with. For instance, the 
problem in reception in terms of the reader's encyclopedia, interpretive ability of 
different kinds of readers (the ideal reader vis-a-vis the naive reader) and the 
popularity of the referred text; the issue of creativity and originality; and the issue of 
textual authority, and so forth. 
1. The Inevitable "Intertextuality" 
"Intertextuality" in its most straightforward and narrow sense refers to a 
simple kind of communication process between texts as intended by the author. The 
implication for human communication is a simple one, in which the fundamental 
assumption is that each text or utterance transmits only the message intended by the 
user，whilst the task of the recipient is to determine the writer's or the speaker's 
purpose. Here, language is regarded as controllable and is subordinate to human's 
will. As Broich Ulrich says in "Ways of Marking Intertextuality:" 
An author refers to other texts within his own text expecting his readers to 
understand these references as part of the strategy of his text; and the ideal 
reader does not only understand these references, but is also aware of the 
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fact that the author is aware of their presence within his text as well as of 
the reader's awareness of them. (120) 
In this passage, two points should be noted. Firstly, intertextual references are 
identified by the intention behind them. They refer only to those references intended 
by the author as a writing strategy, which are marked explicitly by the writer, through 
directly stating their source, as a deliberate reference to previous text, thus 
distinguishing the intertextual from the "non-intertextual" passages in any piece of 
writing. This definition sheds light on the relation between texts; it is, nonetheless, a 
bit too narrow and restrictive in that it denies the inherent relations between all texts. 
It merely takes into account references that are consciously made by the writer, but 
does not consider the fact that there are always coincident echoes between texts in 
terms of the use of commonplace techniques and styles or subject-matters that recur in 
many writings. So, in terms of the above definition, how should we account for and 
classify these commonplace qualities? They are neither original innovations of the 
writer (though the writer himself might think they are), nor a kind of intentional echo, 
but they are certainly in an intertextual relationship with their precursors. Therefore, 
this old sense of "intertextuality" is too mechanical and its scope of coverage too 
narrow in accommodating all the relations in different texts. 
The second implication of the passage is that language is treated as a tool 
commanded solely by the speaker or the writer, but not by the recipient of the 
message. Here, an over-simplified outlook of reality is presented. The author 
conveys solely the information he intends to communicate, while the reader is to 
interpret only this intended message. So, the whole idea of communication is an 
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author-centered one and this is where the problems come in. The author controls the 
meaning of the text written by him. A relevant interpretation is one that matches with 
that intended by the author. Therefore, this concept distinguishes between "correct" 
and "incorrect" interpretations, implying the existence of an authoritative meaning in 
every text that is determined solely by its author. In other words, it stresses the unity 
in meaning in each text as pre-defined by the author when composing. This is a 
complete contrast to the complicated reality we are situated in. Different people have 
different perceptions toward things, and the background and experience for every 
individual is different, which results in diversities in explorations of coherence in the 
text, yet at the same time all these explorations make sense within the text. Hence, 
there may be elements in the text which remain unnoticed by the author, but which are 
explored by the reader from his particular point of view. In this case, should a text be 
restricted to an authoritative meaning? If so, who is the one to dictate which is the 
"correct" meaning? According to what is implied in the above quote, it should be the 
author, but why should he be granted with such a superior position as the authoritative 
interpreter? Will meaning be biased and over-subjective if it is to be dependent solely 
on him? Or, should the imagination and response of the reader be restricted and 
constrained by the author's intention? Is it possible to guarantee uniformity between 
the author's intention and the reader's perception? 
In view of the partial relation between texts as suggested by the traditional 
sense of "intertextuality," postmodernists become skeptical and critical, and they 
employ the term in a radically different way. They take a step further and push the 
term to its maturity, expand it into one capable of accommodating all the relations 
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between texts. Instead of quoting the various scholarly definitions, I would like to 
pick up some strikingly eye-catching images suggested by them, which concisely and 
precisely convey the essence of "intertextuality." These include Julia Kristeva's 
"mosaic of quotations" [Desire, 66)，Harold Bloom's "inter-poem" {Repression, 2), 
and Roland Barthes's "echo chamber" (Roland, 74) and "circular memory" {Pleasure, 
36). All these images agree at one point, that every single component in a text is 
inherently intertextual with other texts, no matter whether the components are 
intended by the author or not. To push it further, what is implied is the 
inappropriateness of the old sense of "intertextuality" in terms of its emphasis on the 
distinction between the marked and unmarked, or between conscious and unintended 
references. In other words, postmodernists criticize its discrimination against, and 
overlooking of, the unmarked or unconscious resemblances with other texts. 
Therefore, "intertextuality" is not based only on direct and explicit correspondence 
between texts, but also a manifestation of the fluid, ever-expanding, indivisible and 
multidirectional web intrinsic in every text. A text can never have a simple origin; 
rather, it operates as a part of all the texts surrounding it, and at the same time every 
other text constitutes part of it. 
Despite such agreement in their definition of "intertextuality," these images 
differ in terms of their implied sense of the identity and authority of text. For 
Kristeva，the main idea of "intertextuality" is the connection between texts and 
previous ones. Every text is a patchwork of fragments borrowed from others, and 
each single text a blending of bits and pieces of quotations from prior texts. In this 
sense，the "new" text is regarded as an equivalence of the sum of the fragments of 
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other texts contained in it, thus suggesting the impossibility for any innovation since 
everything has been spoken of before. In other words, the "new" text consists only 
the typical, standardized and expected, but never something atypical and innovative, 
and this is what Kristeva means when she uses the image of the “mosaic of 
quotations." However, though not mentioned by her, the distinctive point in this 
image is that fragments from other texts are treated as discernible from each other, 
and this is where the importance of the image of "mosaic" comes in. The possibility 
of attributing individuality to each fragment is suggested by the form of "mosaic." A 
mosaic is a kind of visual art made with pieces of glass or stone of different colors. 
Even in this mingling, one can easily discern the different pieces of glass and stone by 
their color, shape, texture and so on. Hence, if we appropriate this metaphorically to 
textual relations, the implication is that even though innumerable other references are 
included in composing a new text, those references still have individual identity and 
value of their own, and this makes Kristeva the most lenient one toward the authority 
and identity of texts as compared with the other three scholars going to be discussed. 
The identity of each single piece of fragments suggested above, however, is 
not preserved in Barthes's "echo chamber," though the impossibility of innovation 
invested by Kristeva is also seen here. In an "echo chamber," once a sound is made, it 
will be reflected off the walls of the chamber, and can be heard repeated several times 
after the original sound has stopped. Within this process, two layers of non-
identifiability are presented. One of them is similar to what Kristeva has called 
"mosaic," that is, the "new" text is equivalent to the sum of the fragments borrowed. 
As Barthes explains: 
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In relation to the systems which surround him, what is he? Say an echo 
chamber: he reproduces the thoughts badly, he follows the words; he pays 
his visits, i.e., his respects, to vocabularies, he invokes notions, he rehearses 
them under a name; he makes use of this name as of an emblem. {Roland, 
74) 
Thus, in an "echo chamber" the original sound and the sounds reflected hardly differ 
from one another; and the so-called "new" text is not to be distinguished from the 
fragments of other texts enclosed in it, since it is the mingling of these fragments that 
contributes to the formation of this text. As a result, there is no longer any originality 
or innovation in the "new" text; instead, any "new" text is purely a re-composition or 
re-arrangement of the long-existing components, already utilized or exploited by 
someone else in the past. 
Apart from the above implication, there is yet another layer of non-
identifiability, but overlooked by Barthes. This second layer of non-identifiability is 
implied by the resemblance among all the reflected sounds in the "echo chamber." 
Each single fragment borrowed from other texts does not stand out as a distinguished, 
unique or autonomous unit; rather, each of them is bonded to others by countless 
intertextual relations, which means that the fragments make sense only collectively, 
but not individually. Therefore, unlike Kristeva who embraces difference among the 
intertextual fragments, this image denies the autonomy and unity of each individual 
text, and this is the point that distinguishes the implications of the two images. 
Nevertheless, the point worth underlining in this image, but not mentioned by 
Barthes, is the chain of inevitable and infinite relations in textuality. Every sound 
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gives rise to several echoes. These echoes, though are not to be heard one at a time, 
are reflected more or less in manner of sequence. The sequence here is crucial in 
contributing to the fact that not only the original sound is reflected, the echoes are also 
replicated into innumerable chains of sounds. Hence, this sheds light on the never-
ending network of connections between texts. Within this network, one text is 
intertextual with numerous others, and among those countless other texts, there are 
further intertextual linkages. 
Another inspiring image put forward by Barthes is the "circular memory." 
Though it is not as concrete an image as the two mentioned above, it vividly portrays 
the process at work and the concerns of postmodern "intertextuality." The main idea 
of "circular memory" offered by Barthes is "the impossibility of living outside the 
infinite text" {Pleasure, 36). Simple as it seems, the implication of this sentence is 
not to be underestimated. As I see it, the two words "circular" and "memory" 
precisely point out the essence of "intertextuality", mainly its implied sense of 
infiniteness of textual relations and the dominance of the long-existing past over the 
present. "Circular" suggests a kind of recycling process. Within this circle, 
everything is used and reused infinitely, one cycle followed by another. It is a never-
ending process and there is no way out of this closed loop. The content circulated in 
this loop is “memory.，’ It is the bulk of long-existing rules that have been 
accumulating once we are absorbed into the language system. Whenever we 
communicate and express ourselves, what we can do is remember and call upon this 
corpus of information from the memory we leamt from our precursors, but not the 
other way round. Nothing pioneering can occur within this loop, and what takes place 
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is but a constant internal restructuring in different epochs, which gives an illusory 
sense of renewal to the reader. 
To put the two words together, "circular memory" refers to the perpetual 
phenomenon of re-cycling of past materials in writing. No matter how hard we strive 
to create some seemingly original, pioneering or unique expressions, we can hardly 
ever have anything not yet said by others before. This is because any expressions we 
thought as our inventions are in fact the memory we have in our mind (which is our 
accumulated storage of experience and lessons leamt from others), restructured by us 
into another form. Therefore, every word, phrase or sentence structure we choose has 
its own history, and is repeatedly used within the loop by our precursors, and will be 
reused by the future generation. To be more precise, "circular memory" refers to the 
re-cycling of the bulk of rules imposed to us by the language system. In this system, 
any new or innovative expressions are indeed illusory re-structuring in another order 
of the stock of memory available in our mind. Hence, although we use language, we 
can by no means control and overpower it; rather, we are under its command. 
Barthes's "echo chamber" and "circular memory" deny the identity and 
authority of textuality. This denial is also suggested in Bloom's image in Poetry and 
Repression, the "inter-poem." To Bloom, "there are no text, but only relationships 
between texts" {Misreading, 3). Here, "inter-poem," or rather, inter-text, refers to the 
"relationships between texts." By denying the presence of texts and replacing them 
with inter-text, Bloom equates the meaning of one work to another, so that literature 
becomes writings about the act of writing and about the trace of intertextual 
borrowings. Art is no longer an art, but merely a statement about art, a kind of 
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metalanguage. All details within a piece of work are only decorations to the trace of 
intertextual references. And if he views criticism as "the art of knowing the hidden 
roads that go from poem to poem" {Anxiety, 96)，it is relevant to say that Bloom 
actually equates literature to criticism, which has the same function in mapping out 
the relationship between texts. Therefore, no matter whether it is criticism or 
literature, the content is but a chain of connections between texts, and aesthetics is 
reduced to be sheer ornamental to the intertextual references behind each text. 
Among the above images, Barthes's "echo chamber" is an image too radical 
in terms of its implication. It denies any value or identity of each individual fragment 
borrowed from other texts. Although Barthes himself does not talk about this denial 
when using the image, it is implied by the word "echo," and one can easily think of a 
resemblance among the echoes reflected off the walls in a chamber, which 
metaphorically illustrates the sameness among the borrowed texts. However, this is 
rather improbable in reality, and not applicable to the analysis in this thesis. This 
thesis aim to explore the relevant intertextual references in some literary texts, but at 
the same time cherishes and preserves, rather than denies and negates the value of the 
source texts. Hence, Kristeva's "mosaic" is illuminating in this respect. On one hand 
she attributes value to each borrowed text, while on the other hand she highlights the 
inevitability of "intertextuality" in virtually every text, and this makes her image the 
most appropriate one to my discussion among the four. 
The agreed implications of the above images can be summarized as this: 
firstly, originality is regarded as an unattainable ideal since everything is "second-
hand” in that everything has been used before; secondly, there are multiple voices in 
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each text as brought about by the infinite network of relations every word has with 
those in other texts. These two points essentially provide counter-arguments to the 
traditional author-oriented approach in which the author is the one to dictate the 
unified meaning of the text he writes: the first agreed implication of the above images 
questions and undermines the utility and identity of the author due to his futile effort 
in producing anything original. Therefore, in postmodernism there is a tendency to 
promote "the death of the author" (Barthes, Image-Music-Text, 142), and a movement 
toward the liberation of the reader from the author's intention, thus-shifting the focus 
from the author to the reader, from the source of the text to its destination. The 
second implication of the above images, which stresses the multiplicity of voices in 
every text, pushes this liberation of the reader further and challenges the notion of 
"unified meaning:" although the reader is liberated from the author's control and is 
freer to interpret the text without the interference of the latter, his interpretation is 
dictated by the text's infinite relationship with prior texts. This makes interpretation a 
never-ending process; and meaning, in its fullest sense, is but a limitless chain of 
connections between texts, and it is this infinite number of voices that totally refutes 
the notion of "unified meaning" in the traditional approach. From this infiniteness, an 
interpretive problem emerges: the impossibility of interpretation due to a continual 
dispersal of meaning within the process of figuring out the hidden chain of codes 
within each text. Therefore, even though there are appealing points in these images, 
they do raise a lot of problems worth pondering: the issue of originality and 
2 The author-oriented approach had also been challenged by the Anglo-American New Criticism in the 
40's and 50's, and the shift from the author to the reader, from the origin of the text to its destination 
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authorship, and also the problem in interpretation. The former being related to the 
production side of texts, while the latter the consumption side. 
In terms of the production side of texts, the first issue is that of authorship 
as related to originality. As opposed to the author-oriented approach in the traditional 
concept of "intertextuality," there is a famous postmodern proclamation of "the death 
of the author." This notion comes from Foucault's "What Is an Author?" and 
Barthes's “The Death of the Author," but the repudiation of authorship as related to 
the loss of originality, which is the focus here, belongs to Barthes rather than to 
Foucault. With the predominance of the boundless and on-going process of 
"intertextuality," a literary work, instead of being an original creation serving the 
author's ends, is reduced to merely a pastiche and collision, a collage of borrowings 
from, or echoes with, other texts already existing. So, every text is necessarily 
parasitic. As Barthes says: 
the writer can only imitate a gesture that is always anterior, never original. 
His only power is to mix writings, to counter the ones with the others.[...] 
the inner 'thing' he thinks to 'translate' is itself only a ready-formed 
dictionary, its words only explainable through other words, and so on 
indefinitely. (“Death，，，146) 
This passage is illuminating in that it questions not only the existence of the author 
and originality, but also highlights the suffocating language system, itself a predator 
over every user. We enter into this system belatedly and therefore every expression is 
was an idea put forward by W. K. Wimsatt and Monroe C. Beardsley in The Intentional Fallacy in the 
70，s. 
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doomed to be made in terms of language. We are not available with the freedom of 
creation, since everything we thought as our creation is but a translation into language 
of those thoughts already mentioned by our precursors, or a restructuring of those 
thoughts, into another order by drawing on a "ready-formed dictionary." Faced with 
such a large bundle of texts, the job of an author is thus reduced to imposing limits on 
these texts, choosing among them those elements he thought are more worthwhile, 
and framing them into a "new" text by actually closing and denying the unlimited 
linkages within. From this, another reason for renunciation of the author can be seen. 
As Barthes remarks: 
Writing is the destruction of every voice, of every point of origin. Writing 
is that neutral, composite, oblique space where our subject slips away, the 
negative where all identity is lost, starting with the very identity of the body 
writing. ("Death," 142) 
And again, in another passage, he comments, "to give a text an Author is to impose a 
limit on that text, to furnish it with a final signified, to close the writing" ("Death," 
147). From the implied infiniteness of textual relations mentioned above, it is 
appropriate to say that all texts, from the past to present ones, combine and 
accumulate to form a wholeness which is not meant to be destroyed. Every text 
represents only a partiality of meaning. Therefore, instead of being a piece of 
creation, writing is virtually a destruction of meaning since every piece of writing is 
essentially a delimiting or selection of relations from the totality of texts. Hence, the 
significance of a text no longer comes from the author, but from its position in the 
dynamic interactions with all other texts. We no longer need an author, since 
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everything is already there. 
After discussing the issues in the production side of texts, we can shift the 
focus to the issue in the reception or consumption side - the destination of texts. 
"Intertextuality" rejects the structuralist assertion of unity and closure in texts. It 
suggests that any text should not be read in isolation, but interpreted in connection 
with, or against other existing texts. So, when interpreting one text, the dynamic will 
spread over to the entire network of texts, inviting a simultaneous operation of all of 
them. In other words, meaning is to be obtained both inside and outside a text. 
However, is it still possible for us to obtain meaning from the text if everything is 
dispersed into an infinite number of codes? The answer is no. If inexhaustible source 
of connections can be drawn, it essentially means that the possibilities are endless and 
the interpretation process never-ending. And if we are to follow this infinite 
circularity of referencing, the result can only be a complete dispersal of meaning, or a 
plural meaninglessness. 
The above arguments for indispensable plagiarism and impossibility of 
interpretation may sound convincing enough, but they only represent what happens 
theoretically, and it is not possible for the writer and the reader to simply follow them 
pessimistically by totally abandoning individual creation and interpretation. In order 
to make creation and interpretation possible within our limited ability, there are some 
strategies and conditions that we can rely on in order to acknowledge the value of 
each piece of writing and to make sense of each of them. These include a reading of 
the text by restoring it to the community one is situated in; a reading based on the 
"internal textual coherence" (Eco, "Overinterpreting," 65), treating the text as an 
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interplay of structural relations; or an interpretation based on the reader's imagination 
of the symbols in the text; or even a combination of all of them, depending on the 
required degree of emphasis in different situations. 
The first one, the historical approach, bases interpretation on the context in 
which texts are written or read, and the ideologies brought by the reader to the texts 
(Jameson, Political, 52-3); the second one, the structuralist approach, bases meaning 
on the inherent logic and pragmatics in texts (Culler, "Presupposition," 111); and the 
third one is the most abstract one among all, in which interpretation is a matter of the 
reader's imaginative capabilities. All these contribute to the notion of "relevance" in 
interpretation, but which is not the same as that suggested in the traditional author-
oriented definition of "intertextuality." In the traditional approach, the "correctness" 
or "appropriateness" of the meaning explored by the reader is solely determined by 
the author's intention. Yet, what we have here is a kind of “relevance’’ subject to the 
possibilities provided by the textual coherence. Hence, the focus is on the text's 
intention rather than the author's intention. As Paul Ricoeur remarks in "What is a 
Text? Explanation and Understanding:" 
The intended meaning of the text is not essentially the presumed intention 
of the author, the lived experience of the writer, but rather what the text 
means for whoever complies with its injunction. The text seeks to place us 
in its meaning. (60) 
Reading is a communicative activity, in which at least two parties, the author and the 
reader, are involved. The former conveys his intended messages through the media of 
text, while the latter interprets the text and tries to work out the meaning intended 
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both by the author and by the text. Hence, what exist are the unlimited potentials 
inherent in the text. Anything explored by the reader, so long as coherence can be 
drawn from the text, is relevant. Thus, although there should be some purposes 
pointed to by the author when composing, the reader's interpretation is not to be 
limited by this authorial intention, but that he is to interpret within the frame of the 
text's intention. Therefore, the three interpretive approaches suggested above: 
structural analysis, contextual interpretation, and the reader's imagination, present a 
more practical state of interpretation which lies half-way between the two extremes of 
the old definition of "intertextuality" and the postmodern one: the denial of the 
reader's role in the restrictive author-centered approach in the former, and the denial 
of authorship and meaning in the over-extensive coverage of relations in the latter. 
Hence, what is implied by the above interpretive strategies is a balance between these 
two poles: to view the author and the reader as doing something different but 
essentially similar: the former writes, while the latter concretizes what is written. 
In discussing the question of originality, we should pay attention to the 
context in which texts are written or read. The postmodern notion that all kinds of 
activities or disciplines are intertextual is particularly stimulating in this respect. The 
multiple relations between texts have been stressed, but texts do not refer only to 
literary works, but are inclusive of everything in the world that demands 
interpretation. It should be borne in mind that in addition to the intertextual relations 
with prior texts, any literature or writing is also intertextual with the context and 
environment it is situated in. If we take "old wine in a new bottle" as the inclusion of 
old materials in a new form, with newly invented ornamental images and techniques 
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added for re-presentation in another appearance, although the literal meaning or 
content of the text might be similar to or even identical with the old version 
contributed by our precursors, the cultural norms and social context in which it is 
written will give a new face, a new statement to the "old wine," offering innovative 
implications which are applicable only to that particular historical moment. 
Therefore, originality is still possible in composition, and this would work to counter 
postmodernists' elimination of the author. And if we apply this contextual factor to 
the reader's side, originality will be proved to be equally possible in the process of 
interpretation. People are different in terms of their perceptions toward things, their 
background and social experience. Hence, if we pay attention to the historical context 
in which the "old wine" is read, readers in different contexts will interpret in different 
ways — even the same piece of text. Therefore, the meaning of the same text changes 
when written or read in different contexts. The implications are renewable at all 
times, thereby meaning that original insights are always readily inspired by the text; 
thus, multiple interpretations and multiple voices can be derived from the same text in 
different temporal, cultural and social spaces. 
Apart from giving original insights to texts, context, together with 
Jameson's ideologies as "strategy of containment" (Political, 52-3) and Culler's 
presuppositions inherent in the logic and pragmatics of a sentence, help in delimiting 
the references relevant to the reader's interpretation. Context and ideologies perform 
a similar function in this respect. As Ricoeur says, “to interpret is to appropriate here 
and now the intention of the text" ("What," 60). Thus, the reader has to pay attention 
only to those elements applicable to the "present" situation in which the text is read. 
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Within different historical moments, different cultures and physical situations, the 
social expectations on individuals, the rules and norms are different. Some voices 
might be marginalized and some foregrounded in different circumstances. Hence, 
there should be certain contextual elements and ideological messages in the text that 
are particularly appealing to the reader, while others are overlooked by him since they 
are not applicable in his time and place. And by restricting one's attention to these 
factors, one can impose meaningful structures on the totality, selecting from the 
limitless relations with other texts a focus particularly suitable for him, making a 
beneficial meaning possible. 
In addition to the positioning of the text in the external reality, to delimit 
references and focus can also be done by interpreting the internal relations within the 
text. As Eco says, "the internal textual coherence controls the otherwise 
uncontrollable drives of the reader" ("Overinterpreting," 65). Hence, in responding to 
the dispersal of meaning into an infinite number of codes, Culler proposes the 
constraining power of "intertextuality" on the reader's freedom. To him, any 
intertextual reference exerts a restriction on the reader's comprehension of the text by 
serving itself as the foundation and background for the text concerned. Culler 
therefore suggests in "Presupposition and Intertextuality" two presuppositions in 
"intertextuality" which define the appropriate situation of every utterance, namely the 
logic and pragmatics inherent in a sentence. The implication is that in every text, 
there is a presumed set of logic and pragmatics applicable to that particular textual 
situation, which defines the set of intertextual references contributing to an 
appropriate reading of the text and excluding those infinite anonymous references. 
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c. 
Therefore, instead of having a limitless play of signification, Culler's structural 
approach and Jameson's socio-cultural approach are more practical in that they 
provide a check on the boundless relations, and thus reducing the sophistication of 
"intertextuality" to an acceptable and suitable level for a beneficial inteitextual 
reading. 
One thing worth noticing about regarding the delimitation of references 
suggested above is that every reader has different contexts and prejudices, and the 
decision he makes on logical and pragmatic presuppositions in a text might differ due 
to his experience and background, thus resulting in a diversity in meaning. This result 
is illuminating since it represents neither a total denial of meaning by considering the 
literary text as a stagnant whole (as in the postmodern definition of "intertextuality"), 
nor a reductive, authorial and univocal sense of meaning, but a balance between the 
two poles, which allows multiple meanings and permits individual differences in 
interpretation so long as coherence is found in the text, so that the potential of every 
text is realized to its full extent. 
2. Different Faces of "Intertextuality" 
"Intertextuality" is an all-embracing term for different manifestations in 
literary works. To narrow down the scope, this part of the chapter will be solely 
devoted to the discussion on those terms related to the primary texts chosen for the 
thesis, including allusion, parody, sequel, rewriting/rereading and 
refunctioning/reappropriation. These are not phenomena exclusive to the postmodern 
works; writers have been using them as writing strategies for a long time. However, 
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recent use pushes their definitions further, and focuses more on their role of "text-
linking device" (Rebel, 8). Therefore, in incorporating a text into another, the 
meaning of the former transgresses the boundary of the text in which it is found, 
forming a wholly new meaning. In other words, the use of these "text-linking 
device[s]" no longer represents a nostalgic act, but a re-evaluation and recuperating of 
the past by mapping the past into the present. As Linda Hutcheon says, "this is not a 
nostalgic return; it is a critical revisiting, an ironic dialogue with the past of both art 
and society" {Poetics, 4). It represents utilization of previous materials in a radically 
different way in giving new insights. To achieve this requires genius in the artist. 
Good adaptation makes a piece of high-witted art form, but if used improperly, the 
work will be reduced to an artless imitation, with no trace of originality at all. In the 
following discussion, traditional definitions of the terms will be drawn from literary 
dictionaries, followed by a critical assessment of their recent development in 
postmodernism. 
Allusion 
In its simplest sense, allusion is the incorporation of another text (including 
not only literary works, but also everything that demands interpretation), either 
explicitly or implicitly, into one's writing. Usually it is a brief reference, so that in an 
economical way, the reader is inspired to bring in other texts in interpretation, 
resulting in an enrichment of meaning. Either in cases of obvious quotation, or 
indirect reference through similarity, allusion is deliberated to be recognized. 
Therefore, the author has a presumption in mind, that the alluded text is a body of 
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common knowledge shared by the reader. With this assumption, the author's motive 
is not overtly stated, but waiting to be explored by the reader. In English literature, 
Biblical allusions are frequently seen. Also, in T. S. Eliot's The Waste Land and in 
James Joyce's works, there are allusions of all kinds, but most of them are so obscure 
and complex that they are designed for the more "knowledgeable" reader. 
In postmodern works, though the nature of allusion is basically the same as 
its traditional use, there is a further expansion of its functions. The term "allusion" 
comes from the Latin verb alludere, meaning "to play with." Thus, apart from 
enriching the meaning of the text it is incorporated into, allusion serves also an 
emulative function, seeking to compete or challenge the former meaning of the 
allusive passage by displacing it into a completely different or even inappropriate 
environment. The difference between the relevance of the allusion in the new text and 
its meaning in its origin gives rise to originality out of this seemingly parasitic 
strategy. Here, even though other texts are incorporated without any literal 
modification (that is, they are quoted in the same way as they appear in the source 
text), changes in meaning emerge through their being situated in a new context. 
Allusion, therefore, refers to the re-positioning of over-familiar materials of the past 
into the modem and present context, thus achieving the goal of renewal and re-
functioning of meaning, and sometimes even a ridicule of the obsolescence of the 
original meaning. 
Parody 
According to Linda Hutcheon, parody is "an imitation with critical ironic 
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distance" in which the irony "can cut both ways" {Parody, 37). This definition is the 
most inspiring one since it underlines two central features of parody. Firstly, "ironic 
distance," that is, the differentiation between the parody and the text it targets, is the 
channel through which the dramatized and the emphasized can be seen. Unlike 
allusion which "quotes" the text in the same way as it appears in the source text, 
parody imitates the source in an ironic way, with changes in some aspects to modify it 
into a state suitable in bringing out the subversive effect. In this respect, Hutcheon's 
words are illuminating. She describes parody as "signaling ironic difference at the 
heart of similarity" {Poetics, "Preface," x), which precisely points out the co-existence 
of resemblances to and disjunctions from the source. Instead of making the source 
reference appears in a totally different way, it is modified in a manner which reminds 
the reader of its former state (through exaggeration, inversion and abridgement of the 
defining characteristics in the source), and it is these modifications which arouse the 
reader's attention, through which the reader can see clearly what is being dramatized 
and emphasized in the parody and their implications. 
The second feature of parody is the double play, or the inherent paradox 
within its operation. It includes at one time acceptance and rejection, supporting and 
undermining. It works within the very system that it aims to subvert, which 
essentially means that it criticizes, but the tool used for this subversion is the 
conventions it is criticizing, thus it is a kind of "introverted formalism" (Poetics, 22)， 
as Hutcheon puts it, a kind of self-reflexive investigation of literature itself, signifying 
a co-existence of an incorporation of the butt, and a distancing from it in order to take 
the role of a spectator and comment on it. It is an imitation, but originality comes in 
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through its meta-quality as commentary on the tradition. Although parody provokes 
laughter, and the tone usually humorous and derisive, it is indeed a highly critical and 
serious enterprise with a corrective function. It shows the defects in the source text, 
serving as an internal check within the realm of literature. One example of parody 
can be seen in Jane Austen's Northanger Abbey, which is a making fun of the genre of 
the gothic novel. 
Sequel 
A sequel is "a literary work that continues from another. [It] may in fact be 
written before rather than after the work whose narrative it follows; whether a work is 
a sequel to another depends on the setting of the works and not on the order of their 
being written" (Harmon, A Handbook to Literature). Sequel is a kind of extension to 
a text, but not by the same writer. A sequel writer adopts the source narrative as 
background or foundation, and formulates another plot to which it is related, yet a 
further development of the source. This kind of writing involves a high degree of 
creativity, requiring the creation of a new set of plot development and somehow 
different characterization, and also the creation of twists to the ideological messages 
presented in the source text. Sometimes there are intentionally arranged mismatch or 
absurdity serving as hints stimulating the reader, thereby leading him to re-think the 
appropriateness of the implications derived from the source text. One instance of 
sequel is Ellis Cornelia Knight's Dinarbas, a continuation of Samuel Johnson's 
Rasselas, both of which are novels in the eighteenth century. 
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Rewriting/Rereading 
Rewriting is a kind of textual transformation adding new twists to old 
narratives, which asks for a rereading of the source text and the rewritten version 
(Calinescu, "Rewriting"). In rereading, the reader automatically compares the two 
versions. Both the similarities and differences carry significance. Similarities refer to 
the reference to some structural significance to one or more texts, both visible and 
invisible, in the rewritten version. Although they are in a sense being repeated, they 
can still be sources of original meaning since they are recasted in a modem setting, 
yielding from this process a dramatically different meaning from that in the source 
text. Therefore, rewriting is basically a recontextualization of texts. The disjunctions 
from the source text are equally important. They are the focus of any rewriting 
enterprise, and are the areas where the implied messages flow in. Usually, these 
differences arouse the reader's curiosity, and he is stirred to conjecture on these 
transformations and pursue the reasons for such changes. Thus, rewriting is like a 
hide-and-seek game. The reader is urged to question, but the answer is not readily 
available in the text; instead, it is his job to seek those hidden meanings from the 
text's coherence. Hence, rewriting can be read comically due to the playful absurdity 
and irony within, and also seriously since it raises questions about the past, about the 
tradition. 
Refunctioning and Reappropriation 
Refunctioning is a concept suggesting the way in which "works of art and 
literature could be constantly put to diverse uses" (Fowler, A Dictionary of Modern 
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Critical Terms). It is an interpretive strategy, or a kind of quality inherent in every 
piece of work, rather than a writing technique as parody or allusion is. The essential 
idea is that literary works are multivalent, and there can never be a closure of 
meaning. The meaning of a piece of work is a function of the historical conditions in 
which it is produced and consumed. However, time is not static, and neither is the 
meaning of literary works. Every single text does not belong solely to the historical 
moment in which it is produced; it also belongs to the successive generations, and is 
opened to interpretations invested by people in different epochs. Here, Fowler's 
words are inspiring, he says, "The 'meaning' of a literary text does not reside within it 
like the core within a fruit; it is the sum-total of the history of uses to which the text is 
put" (A Dictionary of Modem Critical Terms). Therefore, each piece of work is not to 
be reduced to a single meaning, or to be exhausted by what they meant to their 
contemporaries, but is continually reinterpreted, re-read and re-adapted into prevailing 
norms, with renewals in meaning from time to time. Thus, every reading is 
essentially a partial or incomplete reading since every reader is confined to his 
contextual and ideological background, and every interpretation is doomed to be 
replaced by the subsequent ones. 
If we are to arrange the above five in ascending order according to their 
magnitude of disjunction from the source text, allusion and re-functioning will be the 
ones with the least degree of difference from the source text. Both of them focus on 
the recontextualization of texts rather than the literal transformation of the text into 
another face: allusion is a recontextualization of smaller scale since it extracts only a 
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brief reference from the source, whereas refunctioning is one of a larger scale since 
the whole text is being displaced into another context for another use. Parody will be 
the next. It is a subversive mimicry, which is basically similar to the source, but with 
exaggerations at various points aiming at the butt it criticizes. The ones with highest 
degree of differentiation from the original are sequel and rewriting. Both of them use 
the source text as the framework, or background. A sequel usually uses the ending of 
the source narrative as its starting point, and the writer's task is to provide an 
extension to it. Through the creation of events different from the source text in 
whatever aspects, the writer brings in new messages and refutes those in the source. 
Rewriting is different. It utilizes the whole text of the source as its backbone. The 
events are arranged basically in parallel with those in the source, but with ironic twists 
and transformations at various points, such as ironic reversal of roles and endings, a 
completely different setting for the stories, a different point of view in telling the 
story, or even a totally different focus in bringing into light those aspects overlooked 
in the source narrative. 
Though the above terms are different in terms of their magnitude of 
disjunction from the source text, we can draw some points of agreement among them 
in illustrating the basic trend in postmodern "intertextuality." Each of them involves a 
dialogue with the past in light of the present, illustrating a direct confrontation 
between the past and the present. Thus, tradition is not to be replaced or ignored; 
rather, it is a tool in judging the present, and also judged by the present. The 
worthwhile part of it is conserved, which helps in enriching meaning in the present, 
while those obsolete elements are criticized and modified into up-to-date meaning for 
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the present, and it is in the very act of emulating that the tradition is preserved, 
actualized and reactivated. In other words, meaning in the past can always transgress 
its border, and have renewals by being mapped into the present. Hence, postmodern 
"intertextuality" promotes the inexhaustibility of message and meaning in literary 
works. Even when the text has become old-fashioned, it can be recontextualized, de-
familiarized and re-used through the strategies of parody, allusion and so on. Yet, this 
re-activation of tradition depends on the reader's recognition of the referred past or 
text. It is possible only when the text's intention and the reader's encyclopedia match 
with each other, that is, when the referred text is a common knowledge shared by the 
author himself as well as the intended audience, and this is the issue to be discussed in 
the following section. 
3. Issues in Rewriting 
This section poses questions mainly related to rewriting; some of them are 
issues that can be discussed here, while some are to be answered in subsequent 
chapters through application into the chosen texts. 
-Issues in Reception 
There are three factors governing the reader's reception of rewriting: the 
reader's encyclopedia, the interpretive capabilities of different readers (the difference 
between the ideal reader and the naive reader) and the reader's knowledge of the 
referred text. 
Readers，Encyclopedia 
"Encyclopedia" is a term used by Umberto Eco among other scholars. As 
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Zima elaborates, it refers to the reader's "global knowledge: the acquired literary and 
non-literary culture," "a linguistic and cultural competence used by the reader in order 
to define the topic(s) and the narrative structures of a text" ("Aesthetics," 129， 
original emphasis). This competence is particularly central to the interpretation of 
reproduced or rewritten text, since the focal meaning of the rewriting lies in its 
distinctions from the source text, implying a necessary comparison between the two. 
Hence, when composing, the writer presupposes the existence of a certain body of 
knowledge in his audience, which helps them in recognizing the text as a piece of 
rewriting, and in identifying the source text from which the rewriting is derived. For 
full realization of meaning, the writer's presupposition on the reader's encyclopedia 
should be more or less matched by the actual capacity of the reader's encyclopedia. 
Thus, realization of meaning is in a direct and interdependent relationship with the 
reader's encyclopedia. 
Classification of Readers: The Naive Reader VS The Model Reader 
Different readers interpret in different ways. This is because people have 
different levels of encyclopedic knowledge and different interpretive capabilities. 
According to Eco, the naive reader possesses a relatively inadequate amount of 
encyclopedic knowledge in comparing with that postulated by the text, and is usually 
capable of deriving only a single meaning out of a text. The model reader, or the ideal 
reader, is a textual construct whereby the text itself proposes a normative reading 
position. In other words, he is one who reads the text as it is planned to be read, and 
who possesses the "competence that a given text postulates in order to be read in an 
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economic way" ("Overinterpreting," 68) (This suggests an ideal which is not possible 
for flesh-and-blood readers, thus for convenience's sake, I will call those who can 
read in an efficient and economic way knowledgeable readers instead.). However, the 
definitions of the naive reader and the model/knowledgeable reader are not fixed, and 
are re-negotiable depending on situation. For instance, in reading something related 
to a particular culture, a foreigner, even though he possesses a good deal of 
knowledge about literature and is a knowledgeable reader of many other texts, might 
be a naive reader in this case since he does not possess the advantage of a local reader 
who is far more familiar with that culture than he is. 
Popularity of the Chosen Source Text 
This answers the question: why are certain stories or genres chosen by the 
writer to recycle and reproduce, but not others? Or, what is the rationale behind the 
writer's selection of a particular source text? As in the case of the three primary texts 
chosen for this thesis, all of them are rewritings of well-known genres and stories. 
Angela Carter's The Bloody Chamber is a rewriting of various familiar fairy tales, 
including "Beauty and the Beast," "The Bluebeard," "The Little Red Riding Hood" 
and so on; Marina Warner's The Mermaids in the Basement is a rewriting of Biblical 
myth and Greek myths, with references to some Western paintings which are also 
related to the Bible and Greek mythology; Paula Rego's Nursery Rhymes is a re-
interpretation of some of the most familiar rhymes like "Humpty Dumpty," "Three 
Blind Mice" and "Baa-Baa Black Sheep" in pictorial form. 
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Among the above three factors, the reader's encyclopedia, a body of 
symbolic capital which varies from reader to reader, and which distinguishes the naive 
reader from the model/knowledgeable reader, is a rather fixed factor. So, for full 
realization of meaning, the reader's encyclopedia is not something that can be altered; 
rather, the writer's choice of his source text is a relatively variable factor to be 
considered. However, should the author's referent, (that is, his chosen source text) 
and thus his creativity, be restricted to some commonly known texts? Or, should the 
author always try to employ means (like epigraphs stating directly the source, or the 
use of same or similar title as the referent) so as to hint on his referent? If not, there is 
always the risk of a mismatch between the author's assumption and the actual 
capacity of the reader's encyclopedia. What can the rewritten story possibly mean in 
this context where the referent is missing? Can it be still meaningful and interesting 
in itself? Can the story remain the same as that intended? These are the questions to 
be discussed in the subsequent chapters through application of them into the texts 
chosen. 
-''New Creation'' VSRewriting 
In today's global context, English is an international language. Writers, 
therefore, cannot simply take for granted who their readers will be and what culture 
and background the readers are situated in. To guarantee a proper reception of his 
creation among the general audience, he might somehow be restricted to employ hints 
and to use the commonly known stories as his referents, and which limit the space of 
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his creativity. If this is the case, why should he reproduce old narratives instead of 
creating "new" stories, a form free from these restrictions and concerns? In what 
sense is rewriting a better choice than "new creation" in conveying the writer's 
messages? In other words, what are the distinctive functions of rewriting making it so 
appealing among the writers from the antique age up to the contemporary? Does 
rewriting go against originality? If previous materials are reproduced, does it mean 
that their textual authority is being denied and usurped? 
To answer these questions, the notion of "defamiliarization" comes in. The 
term originates from the Russian Formalists, meaning "to make strange." As 
Hawthorn says, "the function of art is to challenge automization and habitualization" 
Glossary of Contemporary Literary Theory). Therefore, faced with so many 
obsolete and over-familiarized narratives that no longer attract any attention, writers 
aim to shed new light on them, recycling them into something useful for the present, 
to conserve and reactivate them instead of letting them remain out-of-date. The verbs 
"recycle" and “reactivate” are illuminating in the issue of textual authority. They are 
used instead of "replace" since the former imply the trace of existence of the source 
text in the rewriting. Although it is being transformed in expressing the rewriter's 
different beliefs, and displaced and de-centered in providing relevant answers to the 
contemporary world, it is not replaced, undone or annihilated; rather, its trace remains 
somewhere within the rewriting, and is the background and context crucial for full 
understanding of the rewritten text. Therefore, its significance remains, and is given 
new meanings instead of being erased into total disappearance. 
Defamiliarization stresses a making strange of the habitual and the 
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traditional. In doing so, it presupposes the existence of something habitual, thus 
prompting a comparison between the tradition and the present. The value a reader 
gains from comparison is far higher than that from plain reception. The reader, when 
reading the defamiliarized version of a text, holds in his mind some stereotypical 
expectations (based on his knowledge of the source text), once his expectation is 
refuted, he is shocked and is urged to meditate on the implications of such disjunction. 
Therefore, it is this shocking and surprising experience that counts in rewriting, which 
distinguishes itself from “new creation," and from which the text's originality can be 
seen. 
To sum up, although the chosen texts in this thesis are to be read mainly in 
terms of a postmodern approach, it is worth noticing that rewriting is not a monopoly 
of postmodernism, and of course, we should not think that all postmodern works are 
basically rewriting of previous texts; rather, rewriting is not exclusive to the 
postmodern age, but is a common practice among writers in different epochs. 
Therefore, in addition to the three primary texts of Angela Carter, Marina Warner and 
Paula Rego, one more chapter will be devoted to Dinarbas; A Tale by Ellis Cornelia 
Knight, which is a sequel to Samuel Johnson's The History of Rasselas: Prince of 
Abissinia, so as to illustrate that it is a tradition for stories to comment on other 
stories，and that meta-narrative is by no means the sole treasure in the twentieth 
century. 
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Chapter 1. Intertextuality in the Eighteenth-Century Novels: 
Samuel Johnson's Rasselas and Ellis Cornelia Knight's Dinarbas 
This chapter serves two significant functions, both of which contribute to 
the comprehensiveness and completeness of the thesis. The first function is to 
reiterate the fact that "intertextuality" is not an enterprise that solely belongs to the 
postmodern age. The implication of this declaration is that postmodern 
"intertextuality" represents not the totality of this notion, but only part of it. If all the 
primary texts used in this thesis are postmodern intertextual writings, readers are 
tempted to believe that "intertextuality" is a synonymy of postmodernism, a currently 
established feature invented and initiated by postmodern writers. This is a fatal error 
since it negates the varieties and possibilities of "intertextuality" invested by writers 
in other ages, thus constituting a partial account of "intertextuality." Hence, in order 
to show the existence of the concept long before postmodernism, and to give a more 
complete account of the notion of "intertextuality," it is necessary to include a chapter 
on intertextual writings other than those of the postmodern age. Furthermore, the 
question of the relation of postmodern "intertextuality" to early forms of 
"intertextuality" will be asked: is there a fundamental difference between the two? 
This thesis will attempt to respond to this question. 
The second function of this chapter is to serve as a complementary 
perspective to the subsequent chapters in illustrating postmodern "intertextuality." In 
any kind of analysis, there are at least two ways of looking at things. One is the most 
common perspective, which is a direct confrontation to the object in question, a study 
in terms of what the object actually is. However, there is yet another perspective 
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which is usually overlooked: to look at the object from the viewpoint of what it is not. 
By combining these two perspectives, a more complete horizon of the object of 
research is presented. The three subsequent chapters on postmodern texts belong to 
the former perspective, while this chapter belongs to the latter one, which talks about 
postmodern "intertextuality" by studying what is not. It serves as a complement to 
the subsequent chapters, filling in some of the gaps possibly overlooked in those 
chapters, thus presenting the phenomenon in a complete and the least biased way. In 
doing so, a comparison between postmodern "intertextuality" and "intertextuality" in 
other ages is hinted. Therefore, before going into postmodern "intertextuality," we 
are to look at "intertextuality" preceding the postmodern one. A representative period 
is the eighteenth century. On one hand, it is a period in which fiction started to 
become the dominant literary form in the West, hence providing the basis for a unified 
and coherent analysis as postmodern fiction is the major genre to be dealt with in this 
thesis. On the other hand, lots of "intertextuality" can be found in this period, whose 
variety and features can be seen as representative of "intertextuality" in its past sense. 
Thus，by juxtaposing the eighteenth century with the late twentieth century, some of 
the defining features of postmodern "intertextuality" can stand out, though the job of 
identifying those features is to be done mainly in the following chapters, with 
concrete proofs from the postmodern texts. 
1. Introduction to Rasselas and Dinarbas 
The two primary texts chosen for this chapter are Samuel Johnson's 
Rasselas and Ellis Cornelia Knight's Dinarbas. Rasselas was written in 1759，a 
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major text of the eighteenth century, and Dinarbas, also an eighteenth-century fiction 
written in 1790，is a sequel to Rasselas. They form a "male-female" pair, in which 
Knight, as a woman writer, responds to a male's writing. This makes an appropriate 
choice since the pair is compatible with the postmodern texts to be discussed, which 
are also females' commentaries or rewritings of previous narratives often written by 
males. Before analyzing in detail the two novels, a brief summary of each text is 
convenient but crucial in establishing a context for discussion. Johnson's novel 
begins in the Happy Valley, a secluded paradise where all secular wishes are instantly 
granted. However, this instant fulfillment of desires leaves the protagonist, Rasselas, 
the fourth prince of Abissinia, empty and miserable. He yearns for an escape as well 
as the experience of life in the outside world, thus he starts his journey to Cairo in 
search for perpetual contentment in the company oflmlac the poet, Nekayah his sister 
and Pekauh the maid. The characters witness various modes of life, but none of 
which offer complete satisfaction and affirmation of existence of permanent 
happiness. Therefore, knowing that there is no permanent contentment in mortal life, 
and learning the philosophical truth that “choice of eternity" should be placed prior to 
“choice of life", they determine to end their quest and return to Abissinia, and the 
novel ends in a "conclusion in which nothing is concluded" (Ch.49's title). Dystopia 
and skepticism are the two obvious features of the novel. The narrative is delivered in 
a serious and satirical tone, focusing on the philosophical questions toward life which 
are answered in reason and prudence. Hence, Rasselas is a philosophical novel that 
demonstrates the author's dystopian vision toward life. 
Knight's Dinarbas starts at the end point of Rasselas. When Johnson's 
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characters arrive at the gate of Abissinia, they are stopped by Dinarbas, an Abissinian 
warrior. He notifies them that a war is in progress in their country, and invites them to 
his father Amalphis's castle. Rasselas and Dinarbas become good friends, and both of 
them join the army. They succeed in fighting against the Egyptians, but Dinarbas is 
wounded, and Rasselas imprisoned by the enemies. Rasselas is released when the war 
ends, but upon his arrival at Abissinia, he finds that it is in civil war and his two 
brothers are contending for the throne. He ends the war effectively, but is confined in 
the Happy Valley by his anxious and suspicious father, rather than being rewarded for 
this. Dinarbas helps Rasselas in restoring the country, and Rasselas finally takes the 
throne after the king's death. Throughout the plot, there are descriptions of the 
characters' love, benevolence, friendship and sentiments, which make Dinarbas a 
sentimental novel, much lighter in tone and less philosophical than Rasselas. 
Furthermore, the final unions between Rasselas and Zilia, Dinarbas's sister, Dinarbas 
and Nekayah make a happy ending. All of them are able to find ultimate happiness 
and consolation from friendship and love, thus demonstrating Knight's Utopian vision 
toward "choice of life." 
After considering these summaries of the two narratives, we may ask, why 
does Knight choose Rasselas to respond to? The reason for inteitextual writing is 
basically this: when a writer wishes to respond to a past narrative, he enters into a 
dialogue with it and tries to complement, or even outdo and outshine, the performance 
of that writer. To write for the sake of supplying complementary perspectives to the 
referent appears to be Knight's case. Knight's sequel appears in the same century as 
Johnson's narrative. The time lag between the two is rather short (when compared, 
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for example, with a twentieth-century writer's rewriting of folk and fairy tales 
composed a long time ago), and it gives the impression that she has an urgent message 
aimed at the same audience who reads Rasselas. She writes out of the burning desire 
to respond to Rasselas, and to offer "consolation or relief to the wretched traveler, 
terrified and disheartened at the rugged paths of life" {Dinarbas, "Introduction," 106) 
by presenting a brighter picture to the reader. And as the chapter proceeds, one will 
see that the comments on Johnson are written in a modest tone, showing a sense of 
respect toward Johnson. Her ambition and intention is not to have “vain and 
presumptuous comparison" (105) with Johnson, nor to compete with him, but to 
enliven the reader of Rasselas, and to offer him hope and optimism. 
This chapter then will act as a prologue to the subsequent chapters, laying 
out the terrain of analysis for the other primary texts. The first section will be a 
discussion of the form of "intertextuality" adopted in Dinarbas'. the reasons that 
Knight opts for a sequel and the significance of this choice in relation to her project or 
purpose. Following this will be the identification of the possible intertextual relations 
between Dinarbas and Rasselas, a discussion of the tone implied in these relations 
through which Knight's attitude toward Johnson and implications of her project can 
be derived. Finally, the last section will be an open inquiry on the difference between 
"intertextuality" in the eighteenth century and the late twentieth century. Certain 
important features of eighteenth-century "intertextuality" will be highlighted, which 
will be used as paradigms in figuring out practices distinctively postmodern in the 
coming chapters. This inquiry is necessary in laying out the path for comparison to be 
done in the following chapters, but which is not to be answered in this chapter since 
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concrete proofs are to be explored in the coming three chapters. Therefore, the last 
section represents not only a conclusion to this chapter, but also a point of departure 
for further exploration. 
2. Dinarbas as a Sequel 
As discussed in the introductory chapter, there are many forms of 
"intertextuality," such as parody, allusion, rewriting/rereading and so on. Sequel is 
one of them. Therefore, in offering perspectives on Johnson's Rasselas, or in entering 
into any kind of dialogic relation with past narratives, sequel is not the only way. In 
other words, there should be some rationales behind the author's choice. To account 
for the reasons for Knight's preference for a sequel constitutes the theme of this 
section, which can be summarized in the following questions: how is a sequel a better 
alternative than other forms of "intertextuality?" In other words, how is this choice 
related to Knight's project? To answer these, we should first consider the nature of 
sequels. A sequel is an extension to a narrative by a different hand, and is to be read 
jointly with the referent as a complete narrative. It can either be a prelude to, or a 
continuation of the referent. While the former ends in the referent's starting point, 
Knight's Dinarbas belongs to the latter, whose plot begins at the end point of 
Rasselas. As a result, if we see the two novels as combined to form a complete 
narrative, the ending of the Rasselas becomes the middle part of the plot, while 
Knight's ending the real and finalized conclusion to the combined narrative, since the 
concluding chapter of Rasselas so open-ended that it begs to be continued in a 
subsequent narrative. This gives a sense of incompleteness to Rasselas, a need to be 
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revised and finished, and that's the mission of Knight in Dinarbas. 
How important are the features of a sequel to Knight's project? The chief 
idea of Dinarbas is to present a fairer outlook of life to the reader of Rasselas, the 
most significant manifestation of which is expressed in Knight's ending. While the 
characters in Johnson's narrative end their expedition in desperation, they have 
realized their quest for a happy life in the later part of Dinarbas, gratified with love 
and friendship. Here, dichotomies between Knight's Utopia and Johnson's dystopia, 
and between Knight's novel of sentiment and Johnson's novel of philosophy and 
reason can be seen. However, in order to urge the reader to believe in her Utopia and 
sentimental panorama, but at the same time not to do so by disrespectful denial of 
Johnson, Knight's option of a sequel is appropriate. She cheers her reader up and 
enlivens the reader's hope by freeing him from Johnson's desperate and hopeless 
conclusion, and in doing so, she is able not only to retain Johnson's ending as a 
process or a part of the journey as a whole, but also to make her happy ending a final 
resolution to the problems raised about life in Johnson's narrative. This highlights 
two advantages of a sequel. On one hand, the author can replace the ending of the 
referent with her own ending, on the other hand, the ending of the referent is 
preserved, rather than totally abandoned, and turned into part of the plot development 
when looking at the two narratives as a combined whole. 
Or, to make it more intelligible, we can look at this from another angle, and 
the questions are: what happens if other forms of "intertextuality" are used? Is the 
same effect possible? If Knight's project is to offer a hopeful ending, one might think 
that this is also achievable in other forms of "intertextuality." However, a vital 
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element making sequel a distinguishing choice is its sense of extension. If, for 
example, Knight chooses rewriting/rereading, the referent (Rasselas) and the rewritten 
version (Dinarbas) will become less dependent on each other than they are in the 
continual relationship in a sequel. In this case, both Rasselas and Dinarbas stand 
rather separately. Each has its own ending, and the ending of Dinarbas is only an 
alternative to that of Rasselas. The reader, therefore, is faced with two choices, and 
Knight can have no ground to claim her ending as the final one to the whole journey 
since rewriting/rereading does not give the sense of continuity that a sequel does. 
Even if the reader prefers Knight's ending, he might not be able to stamp out 
completely the pessimistic worldview presented by Johnson, and Knight's ultimate 
aim of consolation cannot be entirely reached. 
Another explanation for this choice is the correspondence between Knight's 
project and the complementary nature of a sequel. As stated above, Knight's purpose 
is a modest one. She aims to complete the unsaid and call attention to the overlooked, 
to add in new perspectives while retaining traces of agreement with the referent, 
rather than to challenge it in an impertinent way. This is similar to the characteristic 
of sequels. A sequel serves as a continuation to the referent, complements and 
finishes the narrative both thematically and ideologically, in other words, it extends 
the plot and supplies further messages, but retains the referent as part of the resultant 
combined narrative (the combination of the referent and the sequel as a whole). 
Hence, if we take this sense of "complementarity" metaphorically, a parallel can be 
seen between Knight's enterprise and the form of sequels, and there is no other form 
of "intertextuality" that can provide this "complementarity" as a metaphorical 
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equivalent to Knight's concern. "Complementarity" is a very important word in 
accounting for the intertextual relation between Rasselas and Dinarbas, and this is 
going to be the focus of the following section. 
3. Intertextual Relations between Rasselas and Dinarbas 
Dinarbas is a sequel to Rasselas, and it is an instance of the eighteenth-
century "intertextuality," but how is it intertextual? In other words, what are the 
possible relations constituting "intertextuality" between the two novels? In answering 
these, we can think about our daily conversation. When listening to someone, we 
react and respond either by agreeing, disagreeing, or adding in comments without 
necessarily refuting the speaker's opinion. This is similar to the process at work 
between texts in intertextual relations, as in Dinarbas and Rasselas. Dinarbas is in a 
dialogic relation with Rasselas, responding to it either by agreement, disagreement or 
addition of opinion. To use some more specific vocabularies, agreement can be 
demonstrated by "reinforcement" or "reiteration" of certain messages oi Rasselas, and 
addition of opinion by "complementation," while disagreement is rare in Dinarbas. 
These terms shows the intertextual relations between the two novels, and the 
discussion in this section will evolve around them, including an explanation of these 
terminologies, their manifestation in Dinarbas exemplified by selecting pairs of 
chapters from the two novels, in which Knight's treatment of Johnson's symbols and 
messages can be seen. From these, implications on Knight's attitude toward Johnson, 
and the connection between these intertextual relations and Knight's project will be 
drawn. However, one word of caution is that these are not closed categories. The 
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classification of examples to a particular category represent only their tendency 
toward that category; if viewed from another perspective, they might be put in another 
one. 
Complementarity 
"Complementarity" presupposes the existence of two parties that are 
different from each other, sometimes even completely opposite of each other, but 
which make a good combination. Each of them represents the lack of the other, and 
they are mutually-dependent for enriching and strengthening meaning. In other 
words, they unite to form a more comprehensive whole by supplementing mutual 
needs and offsetting mutual deficiencies, but with no tendency of canceling out or 
superseding each other, implying an enhancement in meaning as well as a sense of 
harmony. This parallels the main feature of a sequel, which is to continue and to 
extend，and to provide further development of the referent. "Complementarity" 
represents a noteworthy intertextual relation connecting Rasselas and Dinarbas, and 
constitutes the major enterprise of Knight: to complete by calling attention to the 
unsaid and the overlooked. She adds new perspectives in clarifying and making more 
effective Johnson's points, and retains those opined by him. This brings to light 
Knight's preservation and respect of the value and autonomy of Rasselas, and 
represents one of her gracious and modest ways in responding to Johnson. To 
illustrate these, we should look into Knight's treatment of Johnson's characterization, 
her response to Johnson's ideas in selected chapters, and also her handling of 
Johnson's ending. 
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"Complementarity" can be seen in the characterization within the two 
novels. Neither Johnson's nor Knight's set of main character is complete; rather, both 
sets represent half of the ideal. Knight's protagonists complement those in Rasselas. 
They act as mentors to the hero and heroine in Rasselas, introducing qualities 
deficient in them but necessary for enrichment of their trait. In Rasselas, the hero, 
Rasselas, and the heroine, Nekayah, possess reason and skepticism. Yet, they lack 
social knowledge and peer companionship, and are deficient in friendship. In the 
journey, their companions consist of Pekuah, Imlac and the astronomer. Pekuah acts 
as a servant whose class is inferior to Nekayah the princess, and thus her opinion of 
Nekayah should be biased to a certain extent; Imlac and the astronomer can act only 
as experienced advisors, but offer no friendship, at least not the same kind offered by 
a peer, due to a generation gap. Hence, throughout their voyage, they can have little 
or even no experience of companionship, love, friendship and society. They see 
happy life as a residence in a particular station, a physical place, and they fail in their 
quest at last. 
As an extension to this, Knight wittily invents Dinarbas and Zilia, who are 
of more or less the same age as Rasselas and Nekayah. Knight's pair of brother and 
sister provides in an economizing way love and friendship to Johnson's. Dinarbas 
acts as a comrade to Rasselas, entices Rasselas to pursue military ambitions. Hence, 
Dinarbas represents activity which complements Rasselas，s introspective and inert 
temperament. At the same time, Dinarbas enthralls Nekayah, and it is from Dinarbas 
that Nekayah leams about the notions of love, tenderness and benevolence. By the 
same token, Zilia offers friendship to Nekayah and catches the attention of Rasselas. 
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In her friendhsip with Zilia, Nekayah has, for the first time, experienced unbiased 
comments and advice which are not possible in the companionship of Pekuah her 
servant due to their class difference. Also, it is from Zilia's kindness that Rasselas 
recognizes the joy and bliss love can supply. To be brief, Knight's characters 
complete Johnson's characters by providing society to them, without which the latter 
can never realize the importance of emotion and benevolence as a driving force for 
the operation of reason. These two sets of character represent just the opposite of 
each other, but the combination of which exhausts the traits making up an ideal 
personality: widened in horizon and with a balance between reason and emotion. To 
take it further, a generic shift, or a shift of register is seen here. Johnson focuses more 
on reason and meditation, while Knight's novel is full of benevolence, emotion and 
love. In other words, Johnson's novel is a novel of reason, while Knight's is one of 
sentiment. Each of them has a different emphasis, but together they form a complete 
whole. 
Apart from characterization, "complementarity" can be seen from the 
various pairs of corresponding chapters in the two novels, in which Knight reacts to 
Johnson by underlining the components he fails to notice. One of the examples is in 
Johnson's Ch.l7 and Knight's Ch.7, on the teachability of those dissipated young 
men. Johnson's Rasselas provides those men "warning" and "remonstrance" (37). He 
delivers his lecture in a serious and authoritative tone, tells them directly his view 
toward their life style, and urges them to stop their folly and indulgence. Despite 
Rasselas's frankness and his genuine wish for their improvement and benefit, the 
reactions of those men are discouraging. Hence, Rasselas leaves in disappointment, 
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believing that these men are hopelessly incorrigible. Knight takes a different 
perspective. Her Rasselas, faced with the same group of men, adopts a more friendly 
and human approach in instruction. The result is successful. They are eager to listen 
attentively and accept Rasselas，s advice as truly for their good, thus in one passage of 
Knight, the narrator says: 
He found that the same admonitions which they had rejected with derision, 
when given with the severity of a preceptor, they received with avidity 
when offered with the familiar kindness of a friend: by commending them 
for whatever he discovered praiseworthy in their conduct, and by joining in 
such of their pleasures as were innocent, he acquired the right of censuring 
their faults. (124) 
And Knight's Rasselas concludes in another passage: 
He, who would wish to reform his fellow creatures, must study attentively 
the human heart: he must treat with tenderness the man whom weakness, 
not perverseness, has caused to deviate from the path of virtue. [...] He 
must shew her to him first under the form of compassion, of benevolence, 
of indulgence. [...] Repentance would sink into despair without the balm of 
mercy. - No, henceforward let me avoid the pride of reproof and the frown 
of disapprobation: let me endeavour to instruct by example, and persuade 
by kindness! (125) 
Knight sees those men as teachable focuses more on kindness and amusement in 
education, while Johnson sees them as hopeless and focuses on frankness and 
seriousness in instruction. Here, although Knight's conclusion on the teachability of 
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those men and her emphasis in instruction opposite to those of Johnson's, her 
perspective complements Johnson's. From the failure of Johnson's Rasselas, it can be 
seen that Johnson actually suggests that philosophy and eloquence alone are not 
enough in education. Knight agrees with Johnson on that, and she advocates 
humanism in instruction: one is not to lecture in a plain way, but to make one's 
message easily acceptable and intelligible by adapting one's tone and approach 
according to the needs, interests or inclinations of the listener. Yet, as words are 
effective only when there is a balance between entertaining and didactic elements, in 
addition to Knight's benevolence, Johnson's didacticism is equally essential. Over-
emphasis on either side will not result in improvement in the listener. Hence, the 
message on education is complete only when taking into account both Johnson's and 
Knight's remarks. 
One more prominent example of "complementarity" is seen in Knight's 
response to Johnson's discussion of the rudeness of the shepherds. In Johnson's 
Ch.l9，Rasselas and his companion view the shepherds as rude and uncivilized, and 
full of discontent toward the people of higher rank. A dissimilar treatment of these is 
presented in Knight's Ch.9，in which one of the shepherds accounts for their rusticity 
as reasonable, and it is directed only to those oppressive well-off people. Knight 
echoes Johnson that the shepherds are indeed bad-mannered and offensive, but she 
highlights the fact that they are so only when facing the rich an oppressive. This 
hostility toward the wealthy is indispensable among them, and it is difficult for them 
to disguise that feeling. Here, Knight underlines one point overlooked by Johnson, 
which is the positive side of the shepherds' rudeness. They act insolently whenever 
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they sense pressure from the affluent classes. This essentially means that they always 
express themselves in a way true to their feeling, with neither gimmick nor hypocrisy. 
They are in fact rude, but this rudeness is not all harmful; rather, something good can 
be drawn from it: their candor and simplicity. Knight's attention to these precious 
features completes Johnson's statement by providing the positive in addition to 
Johnson's negative generalization. Hence, it can be seen that her ambition is not to 
supersede or to challenge, but to say that everything should have its good and bad 
sides. By this, she is telling her readers not to forget the fairer aspects in life, and this 
presentation of the brighter side of life is Knight's chief enterprise in Dinarbas. 
Dinarbas's complementary relation with Rasselas can as well be seen from 
Knight's further expansion of Johnson's conclusion. There are totally forty-nine 
chapters in Rasselas, while Knight writes one more chapter than Johnson does. 
Although Knight's chapters cannot be read as one-to-one response to Johnson's, her 
Ch.50 serves as an extra chapter providing a finishing note to Johnson's 
inconclusiveness. Johnson's advice at the end is a Christian message, which tells that 
there is no permanent happiness to be found in this world, and thus one should pursue 
spiritual happiness rather than worldly contentment, that is, "choice of eternity" 
should be ranked prior to "choice of life." However, Knight offers another direction. 
She preserves Johnson's point that perpetual contentment is not to be found in mortal 
life, but she complements Johnson by providing the brighter side of the picture. Thus, 
Knight's Rasselas concludes: 
Let us therefore warn others against viewing the world as a scene of 
inevitable misery. Much is to be suffered in our journey through life; but 
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conscious virtue, active fortitude, the balm of sympathy, and submission to 
the Divine Will, can support us through the painful trial. With them every 
station is the best; without them prosperity is a feverish dream, and pleasure 
a poisoned cup. (210) 
Johnson's conclusion is that no one station in life can provide eternal happiness, thus 
concluding the whole journey toward choice of life as futile and vain. Yet, Knight 
adds in conditions which make every station of life the best, and these are virtue, 
action, benevolence and guidance from God. Here, Knight directly responds to 
Johnson's maxim: "Human life is every where a state in which much is to be endured" 
(26). She does not refute Johnson's point that much is to be suffered throughout life, 
but she supplies means in getting through the various pains and trials, and by these 
means happy life is readily available since every choice is the best choice. After 
responding to "much to be endured," Knight continues to react to the other half of 
Johnson's maxim: ‘‘little to be enjoyed." Thus, in another paragraph of the same 
chapter, Rasselas continues: 
Youth will vanish, health will decay, beauty fade, and strength sink into 
imbecility; but if we have enjoyed their advantages, let us not say there is 
no good, because the good in this world is not permanent: none but the 
guilty are excluded from at least temporary happiness. (210) 
This points to the second part of "much to be endured, little to be enjoyed." Both 
Johnson and Knight are looking at the same thing: happiness in life. While Johnson 
focuses on the word "little," the transience of happiness, Knight focuses on its 
existence. So long as there is still "little to be enjoyed," whether it is long-lasting or 
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not becomes unimportant. The former looks at the world from a prudent but 
pessimistic, dystopian perspective, while the latter from an optimistic and Utopian 
viewpoint. Each one of them accounts for part of the reality. Johnson's over-
emphasis on spiritual richness almost means that one can forget about his mortal life, 
while Knight's optimistic approach is not sufficient on its own since the prudence and 
sense in Johnson's approach is also important. In other words, either one of them 
does not make up the whole picture. They mean differently and oppositely, but they 
combine to form a nice unity. Hence, Knight complements Johnsoifs ending not only 
structurally by writing one extra chapter, but also thematically, in terms of the mutual 
dependence between their perspectives. 
Reinforcement 
"Reinforcement" is another important term in accounting for the intertextual 
relations between Rasselas and Dinarbas apart from "complementarity." It echoes, 
emphasizes and strengthens an idea by repeating and providing further support to it, 
within which a sense of agreement is implied. It pushes forward an idea to its 
maturity, without any trace of negation or modification. By "reinforcement," it does 
not mean sheer copying or imitation; instead, the targeted idea is paraphrased, and 
reiterated in a way that makes it more forceful and convincing. Hence, Knight, in 
showing her agreement to Johnson, does not duplicate Johnson's idea in an 
uninteresting way; rather, she provides additional proofs to it, furnishing it into a 
better state, but without going against the original implications. In other words, even 
though an idea is repeated, it is not a redundancy since there is a sense of contribution 
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in terms of the quality of strengthening implied in "reinforcement." From the above 
traits of "reinforcement," we can have a glimpse at certain aspects of Knight's attitude 
toward Johnson. From the sense of agreement and accentuation implied in 
"reinforcement," Knight's respect to the value and authority of Rasselas, and her 
genuine desire in preserving Johnson's messages (by presenting them to the reader 
more effectively) can be seen. 
In demonstrating Knight's "reinforcement" of Johnson's ideas, pairs of 
chapters and some symbols will be selected for discussion. One of the obvious 
examples is Knight's reaction to Johnson's criticism on the emptiness of rhetoric. In 
Ch.l8 of Rasselas, Rasselas meets a wise man whose philosophies are sound, and 
who advocates the idea that one should not be surprised by mortality, in other words, 
one has to be indifferent in facing any pain or pleasure for perpetual contentment. 
However, Rasselas finds on another occasion that the philosopher grieves over his 
daughter's death, which goes against his own. This illustrates that words are 
valueless and that one should be beware of rhetoric. This idea is reinforced in 
Knight's Ch.l2, in which Amalphis's reaction to Dinarbas's death is comparable with 
Johnson's philosopher's reaction to his daughter's death. Amalphis voices out 
candidly his sorrow, and expresses the futility and inhumanity of philosophy. He 
says: 
Neither philosophy nor reason could reconcile me to the death of my son: 
they who would cure grief by declamation, or stifle sentiment by reason, 
know little of the heart of man. [...] Grief does not always shew itself by 
tears and exclamations: if there is any power in philosophy, it consists in 
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preventing us from giving exterior proofs of our affliction, but it cannot 
cure the wound inflicted on the heart. (133) 
Knight reinforces the worthlessness of oratory by saying that philosophers can always 
preach well since they "know little of the heart of man." Their words are inhuman 
and unsympathetic. In other words, they can declaim so fluently and wittily since 
they have these assumptions and beliefs only in theory. They have neither put them 
into practice nor experienced any real pain. Hence, the practicality and feasibility of 
flowery philosophy is in question. The philosophy that really works should be the 
simplest one which teaches a person not to indulge in tears and sighs, but to "support 
his own character, and do his duty to others" (133) even in times of desperation, and 
this is Amalphis's own philosophy. 
In comparing Johnson's philosopher with Amalphis, though the former has 
graceful action and elegant diction, his rationality is seen to be in great risk when 
faced with pain. He abandons himself and has no intention to control his emotion, 
which is ironic enough in illustrating Johnson's denigration of rhetoric. Yet, Knight 
pushes this irony even further. Amalphis, who does not claim himself as a man of 
wisdom, advocates the truest philosophy. Though overwhelmed by sorrow, he does 
not allow this to affect his responsibility. He buries this affliction in his heart, and 
continues to pay regards to his duty as a governor of the fortress. He is sad, but he 
does not indulge. Hence, even without flowery language, Amalphis acts out the 
words of wisdom by his rationality, whereas the philosopher, who lectures in 
pomposity and grandeur, does not understand even such simple rules. This contrast 
serves as an irony further emphasizing the futility of the philosopher's 
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pretentiousness, which acts as a support to Johnson's criticism on rhetoric. 
Another instance of "reinforcement" is Knight's response to Johnson's 
discussion on learning. In Ch.30 of Rasselas, when Imlac invites Rasselas and 
Nekayah to visit the Egyptian monuments, both Rasselas and Nekayah express their 
reservation toward the worthiness of this suggestion. Rasselas says: 
My curiosity [...] does not very strongly lead me to survey piles of stones, 
or mounds of earth; my business is with man. I came hither not to measure 
fragments of temples, or trace choaked aqueducts, but to look upon the 
various scenes of the present world. (59) 
Here, the reason for Rasselas's and Nekayah's doubt on the value of visiting the 
monuments is that they think such visits are by no means directly related to the 
purpose of their journey. In defending the aptness of this visit, Imlac advocates that 
one can leam not only in a direct way, but also through some apparently indirect 
means. Visiting the monuments is one of the indirect means of learning. Hence he 
says: 
To know any thing, [...] we must know its effects; to see men we must see 
their works, that we may leam what reason has dictated, or passion has 
incited, and find what are the most powerful motives of action. (60) 
What Imlac means here is that to know more about men, one common perspective is 
to look at them directly as what they are, but there is yet another way to leam about 
them without necessarily observing each of them physically as the characters do in the 
earlier part of the journey, and this is to consider their artistic contribution in the past, 
so as to trace the development of their ideology and logical thinking. 
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These are reiterated and reinforced by Knight in Dinarbas. At the end of 
Ch.42，Rasselas raises the question: 
Are not most men devoted to pass their lives in one spot; and is not the 
history of their own country, if they mean to be useful to it, the only one 
necessary for them? (195) 
This question reminds the reader of Johnson's Rasselas, who has actually a similar 
question in mind when invited to visit the monuments, doubting the usefulness of 
such a trip and unwilling to spend time in learning something tangential to his needs. 
Here, Rasselas agrees that the study of the history of one's country might be useful, 
but he hesitates on the utility of history of other countries. A parallel can be seen 
between Knight's Rasselas and Johnson's. Both see something as useful and worth 
pursuing only when it is directly related to themselves. Knight's Imlac thus offers an 
illuminating metaphor, he says: 
We may, even from conditions directly opposite to our own, gain instruction 
and improvement, as we receive by reflection the light of the sun, when its 
rays are directed to the moon. (195，Ch.43) 
By this, he means to tell Rasselas not to have prejudice against those areas that might 
not be apparently related to himself, otherwise, his horizon will never be broadened 
and his knowledge will be partial. In other words, Knight's Imlac echoes Johnson's. 
Both think that instead of limiting oneself by one's prejudice and utilitarianism, one 
should always be open-minded and liberal in learning. Knight reinforces this message 
by paraphrasing it into another obvious example and offering a clearer explanation, 
thus emphasizing Johnson's point and making it more accessible to the reader. 
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Apart from reinforcing Johnson's message on learning, the above pair of 
chapters also illustrates Knight's "reinforcement" of the importance of history. In 
Ch.30 of Rasselas, Imlac stresses the value of the past by highlighting its close 
relationship with the present. The past is the cause, while the present is the 
consequence. Therefore, in enjoying the good, or in suffering from the evil, of the 
present, one should not forget to inquire into their source and history. In Knight's 
Ch.43, this idea is promoted further. Knight's Imlac reiterates the value of history, but 
he claims that one should not limit himself to history of his own country; rather, he 
should transcend this boundary, and expand his knowledge to the general history of all 
other nations so that he can have sufficient examples of variety in coping with 
constant changes in life. In this example, Knight elaborates further on the value of 
history. While Johnson stresses the cause and effect relationship between past and 
present, Knight puts more specific concern on the importance of variety and 
inclusiveness in studying history, and the utility of history to our daily life. Hence, 
Knight is drawing an even closer relationship between past and present than Johnson 
does, and this constitutes a more forcible counterpart for Johnson's argument for 
history. 
Another aspect worth noticing is Knight's treatment of Johnson's symbols. 
She reinforces both the symbols of the pyramid and the Happy Valley. The pyramid 
in Rasselas is a symbol of human folly in pursuing vanity and extravagance, and the 
danger of imagination when it runs into extreme. The pyramid does not serve any 
practical purpose as the Great Wall does, but requires great cost and labor, only for the 
whim and fancy of those who are in a state of material plentiness. While Johnson still 
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maintains that the pyramid serves as amusement for the wealthy, Knight negates even 
this "function" of the pyramid. In Ch.32 of Dinarbas, Dinarbas communicates to 
Rasselas his disapproval of the singular features of the pyramid. He sees it as 
the irremediable error of weak minds and degenerate nations, to substitute 
ornament for proportion, curious minuteness for majestic beauty, and 
heterogeneous variety for harmony and grace. (176) 
Here, Knight's idea of human weakness and degeneration echoes Johnson's criticism 
on human folly, and both of them are against over-indulgence in imagination. 
Johnson's ground for this criticism is based on the impracticability of the pyramid, 
while Knight reinforces this critique of human whim by saying that "simplicity," 
instead of any extraordinary design, represents the highest grandeur and beauty (176). 
To take it further, the pyramid, or any other strange architectural construction, is 
created for the sake of giving delights by its appearance. However, Dinarbas negates 
the possibility of any delights from this kind of construction by employing the notion 
of "simplicity," which is the complete opposite of the pyramid, in summarizing the 
gist of beauty. In other words, the pyramid can neither serve a practical purpose, nor 
can it achieve this simple criterion of beauty, which essentially means that it is of no 
worth: neither attractive nor useful. Here, Knight's criticism on the worthlessness of 
extravagance is much more absolute and definite than that of Johnson. She 
emphasizes and strengthens Johnson's symbol, reinforces the idea that it is foolish and 
futile for humans to seek contentment from extravagance, and by which she offers 
another fine example of "reinforcement" of Johnson's message. 
The Happy Valley is another significant symbol. In reading Rasselas, one 
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cannot help asking, how happy is the Happy Valley? What does "happy" mean in this 
place? Although the scenery of the Happy Valley is described as like those in a 
paradise, and the life within gives an appearance of prosperity, ironically, the Prince 
wishes to leave this place for a station of highest contentment, meaning exactly that 
happiness is not to be attained in the Happy Valley. Hence, the Happy Valley 
symbolizes Johnson's anti-utopian belief. It represents imperfection and imprisons its 
residents both physically and mentally. Physically, it is a total seclusion from the 
outside world since any entry into or exit from it is forbidden by a massive gate which 
cannot be opened without great machinery. Mentally, residents are fed with worthless 
delights, confined in blind and sensational pleasures, and are living a life more like 
beasts than human beings. No stimulus for the mind is ever possible, nor is their 
horizon ever broadened. Fed up by this, Rasselas decides to leave and see the life 
outside. However, even upon the characters' return at the end, they do not cease to 
think this place as unsatisfactory. Hence, from the beginning till the end of Rasselas, 
the Happy Valley symbolizes imperfection in the world and also the impossibility of 
lasting happiness. 
Knight's development of the symbol of the Happy Valley is revealing. 
While Johnson only states that the Happy Valley is a confinement, Knight points out 
exactly what the defects of confinement are, giving further proofs to Johnson's 
statement. This is illustrated in Ch.35 of Dinarbas. The emperor, after being forced 
by his usurping son to retire to the scenes of pleasures in the Happy Valley, reflects, “I 
am now convinced that inactivity is generally the source of crime: it is scarcely 
possible for the man who does nothing to be free from guilt" (181). And in another 
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passage in the same chapter, he continues: 
Why is prosperity more dangerous than adversity? Because it leaves no 
obstacle to our will; because we have no restraint upon our passions, and 
having no difficulties to struggle with, fall indolently asleep in the lap of 
pleasure. (182) 
Johnson's Happy Valley provides neither perfection nor contentment. Knight gives 
stronger proof on this. From the words of the emperor, it can be seen that retiring to 
the Happy Valley means putting himself into a state of inactivity. This not only means 
monotony, but also constitutes source of crime, thus making the Happy Valley neither 
a place of contentment, nor a shelter from cruelty of the outside world; instead, it is 
itself a place inviting sin, a source of corruption. Under the state of sufficiency and 
abundance in this place, there is no motivation for any activity other than enjoyments. 
Hence, the imagination becomes unrestrained, and one's mind becomes easily 
contaminated by worthless indulgence, and even crime or guilt. Therefore, Knight 
reinforces Johnson's implication on imperfection by giving proof from the emperor's 
experience, reinforcing the idea that even with limitless pleasure, contentment and 
tranquility are not thus guaranteed since action is indispensable for man. In addition 
to this, Knight supplies an additional twist to the Happy Valley in the closing episode 
of Dinarbas. She abolishes its existence as a place of seclusion by inventing the 
destruction of the massive gate and dismissal of all professionals of amusement, thus 
liberating its residents from inertia to activity, so that they can search for sympathy 
and virtue from the outside world, and find real contentment themselves. Hence, by 
reinforcing the dangers, worthlessness and confinement of the Happy Valley, Knight 
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highlights the fact that the Happy Valley provides no contentment; rather, it is through 
its destruction that people can gain freedom and happiness. 
4. Conclusion - "Intertextuality": Eighteenth Century VS Twentieth Century 
As indicated in the introduction of this chapter, one of the functions of this 
chapter is to provide another perspective toward postmodern "intertextuality" by 
looking at what is not. The assumption here is that eighteenth-century 
"intertextuality" is fairly different from that in the late twentieth century. But how do 
they differ? That's the main question to be asked in order to define postmodern 
"intertextuality" in terms of that of the eighteenth century. In other words, the 
question to be considered is: how are Knight's overall tone, or her attitude toward the 
referent, and the nature of her "intertextuality" different from those of the writers in 
the late twentieth century? This is an open inquiry, in which a prudent and 
comprehensive answer is possible only in the following chapters on postmodern texts. 
From the previous section, it can be seen that Knight's project is neither to transform 
or criticize, nor to aspire to make her novel a substitute for Johnson's. Therefore, the 
intertextual relations between the two novels can only be described in terms of 
"complementarity" and "reinforcement." From these, one can see a sense of mildness 
in Knight's tone and attitude toward Johnson. She shows her respect to and 
appreciation of Johnson. Hence, some questions are to be pondered in speculating on 
late twentieth-century "intertextuality:" is this sense of respect in the eighteenth 
century seen in postmodern works? If no, what attitude do the postmodern writers 
have toward their referents? What would be the ambition and intention of the 
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postmodern writers? And what would be the theme of postmodern intertextual 
creations? All these questions combine to form the basis for comparison between 
"intertextuality" in the eighteenth and late twentieth century, through which the 
distinctively postmodern traits can stand out. Thus, in the coming analysis, three 
postmodern texts will be analyzed in detail, from which we can look into the 
similarities and differences between the "intertextuality" of the two ages, and arrive at 
some generalizations about postmodern "intertextuality." 
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Chapter 2. Postmodern Intertextuality (I): 
The Subversive Rewriting Project in Angela Carter's The Bloody Chamber 
This chapter represents the first of the trilogy of postmodern texts in the 
thesis, and is going to be a mediator bridging the discussion of "intertextuality" in the 
eighteenth century and the late twentieth century. The intertextual relations between 
Dinarbas and Rasselas can be explained in quite a simple way. However, things are 
not as straightforward in this chapter. There are basically three features distinguishing 
the intertextual framework in The Bloody Chamber (1979) from that in Dinarbas. 
Firstly, Knight has stated overtly in the subtitle of Dinarbas that it is a sequel to 
Rasselas. This helps in orienting the reader toward the referent right at the beginning 
before he goes into the novel itself, thus guaranteeing both the reader's recognition of 
the novel's intertextual nature, as well as his knowledge of the referent. In The 
Bloody Chamber, there is no such assurance. Angela Carter does not offer explicit 
hints in orienting the reader to the appropriate referents. This lack of clues and 
guides, together with the vagueness and ambivalence of the referents in some of the 
stories, make the process of identification of context a tougher mission for Carter's 
reader than in Knight's case. 
While Rasselas is the only one text being referred to and used as context in 
Dinarbas, there is more than one referent in most of Carter's stories, making the 
location of referents a more complicated task. Furthermore, folklore, or fairy tale, is 
the genre Carter chooses to rewrite, most of which have origins in oral tradition. 
Hence, a single tale may have multiple authorship and versions, and the reader may 
not know the particular version that Carter is referring to, whereas in Knight's project, 
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the matter is much simpler since Johnson's Rasselas constitutes the only existing 
referent of the narrative. All these suggest a complicated intertextual framework in 
The Bloody Chamber, which implies a high degree of obscurity to the reader's vision 
when he is locating the referents. In other words, a mismatch between Carter's 
expectation and the reader's actual ability in identifying the referents is highly 
probable. In these occasions, then, what can the stories possibly mean? Can they 
stand as independent narratives, still meaningful and interesting by themselves? Or, 
in those extreme cases where Carter's dialogue with the referents is too muted for the 
reader to be aware of, is it still necessary for the reader to count on the referents in 
interpretation? Are these intended by Carter? If yes, what would be her purpose? 
Besides, readers differ from one another by their different encyclopedic capacity and 
interpretive capabilities. There are "knowledgeable" readers who have sufficient 
information to draw on, and readers who do not due to cultural differences. How 
would Carter's complex intertextuality, together with the diversity of readers, affect 
the reception of her tales and comprehension of her project? What are the merits, if 
any, and demerits of this problematic intertextual structure? 
In responding to the above questions, I am in a beneficial position since I 
am situated half way between the two poles of "model/knowledgeable reader" and 
"naive reader." In other words, I represent the group of readers who possess a certain 
capacity of encyclopedia of fairy stories, while having difficulties in grasping fully 
Carter's meaning due to cultural difference. Being a non-native speaker of English, 
and bom in a civilization and tradition completely different from those of Carter and 
her intended audience, my understanding of the collection might not be the ideal one 
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expected by Carter. Yet, it stands for the response from the reader who has an 
ordinary level of intellectual and interpretive competence, and should be an effective 
paradigm in illustrating the overall effect of Carter's complicated intertextuality on 
most of her readers. Hence, throughout this chapter, the questions mentioned above 
will be responded to by adopting my situation as a Chinese woman bom in the British 
colony of Hong Kong with English as my second language since primary school. 
1. General Introduction to The Bloody Chamber 
The Bloody Chamber is a collection of fairy stories re-interpreted from a 
feminist perspective. It includes the recasting of "Bluebeard," “Beauty and the 
Beast," "Puss-in-Boots," "The Erl-King," "Snow White" and "The Little Red Riding 
Hood" among other well-known tales. Yet, in revisiting these old friends of ours, 
writers, particularly the feminist ones, discover traces of patriarchal domination in the 
canonical versions written by male writers such as Charles Perrault and Brothers 
Grimm, in which women's voice and desire are subordinated and even annihilated. In 
view of this, feminist writers sense the urgency in reviving a female voice and 
resisting the suffocating male-centered implications in these tales, and they become 
anxious in evaluating the ideological assumptions hidden in the genre of fairy tale. 
Thus, there is a tendency for them to comment and critique, to work against yet within 
the genre for the sake of revitalizing these tales and undoing latent male prejudice. 
Angela Carter is one of these writers, and her remarks are illuminating: 
Reading is just as creative an activity as writing and most intellectual 
development depends upon new readings of old texts. I'm all for putting 
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new wine in old bottles, especially if the pressure of the new wine makes the 
old bottle explode. ("Notes from the Front Line," 69) 
This proclamation makes it clear that Carter's project is to recuperate, and sometimes 
even to explode the habitual and traditional (old bottle) by providing new perspectives 
(new wine) to them. In doing so, her tone is primarily subversive and ironic. Her 
revised versions stand as counter-argument to the originals and critique to the form of 
the genre: the former represents a one-to-one response between Carter's tales and her 
referents, while the latter is a dialogue of a larger scale, targeting at the routine 
defining features of the fairy tale. 
Carter's enterprise is to re-adapt and re-appropriate the old tales to the 
current environment. Here, her choice of the fairy tale genre is convenient in terms of 
its analogies with her premises. First of all, the fairy tale belongs initially to the oral 
tradition. It is more a verbal form than a written form. Therefore, the stories are told 
and retold by different raconteurs, who reframe and remold them in accommodating 
their individual purposes. This elasticity of the fairy tale tradition, which allows 
flexible manipulations and interpretations according to situations, fits tightly with 
Carter's ambition. She is to do the same thing as those storytellers: to modify 
obsolete stories into up-to-date tales in order to announce her new perspective toward 
social identities. Another analogy lies in the coherence between Carter as a female 
storyteller and the female supremacy in the storytelling ritual. Storytelling represents 
the chief, if not the only, channel for females to break their silence and communicate 
their intimate experience to one another. However, male writers, like Perrault, write 
these tales down in a male frame by wiping away the elements they find embarrassing 
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or unsuitable for instructing children (such as female sexuality), erasing details that 
they cannot comprehend, and adding in their male vision toward the open-ended 
messages and themes, thus canceling out the possible female interpretation of them. 
Therefore, Carter aims to revive the female voice by rediscovering the female content 
and by overthrowing male domination in these stories. She herself takes up the role 
of being a storyteller again and retrieves the space for women in these tales. 
2. Individual Analysis of the Short Stories 
This section is to offer summary statements to the short stories selected for 
discussion, as well as an in-depth study of each in terms of its intertextual relations 
with the referent as well as the fairy tale tradition. Unlike Knight's modest project 
which ventures primarily to complement and reinforce Johnson's narrative, Angela 
Carter's attitude toward her referents is basically subversive and ironic, with a myth-
breaking rather than a myth-making impulse. Her relationship with her referents is far 
less harmonious than that between Knight and Johnson, based mainly upon 
disagreement and disapproval, expressed in a sneering tone of irony. There are 
basically two assumptions in this analysis. Firstly, given the multiplicity of referents 
in Carter's stories, the focus will be on each story's intertextual relations with the 
chief fairy tale that is being used as background and context, on which the story is 
highly dependent for comprehensive meaning. Secondly, as in the previous chapter, 
the categorization of intertextual relations in this section is to demonstrate the 
propensity of particular stories rather than being closed and clear-cut classifications. 
There are generally three terms in portraying Carter's subversive rewriting 
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enterprise, namely "foregrounding'V'unearthing," "reversal" and "undermining." 
Before applying these terms to Carter's collection, it is helpful to underline their 
definitions and clarify the hypothesis in employing them. The visual images 
suggested by "foregrounding" and "unearthing" are revealing. To take it from the 
perspective of photography, the foreground of a picture refers to the area that appears 
nearest to the front, and is most directly and easily noticed by everyone looking at it. 
Therefore, "foregrounding" means to make something the center of attention by 
placing it in an eye-catching position. "Unearthing" suggests another interesting 
image, but which complements that of "foregrounding." To unearth means to dig out 
or discover something buried under the ground. This is illuminating in portraying 
Carter's endeavor. To unearth, or to excavate, requires physical strength and labor. 
By the same token, vigor and enthusiasm are involved in Carter's enterprise of 
reviving the long lost femininity from the male-framed fairy tales. Hence, by 
combining the sense of highlighting in "foregrounding" and the sense of reinstatement 
in "unearthing," the two terms denote restoration and emphasis of something hidden 
and latent, whose significance had been previously suppressed, downplayed or 
backgrounded. 
Apart from rediscovering the buried content, "reversal" is another term 
describing Carter's attitude toward her referents. To reverse means to move in a 
direction opposite to the existing perspective, so that the first thing comes last, and 
vice versa. Hence, Carter, in reversing the male-prejudiced themes and morals of 
each of her referents, is to turn them upside down, inside out, but her purpose, instead 
of creating chaos and instability, is to re-establish an appropriate interpretation of 
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these stories which is fair to females. In other words, by "reversal," Carter seeks to 
turn the coin to its other side, to reverse the situation in which males are privileged in 
every way, to one which allows feminine vision and reading of the open-ended 
aspects of the tales. "Foregrounding," "unearthing" and "reversal" are terms 
depicting Carter's intertextual relations with the referents in each of her stories. In 
addition to these one-to-one dialogues with each fairy tale she is referencing, there is 
yet another enterprise of a larger scale which takes into consideration the overall 
tradition of the fairy tale genre. In describing this dialogic relation, "undermining" is 
an appropriate word. In its literal meaning, to undermine means to dig out the earth 
beneath a rock or a mountain. To take it metaphorically, "undermining" is to weaken 
something long established by wearing away the foundation on which the tradition is 
based. Hence, by inverting or providing alternatives to the habitual patterns and go-
without-saying features or devices of the fairy tale tradition (for instance, the 
predominant image of males and females, the definition of happy ending, the 
mechanical guarantee of "happily ever after," the reductiveness and over-simplified 
worldview), Carter intends to destabilize, defamiliarize and attack the tradition by 
bringing into light its inadequacy. 
“The Bloody Chamber，， 
"The Bloody Chamber," the title story, is an elaborate feminist adaptation of 
Charles Perrault's "Bluebeard." "Bluebeard" is the nickname of a wealthy man who 
possesses a blue beard that scares ladies away. Yet, he manages to get the hand of a 
beautiful girl by showering her with glamour and extravagance. One day, Bluebeard 
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leaves for business. He entrusts a bunch of keys to the girl, emphasizing that she is 
not to enter one particular room, or he will be infuriated. Despite Bluebeard's 
warning, the girl is so curious that she resolves to get into the room. She opens the 
door and numerous dead bodies of Bluebeard's previous wives appear before her. She 
is so frightened that she drops the key onto the bloody floor, whose stain cannot be 
wiped away no matter how hard she tries. At that very moment, Bluebeard returns. 
The stained-key tells everything, and he decides to kill the girl for her disobedience. 
The girl tries out all means to defer her execution in order to have her brothers arrive 
for their daily visit. Her brothers kill Bluebeard and the girl inherits all his fortunes. 
She marries another man, having a life blissful enough for her to forget about her 
previous nightmarish marriage. 
The plot development of "The Bloody Chamber" basically parallels that of 
"Bluebeard." By using a first person's perspective, the present self of the girl tells a 
story about her past self. The main difference lies in Carter's addition of two 
characters: the courageous mother and the blind piano-tuner. While in the original it 
is the two brothers who come to the girl's rescue, in "The Bloody Chamber," the male 
saviors are replaced by a maternal figure: the tiger-killing mother. Also, instead of 
inheriting the wealth of the Marquis, the girl donates most of it to charity, leaving 
only a little to start her career by using her music talent, and lives a happy life with 
her lover, the blind piano-tuner. While Perrault states explicitly the lesson as the evil 
of female disobedience and curiosity, Carter's attitude toward female curiosity is more 
affirmative. Instead of taking it as a sort of unrestrained desire, her focus is more on 
the fact that such a quest towards knowledge, though dangerous, is necessary for the 
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girl's growth from innocence to experience. 
Compared with the simplicity and brevity of "Bluebeard," Carter's novella 
appears to be a more sophisticated and elaborate version. "The Bloody Chamber" is 
like a magnified or dissected version of "Bluebeard." In composing it, Carter is like a 
detective, or a scientist, who lays "Bluebeard" under a microscope, enlarging the tale 
by thousands times under the lens, so that she can scrutinize and dissect every minute 
element of it, discern traces of male understatement and erasure of female content, 
and then recover and recuperate the latter, while undoing the prejudiced male frame. 
In other words, "The Bloody Chamber" represents a complicated version of 
"Bluebeard," in which the mask of simplicity in the latter is torn off, revealing male 
subordination of the female voice. To free females from their forced silence in fairy 
tales, Carter's job is to unearth the long forgotten female content; reverse the 
discriminatory male perspective into female interpretation; and undermine the 
habitual. Hence, the intertextual relations between "The Bloody Chamber" and 
"Bluebeard" can be described in terms of "foregrounding'T'unearthing" and 
"reversal," while "undermining" represents Carter's attitude toward the taken-for-
granted features of the fairy tale genre. 
Foregrounding/Unearthing 
In “The Bloody Chamber," Carter aims to rediscover a female voice 
through reviving the ritual of female storytelling and gossiping. This is done by the 
use of first-person narration. While the more distanced third-person narration of 
"Bluebeard" permits the story to be read from either Bluebeard's or the girl's 
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perspective, the pronoun "I" at the very beginning of “The Bloody Chamber" 
indicates that the patient of the whole event, the girl, is the raconteur throughout the 
autobiographic narrative, who restores the custom of storytelling by breaking female 
silence in the tale. Her voice is the only one to be heard, which means that she is in 
complete control of how her story is to be told, from which feminine vision and 
interpretation of the whole event and most intimate descriptions of the girl's mental 
experience are possible. Hence, by using first-person narration, the girl orients 
readers of both genders to perceive things through her eye, so that even the male 
reader can enter into the feminine world of the girl and open up for himself an angle 
free from male misinterpretation of femininity. 
Apart from the deployment of first-person narration, the voice of the girl is 
foregrounded through Carter's thoughtful design of the blind piano-tuner, Jean-Yves. 
His blindness is deliberate but helpful. Without his physical eyesight, he is free from 
the deceptive and misleading external reality, and he is to "see" things by using his 
inner eye in his heart. Therefore, what matters to him is communication. The girl's 
voice is the major channel through which he can get to know about her. He "sees" her 
by listening to her, without having his attention diverted by appearance. Hence, 
instead of remaining silent and passive as she did with the Marquis, or as Perrault's 
girl did with Bluebeard, the ending of the story, in which the girl leads a happy life 
with Jean-Yves, essentially implies the restoration of the girl's voice thereafter. 
Reversal 
One instance of "reversal" is found in Carter's counter-argument to the 
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misogynist moral in "Bluebeard." Perrault states his lesson clearly at the end of the 
tale: 
Curiosity, in spite of its many charms, 
Can bring with it serious regrets; 
You can see a thousand examples of it every day. 
Women succumb, but it's a fleeting pleasure; 
As soon as you satisfy it, it ceases to be. 、 
And it always proves very, very costly. (Tartar, 148) 
The theme of "Bluebeard" is therefore to condemn female curiosity and disobedience, 
which underlines the correspondence between female submissiveness and virtue. Yet, 
Carter reverses this male-privileged perspective to a positive outlook focusing on 
females' right in questing for knowledge. The emphasis is more on the girl's 
necessity to understand her husband's true face and her courage to do so. Her 
disobedience is a kind of skepticism, contributing to her initiation, knowledge and 
self-development, rather than an act of evil and foolishness. As Kathleen E.B. 
Manley says, "her curiousity actually helps her in her process toward womanhood; 
she is not only curious about the locked room, but she is also curious about marriage" 
(“The Woman in Process," 88). Hence, the two versions of the moral represent a 
dichotomy between male and female viewpoint. The former is a negative 
interpretation of females, following the Christian doctrine of original sin, as well as 
the deeply-rooted censuring of Eve in Genesis, while the latter is a just evaluation of 
female search for knowledge. The stereotyped definition of “virtuous female," which 
confines them in passivity and stasis, is overthrown, so that females may enjoy the 
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same praise males get from their quest for knowledge, their skepticism and curiosity. 
Here, Carter demonstrates her rebuff of the biased male frame in "Bluebeard." She 
aims to reverse the male prejudice in the original to a feminine vision, so as to restore 
justice to the girl, as well as to the condemned female figures in literature, such as Eve 
and Pandora who are alluded to in "The Bloody Chamber." 
Undermining 
One example of "undermining" lies in Carter's perspective toward the fairy 
tale definition of "happy ending," or the customary definition of a happy life for 
females, whose focus is on women's marriage to wealthy men. This archetypal notion 
of "happy ending" is found in "Bluebeard," in which the girl finds contentment by 
marrying a worthy man and leads a prosperous life with her inheritance from 
Bluebeard. However, this does not happen to Carter's girl. She does not marry again, 
but leads a tranquil life with her lover (the blind piano-tuner), and establishes her own 
career by using her talent in music, without depending on her inheritance from the 
Marquis. Here, marriage and wealth are not obligatory to female existence; instead, 
being single and economically independent offers the same level of gratification. By 
this, Carter seeks to question the degree of necessity of a wealthy husband, or indeed 
the need of marriage at all for a happy life, thus undermining the mechanical mode of 
"happy ending" in all fairy tales, characterized by weddings and materialism. 
Another prominent example is Carter's "undermining" of the predominant 
male image in fairy tales, characterized by power, wealth and prince-like glamour, 
which is intended for providing the impression, or illusion, of being perfect and ideal. 
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In challenging this habitual pattern, Carter wittily creates the blind piano-tuner in 
putting forward alternative definitions of masculinity. He does not possess even one 
feature of the "ideal." He has neither power, nor wealth, nor a handsome face, but is 
just an ordinary person having the same social status as the girl. Even worse, he is 
visually-disabled. Here, the intentional contrast between the fairy tale hero and the 
piano-tuner lies largely in their external qualities, by which Carter undermines fairy 
tales' futile emphasis on external qualities of beauty and wealth. Although the blind 
piano-tuner lacks all the qualities of the fairy tale hero, he is the one who offers final 
consolation to the girl. He acts as the girl's humble friend since they first met, and 
continues to be her loyal listener. If we are to compare him with the Marquis, the 
irony is even more obvious. Although the Marquis is affluent and well-educated, he 
offers nothing but a nightmare to the girl. Yet, the piano-tuner, neither affluent nor 
well-educated, constitutes a far more desirable partner, whose lack permits a equal 
relationship with neither part dominating, and one which is based on mutual 
understanding, rather than appearance and sexuality. In other words, what really 
counts is a real future, not a "happily ever after" of untouchable illusion and fantasy. 
“The Courtship of Mr Lvon” and “The Tiger's Bride” 
Both “The Courtship of Mr Lyon" and “The Tiger's Bride" are adapted 
from the famous “Beauty and the Beast" by Jeanne-Marie Leprince de Beaumont, 
both of which differ from the original mainly by the ending. In "The Courtship of Mr 
Lyon," Beauty, instead of being the forever loving, caring and modest young lady in 
the original, is a potentially vain and narcissistically self-centered girl, who is on the 
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verge of being polluted by luxurious life. However, she is saved by the power of love, 
both her love for Mr. Lyon and the love she gets from him, which transforms Mr. 
Lyon from a carnivore to herbivore, a beast running on all fours to a half-beast half-
man who walks like a gentleman on two feet. Whereas the revision is rather mild in 
"The Courtship of Mr Lyon," the twist in "The Tiger's Bride" is far more radical. 
While Beauty is absent from the title of "Courtship," the title of this story indicates 
clearly that the girl is to be given more focus in this story. By using first-person 
narration, the girl, who is no longer called "Beauty" here, tells her own story. Instead 
of being as selfless as Beauty is in the original, throughout her account, the girl 
represents a twisted version of Beauty who expresses her spite toward her state as a 
bartering good serving her father's pleasure in gambling. No longer seen is the child 
who sacrifices herself willingly for her father, but that the child is forced by her father 
to sacrifice herself for his fortune-seeking whim. The father uses the girl's body as a 
bargaining chip and makes a deal with Beast, and loses. Hence, in repaying her 
father's debt, the girl has to disrobe herself in front of Beast, after which she can leave 
and continue her former role as her father's daughter. Yet, she chooses to stay with 
Beast, who also disrobes himself by taking off his mask and human costume, and 
exposes his most natural and original form - a tiger. In the final embracing scene, the 
tiger licks off her skin, and she is revealed to be a tigress herself. 
Foregrounding/Unearthing 
Whereas Madame de Beaumont focuses on Beauty's virtues as natural and 
instinctual, and the fact that her self-denial is done entirely out of her own wishes, 
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Carter, in both "Courtship" and "Tiger's," foregrounds the existence of a hidden 
reality of female will by bringing into light the latent subordination of female desire to 
male desire, meaning that Beauty's self-sacrifice is not done completely out of her 
will, but is partly due to the norms and obligations imposed on her by patriarchy. 
While Beauty is constantly depicted as absolutely selfless in the original, in 
"Courtship," though Beauty is quite ready to sacrifice herself for her father, male 
subordination of female desire, as well as the existence of a latent will inside Beauty 
are underlined, the narrator says, "Yet she stayed, and smiled, because her father 
wanted her to do so" (45). And in another paragraph, the narrator adds: 
Do not think she had no will of her own; only, she was possessed by a sense 
of obligation to an unusual degree and, besides, she would gladly have gone 
to the ends of the earth for her father, whom she loved dearly. (45-6) 
Here, it is clearly stated that she loves her father to the point where she will do 
whatever he wants, even to die for him. However, this self-denial is mingled with her 
own will. She does not want to be so, but owing to her obligations of filial piety, she 
has no choice but to stay with Mr. Lyon. Hence, Carter's point is to show us the 
reality, in which Beaumont's Beauty is nowhere to be found since it is impossible for 
any female, virtually any human being, to exist in an utterly selfless state and live 
entirely according to other's will. 
The same thing happens even more radically in "The Tiger's Bride." The 
girl here is in constant awareness of her inferior state as a bargaining chip, and she 
expresses her anger toward the exploitation forced upon her by her father's whim and 
indulgence in card games. Carter's treatment of the symbol of the white rose is 
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illuminating. In "Beauty and the Beast," the white rose symbolizes fatherly love, 
whereas in “The Tiger's Bride," it functions in a completely different way. As the girl 
tells us: 
The valet clasp[s] [...] a bunch of his master's damned white roses as if a 
gift of flowers would reconcile a woman to any humiliation. He sprang 
down with preternatural agility to place them ceremoniously in my reluctant 
hand. My tear-beslobbered father wants a rose to show that I forgive him. 
When I break off a stem, I prick my finger and so he gets his rose all 
smeared with blood. (55) 
Two significant points can be drawn. To the girl, the white rose is but a "deposit" for 
the coming humiliation. She has no other option than to accept it in order to fulfill the 
Beast's contract with her father. Moreover, instead of receiving care and love from 
her father, in this version, she is not only exploited by the request for a rose, but also 
forced to give in to her father's demand. The white rose no longer symbolizes 
fatherly love, but a double subordination of female will. She is forced to be her 
father's bargaining chip in repaying his debt, and to act in a way she is not willing to, 
while at the same time she is denied any possible spite toward her father, who is the 
cause of all her troubles, by her father's demand for her forgiveness. The 
foregrounding in this story is more effective than that in "Courtship." Together with 
the use of first-person narration, Carter, in foregrounding the hidden reality of female 




The twisted ending of "The Tiger's Bride" is significant in demonstrating 
Carter's disagreement with the ideological implications in Beaumont's version. In 
Beaumont's version, the civilizing power of females, and the supremacy of culture 
over nature are celebrated. Yet, Carter reverses it into a victory of nature over 
civilization, signifying a possibility of a Utopian state for females that is free from 
male expectation and subordination. Upon fulfillment of the deal, which is to let 
Beast to see her naked, Carter's girl is free to leave him. However, instead of 
departing immediately and going with her father, she strips off all her clothes and 
becomes "flinching stark" (66). Here, the clothes symbolize the social constructs 
imposed on her as well as on the whole race of women, including her former role as a 
daughter whose obedience is demanded, and her inferiority as her father's chip on the 
gambling table. Thus, her stripping off of her clothes implies a split from social 
constructs on femininity. In this nudity, both literally and symbolically, she goes to 
Beast, who also disrobes himself of the human mask that he always wears. A 
revealing scene of metamorphosis thus takes place. Beast, who is in his full tiger 
form, strips the girl further to a state of real nakedness by licking off her skin, upon 
which she becomes a tigress. In other words, he helps the girl to take one step further: 
to leave civilization entirely and embrace nature, so as to forget about the set of values 
imposed onto her by the male-centered culture and start a new life. Any possible 
difference between them is extracted. They become equal to each other, both in their 
unmasked and most simple and primitive form. Hence, instead of reviving male 
culture by breaking the curse on Beast as in the original, Carter asks all women to 
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abandon cultural and social constructs and to return to mask-free primitiveness, but 
this seems more like a difficult mission indeed. 
Undermining 
Carter's refusal in naming her heroine is a revealing example of 
"undermining." Throughout "The Tiger's Bride," the girl distances herself from the 
name "Beauty," and is described as "this young lady" (56), "good little girl" (56), and 
"a woman of honor" (61). This shaking off of the name "Beauty" forecasts the girl's 
final split from the set of adjectives attached to this name, and her rebuff of the 
"ideal" inscribed on this name in Beaumont's story, or in every fairy tale: the servant-
like maternal figure who "[gets] up at four in the morning and start[s] cleaning the 
house and preparing breakfast for the family" (Tartar, 33); a good daughter who 
"could not bring herself to abandon her poor father in his distress" (Tartar, 33)，and 
‘‘feel[s] fortunate to be able to sacrifice [herself] for [her father]" (Tartar, 36); and a 
perfect beauty adored by everyone. All these traits constitute an "ideal" from male 
perspective, but they are not necessarily desired by females. Thus, Carter's intention 
in constructing this no-name girl is to initiate the heroine in trespassing the female 
identity implied by the tags attached to "Beauty" and the generalized features of 
femininity in all fairy stories, and to oppose this archetypal image of the female by 
offering an alternative way of being indicated in the scene of metamorphosis: a state 
in which social norms are no longer applicable. 
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“Puss-in-Boots，， 
"Puss-in-Boots" is a bawdily humorous version of a tale of the same title 
written by Charles Perrault. While other stories, say, "The Bloody Chamber" and 
“The Courtship of Mr Lyon," allow point-to-point comparison with the referents to a 
certain extent, Carter's "Puss-in-Boots" differs so much from the original that the 
intertextual relations in between are nearly indiscernible. Were it not the identical 
title and the well-known character Puss, there would be no hint as to which fairy tale 
this story is referencing. By employing the same title in arousing her reader's 
expectation, and debunking it by distorting the original plot into a totally strange face, 
Carter demonstrates her enterprise of exploding the old bottle by the pressure of her 
new wine, and her premise of brewing new wine of her own by exploiting the reader's 
impression of the old bottle and the old wine. Perrault's version is about how a wily 
cat dupes the king for its young master by making him the owner of the Ogre's castle, 
so that he climbs up the social ladder and gets the hand of the princess. Compared 
with Perrault's innocent tale, Carter's reworking focuses more on erotic and sexual 
details. In this tale, Puss and his lover, Tabby, plan numerous tricks for Puss's master 
to meet a married girl he adores. The girl is fascinated by Puss's master's virility, and 
takes great pleasure every time they have sex. Finally, Puss and Tabby set a trap to 
get the girl's old husband killed, so that Puss's master marries the girl and lives on the 
wealth she inherits from her husband, with their happiness mirrored by the union of 
Puss and Tabby. As the narrative stands as rather independent of the referent its title 
suggests, and the story's relation with its referent is obscure and ambiguous, the 
following discussion of intertextual relation will be focusing on that between the story 
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and the fairy tale tradition. 
Undermining 
Compared with the more distanced third-person narration in most fairy 
tales, an animal's point of view is helpful to Carter's critique of the pretence in fairy 
stories. Animals are supposed to be direct and without pretence in their actions and 
thoughts. By looking at things from a cat's eye, everything is described without 
reserve in its bare and crudest way, even the taboo of sexuality. Therefore, by 
emphasizing the erotic details which are rare in fairy stories, Carter exposes the 
common reductiveness of fairy story writers who, in making "innocent" tales, 
subordinate female desire by dismissing female sexuality. The two immobile, old and 
envious figures, that is, the husband and the woman housekeeper, also contribute to 
Carter's critical evaluation of fairy stories' reductiveness. The two characters 
represent fairy tale writers of both genders who insist on the purity and virginity of 
the princess figure in their stories. Puss's master describes the girl in this story as "a 
princess in a tower. [...] Chained to a dolt and dragon-guarded，，(70). She is like 
Sleeping Beauty, who is imprisoned in a tower and guarded by her old husband and 
the envious housekeeper. Her sexuality is in a sleeping state since no one can give her 
satisfaction. She is not free to go outside, except once per week to Mass, with a veil 
covering her face. Hence, the girl symbolizes the suppressed female figure in fairy 
tales，whose sexuality is downplayed by writers of both genders (symbolized by her 
husband and the housekeeper), and who is constantly kept in a state of stasis and 
passivity. In other words, Carter uses this allusion to “The Sleeping Beauty" to sneer 
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at the common female image in fairy tales, who is reduced to nothing but a poor 
creature, silent and inert. Carter's position is further strengthened by the courtship of 
the girl and Puss's master. Once the girl meets the virile master of Puss, her liveliness 
returns. Her pleasure in sexuality stresses even more the fact that female sexual 
desire should not be understated, and the happy ending for all the characters means 
that the recovery of female desire signifies a possible betterment for all. 
“The Erl-King，， 
Apart from "Puss-in-Boots," “The Erl-King" is another story whose 
intertextual relation with the referent is ambivalent. Though the title reminds us of a 
ballad of the same title by a German poet, Johann Wolfgang von Goethe (1782)，the 
content of this story strays far from the poem. Thus, similar to the case in "Puss-in-
Boots，，，though the identical title arouses readers' memory of the ballad, Carter's 
dialogue with the referent is so muted that it is unclear as to what the referent's role is 
in this story, how significant it is, and whether Carter is just exploiting the reputation 
of the Erl-King legend in spinning a completely new yam of her own. All these 
uncertainties disorient the reader to such a degree that the only possible way is to read 
the story as an independent creation. This story drifts far away from Goethe's ballad 
of father and son, and talks about a girl's struggle between a state of confinement with 
true love, and one of freedom but loneliness. While she wants true love and 
autonomy at the same time, her lover, the Erl-King, sees love as a selfish matter, 
which is equivalent to possessing someone, imprisoning her forever in his embrace, 
feeding her when necessary and asking her to sing when he desires it. Due to this 
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difference in value system, the girl chooses autonomy, not only for herself, but also 
for all those collections of birds of the Erl-King, which are originally girls but have 
been transformed by the Erl-King into his pet birds. Hence, she revenges the 
imprisonment experienced by all those girls by freeing them from their cages, and 
saves herself from the verge of being absorbed into the eyes of the Erl-King. In doing 
so, she is determined and strong-minded since one more glance of the Erl-King will 
possibly tempt her into his possession. Therefore, she kills the Erl-King before he can 
do her any harm, and the story ends in a note of rejection of possible harmony and 
union between males and females. 
To look at it as an independent narrative, "The Erl-King" illustrates the 
rebuff of the overwhelming effect of social stereotypes toward both genders, in which 
both males and females are absorbed into this system, with the former's superiority 
taken for granted, while the latter being forced to conform to their assigned roles. The 
wood represents the male-centered society, which "enclose[s]" and "swallow[s] up" 
(84) everything in it. Therefore, girls who go into the wood will be trapped inside. 
They "must stay there until it lets [them] out again" (84)，and are doomed to become 
the Erl-King's pets, confined in cages ever after. The same thing occurs in our 
society, where females are absorbed into the male culture, and can do nothing but 
accept the forced silence and male sovereignty over them. While the girls, or the 
birds, are conscious of their freedom as being encroached on, the Erl-King, when 
feeding his pet birds (his mistresses) affectionately, does not intend to do them harm, 
and is not conscious of the fact that he is negating their freedom and instincts. In 
other words, in fulfilling their pre-designed roles, males are hypnotized to such an 
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extent that they have not been able to notice the harm they are doing to females. In 
the face of this, the narrator in this story represents a warrior who is determined in 
fighting against the predominant injustice to females. When the Erl-King wants to 
show his love toward the narrator by turning her into his pet as he did to other girls, 
the narrator is rational enough to know that he "would do [her] grievous harm," 
though "in his innocence he never knew he might be the death of [her]" (90). She 
undercuts the male culture by killing the Erl-King, and revives the female voice by 
liberating all other girls from their former reliance and subordination, so that they are 
no pets of men. They become wild birds who sing and fly freely; in other words, they 
become independent women who can talk and act in whatever way they desire. Yet, 
similar to the case in "The Tiger's Bride," this is more like a Utopia, an unreality, 
rather than a feasible way out for women. 
“The Snow Child，， 
“The Snow Child" consists of a brief echo to Brothers Grimm's "Snow 
White:" “I wish I had a girl as white as snow [...], as red as blood [...]，as black as 
that bird's feather" (91，The Bloody Chamber). It is a subversive sequel to all fairy 
stories having happy endings, with the Count and Countess representing the grown-up 
version of the young lovers whose life had been concluded as "happily ever after." 
The story is about a Count's wish to have a girl fulfilling the qualities stated in the 
above quote. When he utters his wish, the girl appears before him. The Count's 
attention is no longer on the Countess, but directed toward the girl. This shift of the 
tenderness of the Count from his wife to the girl has magically moved the former's 
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possession to the latter, including her furs and boots. Finally, the Countess asks for a 
rose. The girl picks one, is pricked by it and faints. Seeing this, the Count rapes the 
girl, after which the girl melts and dissolves into a feather and a bloodstain, and at this 
point, the Countess gets everything back: her possessions, which flew to the girl; and 
the Count's tenderness and attention, which was occupied by the girl, now return to 
her. 
Undermining 
From the relationship between the Count and the Countess, this tale can be 
seen as a critique and an undermining of the simplicity, closure and the routine happy 
ending of the fairy tale genre. The Count desires a girl possessing all ideal features of 
a lover: purity (white), virginity (red), and beauty (black hair). Though here, it is not 
clear whether the Count's yearning is for an offspring or a young lover, his desire of 
the qualities of being white, red and black is erotic anyway. If the Count desires an 
offspring, it means that he is projecting his standards of an ideal lover onto his future 
offspring since his wife's youth and beauty are fading away; conversely, if he desires 
a lover, it signifies his fantasy toward extra-marital affairs. Once the girl appears, the 
Count concentrates on her, without paying any regard to his wife. Every time the 
Count denies the Countess's wish, one of her belongings goes to the girl. Hence, the 
Countess's possessions symbolize the Count's affection and attention, both of which 
are unfaithful and inconsistent. All these combine to imply that nothing is as simple, 
innocent, absolute and promising as the closure of "happily ever after" in traditional 
fairy stories. Everything is still in the process of development, and this customary 
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happy ending in most fairy tales may represent the beginning of discord and infidelity 
between husband and wife. Hence, by writing this subversive sequel to all happily-
ended fairy tales, Carter challenges their simplified conclusion on a static happy 
"being" of the characters, and proposes a cruelly-realistic ending which emphasizes 
the unstable "becoming" of the characters, which is subject to any kind of bad luck or 
curse even after this "happily ever after." 
“The Werewoir 
The chief referents of “The Werewolf are Charles Perrault's "The Little 
Red Riding Hood," which ends in the consumption of both Little Red and her 
grandmother; Brothers Grimm's “The Little Red Cap," which ends in a salvation of 
the two victims by a huntsman; and as the title suggests, the "werewolf genre. "The 
Werewolf is a brief story, in which a child is to visit her grandmother as Little Red 
does in the originals. On her way, a wolf attempts to attack her, but she is calm 
enough to use her knife in slashing off its right forepaw，wraps it up and brings it 
along. She arrives at her grandmother's house; finding that her grandmother is having 
a fever, she takes out the cloth in which the wolf's paw was wrapped in order to cool 
her grandmother's forehead. However, what falls from the cloth is no longer a wolf's 
paw, but her grandmother's hand. The child realizes that the wolf is indeed her 
grandmother. She cries out so loudly that the neighbors come and stone her 
grandmother to death, and the child inherits her grandmother's house and prospers at 
the end. In this reworked copy of "The Little Red Riding Hood," the male is absent. 
There is no huntsman-savior figure as in Grimm's version; rather, the role of the 
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hunter is taken up by the girl herself. She kills the wolf, not disguised as her 
grandmother as in the originals, but which is indeed her grandmother. Both the girl 
and the grandmother, who are the victims in the originals, are given new roles that are 
much stronger and masculine. This masculine strength represents an alternative to the 
archetypal fairy tale image of the females, who is usually weak, fragile and passive in 
times of crises. Therefore, in describing the intertextual relation between this story 
and the Red Riding Hood stories, "undermining" would seem an appropriate term. 
Undermining 
In this recasting, there are only two characters, both of which are females. 
Yet, in this absence of male, the child and the old Granny, who are presented as 
extremely fragile both in the Red Riding Hood stories and in most fairy stories, 
become more lively and active. The child in this revised version, instead of being the 
ignorant girl who tells the wolf where her grandmother lives, or the idle and 
disobedient one who neglects her mother's warning and enjoys herself in gathering 
flowers, is a rational and decisive girl. Her courage in slashing the wolf, as well as 
her determination in killing her grandmother once she recognizes the latter as a 
werewolf, demonstrate very well the masculinity inherent in her traits, whereas the 
old Granny, who should be the one devoured by the wolf in the original versions, is 
here the wolf itself, the powerful devouring figure. Here, in inscribing the qualities of 
bravery and strength to the two female characters, Carter aims to undermine and 
provide alternatives to the stereotypical defining adjectives tagged onto women, and 
to reject once-and-for-all the stereotyped representation of women in the fairy tale 
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genre, which is put in a concise way by Andrea Dworkin: 
There is the good woman. She is a victim. There is the bad woman. She 
must be destroyed. The good woman must be possessed. The bad woman 
must be killed, or punished. Both must be nullified. {Pornography, 57) 
In other words, the autonomy and existence of women are totally denied in fairy tales. 
They can either be "possessed" or "destroyed." Therefore, by adding the qualities of 
courage and vigor to the two female characters, Carter is creating a new image of 
women: a strong one who is neither virtuous nor witchy, and thus capable of escaping 
from these restraining definitions and combating the nullification imposed on them by 
the fairy tale tradition as well as the patriarchy. 
Another instance is Carter's undermining of the fairy tale formula, where 
being virtuous and obedient means to make oneself the passive victim. This pattern 
can be found in "Beauty and the Beast" and many other fairy stories, in which the 
heroine has to sacrifice herself in illustrating her virtue. However, in "The 
Werewolf," self-sacrifice is not the pre-requisite of being a "good child" (109). One 
need not be a victim, but one should be able to protect oneself from the cold weather 
and the dangers in the forest. Therefore, as Atwood remarks: 
to be a good child is to be a competent child, to know how to recognize 
danger but to avoid being paralysed by fear, to know how to use your 
father's hunting knife to defend yourself against those who also hunt. 
'Good' means 'good at.，("Running with the Tigers," 129-30) 
Like the child in this story, she has "a scabby coat of sheepskin to keep out the cold," 
she is always ‘‘on guard," and whenever she hears the howl of a wolf, she "drop[s] her 
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gifts, seize[s] her knife and tum[s] on the beast" (109). Hence, instead of equating 
virtue with passivity and self-denial, Carter undermines this by bringing into light a 
new definition, a new moral: Virtue means not to be good or to behave well in a 
passive way, but to train oneself to be good at facing and fighting against problems. 
In other words, virtue does not mean passivity; rather, being able to actively fight 
against danger is what really counts. 
“The Company of Wolves，， 
"The Company of Wolves" is another reworking of the Red Riding Hood 
stories, which similiarly echoes the stories in the "werewolf genre. On her way to 
Granny's house, the girl meets a handsome huntsman who proposes a bet: if he is to 
arrive at Granny's house earlier than the girl does, the girl will have to give him a 
kiss. The girl, hoping that the young man will indeed win, loiters along the path, and 
when she is doing so, the man having arrived at Granny's house transforms into a 
wolf and gobbles Granny up. Once the girl arrives at Granny's house, she realizes 
that she is in great danger since there is no trace of Granny to be found. This time, 
Grimm's huntsman will not come to her rescue since Carter has twisted the plot, and 
the huntsman here is the disguised wolf. Knowing that fear will do her no good, she 
faces the danger by embracing the wolf and becoming his wife, making the wolf her 
pet, and trying to enjoy this relation instead of feeling upset by it. 
Foregrounding/Unearthing 
Instead of beginning with “once upon a time" as in most fairy stories, both 
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this story and "The Werewolf begin with serious old wives' morals which give 
background about the werewolf and devil legends before going into the main story. 
This is an interesting feature absent in the originals, and which is important in 
"foregrounding" and "unearthing" the female storytelling ritual. Compared with the 
brevity of the "once upon a time" opening, these elaborate old wives' morals, which 
occupy nearly half of the length of the stories, appear to be Carter's deliberate 
construction in stressing the oral and gossiping tradition of the old wives. The 
advisory and caring tone in which these are delivered reminds the reader of an image 
of a grandmother or a nanny sitting beside the fire who tells story to scare children 
into good behavior. And in these two stories, the use of the pronouns “you，” “1” and 
"we" indicates that Carter adopts the role of the grandmother figure, and the reader 
plays the role of the child sitting on her lap, waiting to be frightened and surprised by 
the manipulated versions told by Carter. Hence, by beginning the tales in these 
digressive morals, Carter reinvigorates the old nanny's voice and hence foregrounds 
the voice of females. 
Reversal 
The intertextual relation between this story and Perrault's version of the Red 
Riding Hood story can be described in terms of "reversal." In this story, the scene of 
the wolf's devouring of Granny and the ending carry significant symbolic values, 
signifying hopefulness toward female survival in the patriarchal world, which shows 
Carter's opposition to the gloomy ending in Perrault's story, where both the Granny 
and the girl are devoured. The Granny represents the female tradition of storytelling 
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and gossiping. Her being consumed by the wolf, which symbolizes male culture by 
its original form of being a handsome huntsman, means that female voice is being 
deprived of. What remains is the patriarchal culture and voice. While the protagonist 
in "The Little Red Riding Hood" suffers from the same fate as her Granny's, the girl 
here manages to escape from being consumed by her tactics. By offering this hint of 
survival for the heroine, Carter reverses the annihilation of the female in Perrault's 
ending to an optimistic vision favoring female survival. Being confined by the 
wolves, both the ones outside and the one inside the house, the heroine is to survive 
by retaining a harmonious relationship with the wolves by "at least [lying] down with 
them," either by making herself "more wolf-like," or by making the wolf “more 
human" (Atwood, "Running with the Tigers," 130). Hence, to exist under patriarchal 
supremacy, Carter suggests that women can either become more male-like, or to 
assimilate men into their type. However, she does not provide clear answers 
concerning the girl's choice. It is not sure as to whether she has become more wolf-
like, or the wolf has become more human, and by this open-endedness, the reader is 
allowed to make his own choice on an answer he feels most comfortable with. 
3. Theoretical Analysis 
Having discussed each story in isolation, I will now turn to a general 
analysis of the entire collection. Several questions are to be asked and responded to in 
this section. Firstly, from the various types of intertextual relations discussed above, 
what kinds of implications could we draw concerning Carter's rewriting project? 
How is her intertextuality different from that of the eighteenth century as seen in 
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Knight's Dinarbas? Secondly, there is frequently more than one referent in her 
stories, and there are multiple allusions not only to texts in its literary sense, but also 
to texts in its full sense which include everything that demands interpretation. How 
does this affect the reader's reception? Also, how should the stories be read when the 
referent is not locatable? Does this kind of indirect referencing orient or disorient the 
reader? What are the merits or demerits? To answer these questions, the structure of 
this section is this: the first part is a summing up of the last section, a discussion of 
Carter's overall game in this revisionary collection of fairy stories, and a response to 
the questions raised at the end of the previous chapter. The second part will focus on 
Carter's style of referencing, as well as a response to the theoretical questions put 
forward in the chapter's introduction, concerning primarily the receptional issues. 
There are chiefly three terms appropriate in portraying Carter's intertextual 
relations with her referents, namely "foregrounding," "reversal" and "undermining." 
In comparing these terminologies with "complementarity" and "reinforcement" as 
used in the previous chapter, it is evident that Carter's project is not to show 
agreement to her referents as Knight does; rather, each of these terms represents 
different levels of dissatisfaction toward the referents, both to the individual tale and 
the tradition of fairy tale in a collective sense. Therefore, unlike Knight's modest 
project comprising agreement with, preservation of and reverence to Johnson, Carter's 
enterprise is more subversive and derisive. She dissects the fairy tale genre, chooses 
some aspects of the tradition and attack them, by resisting, contesting, de-centering 
and disrupting the inherent male prejudice and reclaiming femininity, thus recycling 
these stories by making them better and fairer to women. Hence, intertextuality in the 
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eighteenth century is basically reverential, appreciative and affirmative toward the 
referent, while the late twentieth century intertextuality is a critical revisiting of the 
old. The postmodernists show violent denunciation of the "timelessness" of literary 
production while advocating re-appropriation of works into the present and latest. 
Hence, they are more aggressively deflationary toward the old-fashioned, and are 
constantly illustrating a radical aspiration to reinvigorate and make the most out of it. 
Carter's project seems ambitious and subversive, but how well can the 
general audience receive it? In responding to this, it is convenient to categorize the 
stories into different positions along a scale, in which the lowest pole represents 
stories whose referents are not beatable, while the highest pole stands for those 
stories whose referents are easily recognizable due to the high degree of resemblance 
between the two. “The Bloody Chamber," "The Courtship of Mr Lyon," "The Tiger's 
Bride," "The Werewolf and "The Company of Wolves" illustrate a tendency toward 
the higher position in this scale, since it is quite clear that they are the recasting of 
"Bluebeard," "Beauty and the Beast" and "The Little Red Riding Hood." Yet, “Puss-
in-Boots" and "The Erl-King" demonstrate an estrangement from the referents stated 
in their titles, without any hint of dialogue with and attachment to the original story of 
Perrault and the ballad of Goethe. Hence, they should be placed in a lower position. 
"The Snow Child" is an ambivalent one in the collection. It is not similar to a 
particular fairy story except its brief allusion to "The Snow White," but it relates to 
the entire fairy tale tradition by its sequential relationship with all fairy stories, that is, 
its further development of the simplified happy ending in the genre. Therefore, it 
stands halfway between an extreme distancing from and a close attachment with fairy 
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tales, without a tendency toward either pole. 
The gist of any rewriting lies in its dialogue with the referent, or more 
specifically, its differences from the original. No matter how impressive a rewriter's 
intended meaning and project are, their realization lies in a good reception among the 
audience. However, Carter's collection is difficult in various ways. In most of her 
stories, there is the incorporation of allusions to other texts and genres apart from the 
primary referent. This patchwork style, called "pastiche," can enrich meaning if the 
reader is "knowing" and literate, and is able to map them with Carter's project. Yet, 
for the naive and the common reader, these allusions might not be as meaningful as 
Carter intends them to be, or in extremity, the reader is not even able to recognize 
them as allusions. Although most of these allusions are not definitely essential in 
comprehending Carter's stories, the overlooking of them interferes with a full 
appreciation of the stories, and thus a superficial reading may result. Another 
difficulty lies in the uncertainty of "what" and "how" of the referential context in 
stories like "Puss-in-Boots" and “The Erl-King." Apparently, their titles seem like 
explicit hints orienting the reader to their referents, yet their content disorients the 
reader from the supposedly referents. This ambivalence disorients the reader, and this 
may adversely affect the reception of these stories. For the competent reader, both of 
the above pose little problem. Nonetheless, for the common reader who possesses a 
medium level of interpretive capabilities and encyclopedic knowledge as I do, these 
issues directly affect the comprehension of Carter's collection. Since common 
readers account for the largest population of readership, it is worthwhile to investigate 
the above issues in terms of the problems they pose to them, and the possible merits 
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they provide. 
"Pastiche" is a style often attributed to postmodernism. It refers to "a 
literary work composed from elements borrowed either from various other writers or 
from a particular earlier author" (Baldick, 162). There are two functions of 
"pastiche." It can either be a form of flattery showing loving attribute to other writers 
by reiterating their styles, or a form of mockery serving satirical purposes. In The 
Bloody Chamber, the bits and pieces of allusions to other texts serve several possible 
functions. They are hints reinforcing the feminist themes of the stories, bonus 
meaning and pleasure designed for the competent reader, and they are used to reiterate 
the concept of "intertextuality" itself, the irony that all works, or more generally, 
language, is inevitably second-hand, re-cycled and re-used throughout the history by 
different authors, though made new or well by them. In “The Bloody Chamber," the 
allusion to the Greek myth of Pandora's box is illuminating in reinforcing Carter's 
reversal of the moral in "Bluebeard." The narrator says, “I must pay the price of my 
new knowledge. The secret of Pandora's box; but he had given me the box, himself, 
knowing I must leam the secret" (34). While the traditional attitude toward Pandora's 
opening of her box tends to be censuring, the narrator puts the focus on her 
acquisition of "new knowledge" in revealing the secret. The affirmative tone in this 
passage parallels with Carter's attitude toward female knowledge. Instead of viewing 
it as an evil crime, Carter reverses the table and looks at it from another perspective: 
though Pandora's opening of the box has brought about plagues and evil to human 
beings, it should not be forgotten that it is she who releases hope which saves humans 
from wretchedness. Thus, by highlighting the positive outcome of female 
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inquisitiveness, Carter reverses Perrault's moral, as well as the general opinion that 
female curiosity should be condemned. 
Carter's allusion to the biblical story of Eve serves the same purpose of 
hinting at her corrective attitude toward male censure of female knowledge. In 
addition, Carter supplies a new reading of both "Bluebeard" and Eve's fall, which 
emphasizes male surveillance and domination over females. In a conversation 
between Jean-Yves and the girl, the girl says, “I only did what he knew I would" (37)， 
and Jean-Yves responds, “like Eve" (38). Also, the girl remarks in another passage, “I 
had played a game in which every move was governed by a destiny as oppressive and 
omnipotent as himself, since that destiny was himself (34). The girl's proclamation 
of Marquis's knowledge of her every act means that he is the one who plans her 
disobedience in order to have her executed, which is desired by him. Thus, he is both 
the God and the serpent, the executioner and the temptation. He wants to dominate 
and write the girl's story in a way he prefers, instead of letting her to have her own 
voice and control over her story. By the same token, Carter provides another way of 
reading Eve's fall. Instead of being motivated by unrestrained desire and frivolous 
curiosity, Eve is acting in a way intended by God, moving toward initiation and free 
will. Hence, by alluding to Eve's story, Carter not only reverses the male-framed 
moral in "Bluebeard," she also releases the long-condemned Eve from the prejudiced 
male interpretation of her fall. 
Apart from the above examples, which serve chiefly to reinforce Carter's 
themes，there are allusions which are more comic and open-ended, and are designed 
both as hints and for pleasure. One example is found in "The Courtship of Mr Lyon," 
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there is one brief echo to Lewis Carroll's Alice 's Adventure in the Wonderland, which 
says: 
On the table, a silver tray; round the neck of the whisky decanter, a silver 
tag with the legend: Drink me, while the cover of the silver dish was 
engraved with the exhortation: Eat me，in a flowing hand. This dish 
contained sandwishes of thick-cut roast beef, still bloody. (43, original 
emphasis) 
This allusion, by arousing the reader's memory of Alice's metamorphosis after eating 
the cake and drinking the juice, hints at the metamorphosis to take place at the end of 
the story. Also, silver tray, whisky, silver tag, silver dish and the spaniel wearing 
diamond necklace give the sense of extravagance, which also foreshadows the later 
development of Beauty into a materialistic girl, an expensive cat. Yet, even though 
the reader might not have the above speculations, the allusion is comic and funny 
itself. The reader can still gain pleasure from the deliberate change of Alice's 
innocent cake and juice into an adult version of wine and bloody beef, and the 
splendidly dressed, gentleman like rabbit into a female spaniel wearing diamond 
necklace. 
In addition to the above literary allusions, there are other kinds of allusions 
which immediately delineate the competent reader from the naive or common reader. 
As a Chinese woman, my background should be drastically different from that of 
Carter and other native speakers of English. This directly affects my understanding of 
Carter's collection since there might be some obviously familiar allusions known by 
most English speakers, but which appear to me totally exotic. For instance, in "The 
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Bloody Chamber," there is the reference to Catherine de Medici in describing the 
heritage of the opal ring (9)，and the Marquis's wealth is compared to Croesus, Poiret 
and Worth are mentioned when talking about the clothes the girl wear, and many more 
in other stories of the collection. All these are totally unfamiliar to me, and somehow 
I am bewildered by the multiplicity and frequency of these kind of references. 
Although they might not be necessary in grasping the basic idea of the story, in 
comparing my interpretation which lacks the contribution of all these images with the 
intended version of Carter, my reading is superficial, and I might have missed many 
of the interesting and important points Carter constructs on purpose for strengthening 
and enriching her meaning. Hence, there is a cultural lag between my background 
and the one in Carter's mind, which explains why Carter's collection appears to me 
particularly difficult. Yet, to look at it from another angle, this cultural lag can be 
advantageous. Although I may have missed some points intended by Carter to 
interest those readers of the same culture as hers, my position as a Chinese may as 
well privilege my interpretation due to my enrichment of Carter's meaning by 
bringing in my cultural heritage, and I can conjure some meanings exclusively 
interesting to a Chinese reader. 
To sum up, Carter's stories are stylistically complex. However, this 
complexity challenges readers of different encyclopedic levels in different ways. 
There are allusions which are designed as bonus, somehow exclusively, for the 
competent reader, while the obvious allusions to Eve and Pandora in "The Bloody 
Chamber" help the common reader in getting a better sense of Carter's theme and her 
subversive treatment of the original, and the comic allusion to Alice gives pleasure 
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even to the least "knowing" audience. Apart from "pastiche," there is another 
interpretive difficulty, which lies in the uncertainty of referential context for some of 
the stories. "Puss-in-Boots" and "The Erl-King" are prominent examples in 
illustrating this. Although "Puss-in-Boots" and "The Erl-King" have the same titles 
as Perrault's tale and Goethe's ballad respectively, their content drifts far away from 
these supposedly appropriate referents. In other words, except for the titles, there is 
no evidence showing that these two stories are in a dialogic relation with the referents 
stated in their titles. Most readers will be surprised by the discrepancy between the 
title and the content, which generates two possible outcomes: for the naive reader who 
has not been able to become accustomed to and familiarize himself with Carter's style 
and enterprise, he will be disoriented and confused, perhaps discarding the stories as 
ridiculous and uninteresting. For the competent reader, he might be able to 
contemplate this discrepancy and trace the reason behind it. 
As for myself, a reader lying half way in-between, the stories did disorient 
me to a certain extent, and the question of whether there is the need to draw on the 
referents puzzled me a lot. Finally, I manage to map this discrepancy with Carter's 
slogan of "new wine in old bottles" (“Notes from the Front Line," 69). Hence, the use 
of identical titles means to arouse the reader's expectation, which represents the "old 
bottle" in a metaphorical sense. This expectation, the old bottle, is then immediately 
exploded into pieces once it gets into contact with the unexpected content, the new 
wine. In other words, the identical titles serve to highlight Carter's premise of 
explosion, while the stories are to be read mainly as independent creations, probably 
without any dialogic relation to the supposed-to-be referents. Without referents as 
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context and background, meaning and interpretation become more open-ended and 
flexible. And from the analysis in the previous section, it can be seen that these 
stories can actually stand on their own, whose implications still fit in with Carter's 
feminist rewriting project. 
To conclude, while fairy stories are told and written for children's 
entertainment, Carter's intended audience is obviously not the children; rather, her 
stories are the unpretentious and experienced versions of these tales designated for the 
adults, both males and females. Her project is to invite and inspire her reader to her 
expedition of revisiting these childhood friends of ours, not in a nostalgic way, but in 
a critical attitude. By anatomizing these tales, she seeks to unveil to the contemporary 
reader their inherent pretension, reductiveness and partiality, and replenish hidden 
femininity into them. Hence, through advocating the feminine side of the originals, 
she opens up a world in which females are no longer silenced and subordinated, but 
are brought into light and focus. 
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Chapter 3. Postmodern Intertextuality (II): Toward a Broader Scope -
Multiple Art Forms in Marina Warner's The Mermaids in the Basement 
and Paula Rego's Nursery Rhymes 
Subsequent to the discussion on Angela Carter's subversive treatment of the 
fairy tale genre, this chapter introduces postmodern rewritings of other genres in order 
to broaden the scope and give a sense of variety to the analysis. Marina Warner's The 
Mermaids in the Basement, published in 1993，is a short story collection which is the 
rewriting of myths and visual arts by referencing to Biblical and Greek stories and 
popular paintings, whereas Paula Rego's Nursery Rhymes, published in 1994 as a 
collection of imagistic texts, is a re-presentation of the Mother Goose nursery rhymes 
in the form of etchings, both of which represent even more contemporary instances of 
"intertextuality" than Carter's collection. From Warner's alluding to paintings and 
myths, as well as Rego's pictorial illustrations of the rhymes, "intertextuality" is seen 
as existing not solely between written texts, but between any forms of art, including 
the visual and verbal forms. Therefore, the chapter serves as an expansion of the 
scope of "intertextuality," from the focus on the concept as an intra-semiotic link 
between written texts in previous chapters, to a macro view of it as an inter-semiotic 
link which exists between written, visual and verbal forms. 
Due to the diversified forms of the referents in both Warner's and Rego's 
works, the subject matter of this chapter also differs from that in previous discussions. 
In both collections, sufficient hints on the referents' identity are provided, within the 
titles or in the form of epigraph-like statements in Warner's stories, or the 
incorporation of the entire rhymes juxtaposing to the illustrations in Rego's case. 
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Therefore, a context appropriate for the reader's interpretation is given before he 
actually goes into the narratives and pictures. With such readily available context and 
background, are Warner's and Rego's intertextuality straightforward and easy then? 
And if they are so anxious about making overt statements on their referents' identity, 
does it mean that their reworkings are so dependent on their referents that they will 
immediately become meaningless once this referentiality is lost? Besides, are they as 
respectful toward their referents as Knight is, who also makes explicit claim to her 
intertextuality with Johnson in her subtitle? What would be the reasons behind their 
insistence in informing the reader of the referents before he looks at the stories or the 
etchings? What in fact is their game? Hence, instead of dealing with the interpretive 
problem due to the reader's overlooking of the author's intended referents and 
contexts, this chapter pushes the issue further to an investigation of the value and 
reason of having the referents' identity explicitly stated. 
The structure of the chapter is basically this: there are three sections, in 
which Warner's collection occupies one, Rego's another, and the final part is the 
concluding statement. In both the first two sections, there will be a general 
introduction to the collections; individual analysis of the chosen stories or pictures 
comprising of summary statements and discussion of their intertextual relations with 
their referents; theoretical analysis responding to the above questions, and also an 
investigation of issues relevant to each particular writer as a summing up of each 
collection. Finally, following the examination of these two works, the third part will 
be a conclusion, not only of this chapter, but also of the entire thesis, as a wrapping up 
of everything discussed. 
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1. Marina Warner's The Mermaids in the Basement 
General Introduction 
The Mermaids in the Basement is a collection of short stories which are the 
re-interpretations of Biblical stories, Greek mythology and Western paintings. The 
title itself is intertextual with Emily Dickinson's poem “I started Early," and the 
deliberate mismatch between "mermaids" and "basement" hints at Warner's enterprise 
of displacing the tradition from its usual position and context into an entirely different 
one: 
I started Early-Took my Dog-
And visited the Sea-
The Mermaids in the Basement 
Came out to look at me-
And Frigates-in the Upper floor 
Extended Hempen Hands-
Presuming Me to be a Mouse-
Aground-upon the Sands-
But no Man moved Me-till the Tide 
Went past my simple Shoe-
And past my Apron-and my Belt 
And past my Boddice-too-
And made as He would eat me up-
As wholly as a Dew 
Upon a Dandelion's Sleeve-
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And then-I started-too-
And He-He followed-close behind-
Ifelt His Silver Heel 
Upon my Ancle-Then my Shoes 
Would overflow with Pearl-
Until We met the Solid Town-
No One He seemed to know-
And bowing-with a Mighty look-
At me-The Sea withdrew-
Instead of having the familiar Mermaids-sea pair, the Mermaids-basement pair in the 
title gives a sense of novelty, and at the same time a bizarre feeling. This is exactly 
the double sensation one can get in reading Warner's stories. By re-contextualizing 
the familiar, sacred and dominant, freshly interesting insights can be derived. 
However, like the mermaids whose life is threatened (due to their choice of something 
unusual by living in a place they do not belong to), Warner is in a dangerous position 
as a woman writer who defies the prevailing and dominating pattern, illustrated by the 
recurring motif of the desecration of the dominant and sacred in her stories; and to 
protect herself, like the basement, Warner's project is characterized by its 
"undergroundness," in which her meaning is deliberated to be obscure and hidden. In 
the following, her dislocation of the tradition will be dealt with in the section on the 
individual stories, while her oblique style will be discussed in terms of its effect on 
the reader's reception in a later part on the theoretical aspects of her collection as a 
whole. 
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Individual Analysis of the Short Stories 
In this section, five stories will be discussed: "The First Time," "The Legs 
of the Queen of Sheba," "Ariadne after Naxos，，，"Full Fathom Five" and "Now You 
See Me." A plot summary for each one will be provided, which will then be used as 
the context in analyzing the intertextual relations of each of them with its referents. 
“The First Time，， 
There are two intertextual elements in "The First Time:" a rewriting of the 
Biblical story of temptation in the Garden of Eden, and a referencing to Christina 
Rossetti's poem "Goblin Market." Both of these have a Christian message on 
temptation and sin, in which Eve's giving in to the serpent's temptation, and Rossetti's 
Laura's surrendering to the Goblins' lure in eating the forbidden fruit symbolize the 
sin of tasting pre-marital sexual delights. At the very beginning of the story, phrases 
like "diversify," "market economy," "demanded" (85) show that this is a materialistic 
and worldly version of the two referents. Similar to the serpent in the Bible who can 
masquerade himself in multiple forms, the serpent in this story, who is initially 
referred to as a "he," disguises himself in a feminine form, and identifies himself as 
Lola, a Trainee Customer Service Assistant who sells tropical fruit in the supermarket. 
After the transformation, no longer a "he," but a "she," the serpent/Lola tries to 
convince a young lady to purchase fruits that she does not really want and need, with 
the hidden aim of setting her on his/her "famous primrose path" (96), that is, to 
persuade the lady, who has already had her first time sex, to continue to have a life of 
sexual pleasure, and become a sexually-obsessed whore. 
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In doing so, the serpent/Lola asks the lady to come closer so as to "pick up 
the signals in [the lady's] dear little fluttering heart" (87) and "hear her thinking" (88)， 
to which he/she responds by introducing his/her pleasure-seeking philosophy through 
an interplay of two voices, one being Lola's, and another being the serpent's, thus the 
narrator says: 
[The serpent/Lola] was speaking aloud in the new soft brown demerara 
voice, but under her breath she was cooing and hissing in another voice 
altogether which she hoped her young shopper would listen to, secretly. 
This was a trick the serpent had perfected over centuries of practice. (86) 
Here, a double consciousness is seen in the serpent/Lola. He/she is asserting his/her 
role as a saleswoman who persuades the customer to buy from her, while at the same 
time using another voice to talk intimately with the young lady, and fulfilling his/her 
role as an evil by convincing the latter that sexual pleasure should go first. The same 
duality also exists in the young lady's consciousness. She looks at the fruit and 
interacts with the serpent/Lola as a customer, while simultaneously she thinks about 
her runaway boyfriend and her first-time sexual experience. After communicating 
with the serpent/Lola, the lady feels consoled and convinced by his/her opinion. She 
buys many fruits from the serpent/Lola and forgets everything about the shopping her 
mother asks her to do. Once her mother sees those mango, papaya, passion fruit and 
things like that, she scolds the young lady for her extravagance, and she stresses that 
apple should be good enough, but not this kind of "fancy rubbish" (95). 
From the story summarized above, a double temptation is seen. Throughout 
the story, "pleasure" is emphasized. It is the speciality of the serpent/Lola, and 
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throughout his/her conversation with the young lady, he/she focuses on teaching the 
latter how to maximize sexual pleasure by offering “the three principles of pleasure" 
(96): to ensure that there is pleasure in any relationship, to live for passion and to have 
safe sex. Upon listening to the serpent's siren, the lady feels relieved because she no 
longer feels upset by losing her boyfriend, and she is convinced that she should make 
the most of her life by grasping any pleasure from it, both sexually and sensually. If 
the forbidden fruit in the original symbolizes first-time sex, the multiple kinds of 
tropical fruit in this story symbolize the second time, the third time, and more, and the 
lady's purchasing of all of them symbolizes her willingness to indulge in sex freely. 
Hence, sexual pleasure represents one of the temptations in this story. 
Another temptation is seen in the ending of the story. The mother is like a 
quasi-God figure. She acts like the God in judging her daughter's behavior, and is 
infuriated by her purchasing redundant fruit. However, the irony lies in the money-
oriented grounds in her verdict. She focuses neither on her daughter's sin of 
submission to sexual temptation, nor on her having sex before marriage, but on her 
“sin” of buying something more than needed. Here, the mother's comment represents 
materialism in the contemporary society, in which morality is backgrounded, and sin 
and temptation are measured on monetary term. Therefore, money stands for another 
temptation. By this emphasis on money in the ending, Warner criticizes the 
deterioration and shallowness of the contemporary culture. Although the serpent's 
power is somewhat confined in the Tropical Fruit stand in this story, the mother's 
infatuation with money signifies that even in the absence of the serpent's lure, people 
still fall defenselessly into the trap of other evil. In other words, people continue to be 
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the prey, not only of the serpent, but also of other temptations in the contemporary 
society, and one of them is materialism. 
Backgrounding/Erasure 
In both the Biblical story and Rossetti's poem, the Judeo-Christian 
injunction against pre-marital sex is highlighted, yet this theme is put in a much 
backgrounded position in “The First Time." The "backgrounding" of this Christian 
theme can be seen from both the young lady's and her mother's indifference toward 
the issue of pre-marital sex, which is intended by Warner in criticizing the 
superficiality and moral deterioration in the contemporary society. The conversation 
between the serpent/Lola and the young lady starts with the latter's loss of virginity, 
with her boyfriend disappearing afterward. The lady is depressed not because of her 
shame of being a sinner and her submission to temptation. She pays no attention to 
her having pre-marital sex since she does not even acknowledge this as immoral; 
rather, what counts for her is her being dumped by her first-time sexual partner, and 
her worry that this might be caused by her inexperienced performance. Here, from 
the lady's ignorance and indifference toward her immorality, the Christian theme on 
the sin of having pre-marital sexuality is seen as not only backgrounded, but also 
erased. The lady's attitude shows that pre-marital sex is not something that matters, 
and it is no longer seen by herself, as well as by the society she is living in, as sinful 
and immoral. Hence, by de-emphasizng this Christian theme, Warner is criticizing the 
decadence of humanity and the absence of morality and virtue in the contemporary 
culture. 
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A more radical "backgrounding," and even an "erasure" of this Christian 
theme is seen in the mother's reprimanding of the young lady at the end, which 
expresses in an even more devastating way the superficiality of contemporary 
perception toward morality. As mentioned in the summary, the mother in this story is 
like the God, who pronounces judgment on the Eve figure, the young lady. 
Nonetheless, the mother's verdict is made not in terms of moral standard, but from a 
budgetary and utility-oriented point of view. God ranks morality and virtue as prior to 
all other things, yet the mother here prioritizes materialism. She provides no moral 
judgment on her daughter's having pre-marital sex. She expresses sin and temptation 
on materialistic term, and her anger is caused not by her daughter's submission to 
sexual temptation, but by her over-spending which exceeds the budget. In other 
words, the Christian concern on morality is totally absent in the mother's verdict. The 
only thing that catches her attention, and hence that of the contemporary people, is 
money, but not anything else. Therefore, the ending of the story is derisively-
illuminating in terms of Warner's deployment of the money-oriented mother to put 
forward the issues of the contemporary society: its materialism, superficiality and 
loose moral standard. 
“The Legs of the Queen of Sheba，， 
The title immediately reminds the reader of the legend of the Queen of 
Sheba: the Biblical version titled "The Visit of the Queen of Sheba" in The First Book 
of Kings; and the folkloric versions of the story told by different raconteurs in 
different traditions. Within the story, there are further clues hinting its intertextuality 
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with the tale of the Sheban Queen and King Solomon. These include the direct 
referencing to paintings based on the legend ("Raphael's painted her leaping up the 
shallow steps of the King's dais towards Solomon," "Piero painted in his fresco cycle 
on the legend of the Holy Cross in Arezzo" (141))，and occasional allusions to The 
Song of Songs, a series of love poems dedicated to the Queen of Sheba and King 
Solomon. Once comparing Warner's title with that in the Bible，it is evident that 
Warner's focus is on the legs instead of the visit of the Queen. The story begins with 
the woman narrator chatting with her male friends about women's legs, and concludes 
that they should not be hairy, and should be smooth in touch even after being shaved. 
After her male friends have left, the narrator feels ashamed of her flattery toward 
males: her attempt to please them through talking about the topics they are interested 
in, and to catch their attention by pulling up her skirt and shows her legs during their 
chattering. She thinks of her teacher's lesson: "the need for girls not to want to please 
boys" (140), and feels sorrowful since she has just attempted everything that satisfies 
men. 
After this, the narrator falls asleep and dreams of the Queen of Sheba. She 
narrates the Queen's story by entering into her consciousness, and tells the Queen's 
feeling throughout her visit to King Solomon. The tale is basically similar to its 
folkloric originals. It starts with King Solomon's curiosity toward the Sheban Queen, 
who rules her country on her own and remains single. Solomon summons her, and the 
Queen, to create peace, meets him. Upon this, Solomon's djinns claim that the Queen 
must be abnormal in some ways, like having ass's hooves and hairy legs, since they 
think that such virtuous and perfect women are improbable. This further arouses 
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Solomon's curiosity, and he orders the djinns to pump the spring of Gihon into the 
Temple, and with his prodigies of magic, Solomon frozens the water into a mirror. 
Therefore, when the Queen steps onto it, Solomon sees her bare legs. Here, the 
divergence from the folkloric originals comes in: instead of focusing on the hairy and 
monstrous legs of the Queen, the narrator does not provide any answer or comment on 
whether they are monstrous, hairy or hooved. After this, the tale continues in the 
same way as that in the folkloric originals: the Queen poses riddles to Solomon. The 
first is on how to distinguish a real rose from its replica, and the other is on how to 
distinguish boys and girls not in terms of their bodies, but their minds, both of which 
ridicule human beings' enslavement by their physical vision. Solomon manages to 
answer these promptly and accurately. He uses bees in identifying the real rose, and 
he tosses balls and sweets in telling the difference between boys and girls: the former 
jump and snatch actively, while the latter kneel to pick. At this point, the narrator 
wakes up, and feels herself akin to the girls who kneel to pick up what the males 
throw by her surrendering to male imposition and expectation. The concluding note 
represents the gist of the whole story: the narrator refuses to be enslaved by male 
expectation and desire, and she wants to fight against males' reducing of females into 
body parts, so she says, "Fight back, I said to myself. Resist the longing. Ass's 
hooves are fine. Hairy legs are fine. Don't let yourself hear the song. And don't 
listen, when you do" (160). Once the narrator turns away males' set of values toward 
females, she no longer sees hairy legs or ass's hooves as monstrous, and she realizes 
that they had been regarded by her as abnormal only because of her taking for granted 
the correspondence between the norms and male desire. 
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Interplay between Foregrounding and Backgrounding 
The story is an eroding of males' reductive perspective toward females 
which reduces the latter into merely body parts, and Warner's concern is to 
foreground and then repudiate afterward the issue hidden in the folkloric versions of 
the legend of the Sheban Queen, regarding male perception of females not as a 
complete image, but as fragmented parts by defining them in terms of their legs. In 
giving the attention that is due to this issue, Warner does not overtly express her 
discontentment, but engages herself in an interplay between emphasizing and de-
emphasizing of the "legs." In other words, it is a paradoxical project which goes in 
two directions: to firstly foreground the hidden male perspective implied by the 
folkloric focus on the Queen's legs, and secondly to criticize and repudiate this 
dominant and erotic concern of males by actually placing the legs to a more 
backgrounded position. Apparently, the two directions seem to be conflicting with 
each other. Yet, Warner is using this in highlighting her undertaking not only as an 
unearthing, but also an overthrowing of the hidden male perspective in the Queen's 
tale. 
"Legs" is stressed in the title and in the narrator's chattering with her male 
friends in the opening of the story. Once the title, "The Legs of the Queen of Sheba," 
is compared with that in the Bible, "The Visit of the Queen of Sheba," the word “legs’， 
stands out, which directly tells the reader that the legs, instead of the visit, of the 
Sheban Queen is to be the subject matter in the story. Besides, when the narrator 
chats with the boys, "legs" is emphasized through their detailed discussion on their 
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shape, texture and length. Thus, the reader is given an impression that the primal 
focus of this re-adaptation should be the Queen's legs. However, this expectation is 
debunked right away by the narrator's deliberate de-emphasis or "backgrounding" of 
"legs" within her telling of the Queen's tale. The only part attributing to the Queen's 
legs occupies only a few lines, and the comment on them brief, ambivalent and vague: 
Are they monstrous? Are they hairy? 
The Muslim storytellers differ. 
In one tale, the djinns fix the Queen's problem in a jiffy, inventing a 
depilatory cream on the spot. 
But that is a late, bastardized version - obviously by some comedian from 
the bazaar. 
Is she hooved? 
Maybe. 
In other stories, the ones we know better, the Queen is beautiful all over. 
(151) 
The narrator's casual and ambivalent attitude in the above remark serves to de-
emphasize "legs," which is contrastive to the stress in the title, in her previous 
comment when chatting with the boys, and in the folkloric versions in which the 
Queen's monstrous legs represents one of the most famous episodes and motifs. From 
the earlier comment of the narrator, it is easy for the reader to expect the same set of 
criteria, the length, shape and texture, to be applied to the Sheban Queen's legs. Yet, 
the opinion offered by the narrator in this passage is not the least comprehensive or 
certain, which is intended to surprise the reader. From the narrator's raising of the 
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questions "Are they monstrous? Are they hairy? [...] Is she hooved?" without 
providing definite answer immediately, and her deferring of the answer till the end of 
the story, which is delivered in a tone of indifference, "Ass's hooves are fine. Hairy 
legs are fine" (160), an initiatory shift is seen in the narrator's view toward the issue 
of "legs," from one which is totally framed and confined by male desire, to an 
independent perspective which denunciates firmly any realization of or surrendering 
to male expectation. She shows her reluctance to opine on females' bodily features 
by using the males' set of values ever again, and her refusal to fulfill male expectation 
of females who kneel to pick up the balls thrown by them. Hence, from the 
deployment of a casual and ambivalent tone in describing the Queen's legs, Warner's 
indirect way of critique is seen. She negates male exploitation on females not by 
rebuking openly, but by planning an implicit yet calculated shock through arousing 
the reader's expectation and appetite toward the Queen's legs, leaving him bewildered 
and confused throughout the entire narration of the Queen's story without offering 
further details on the topic, and then in a tone of indifference, the ending of the story 
gives a statement on the futility of further discussion on women's legs since 
everything is conjured by males. In other words, Warner is performing the gesture of 
taking out the issue of "legs" and discarding it, leaving it as something trivial, in order 
to show that the chat on women's "legs," after being exploited for such a long time 
since the story of the Queen of Sheba, should be stopped at this point. This is a 
gesture which is at once oblique and implicit. It is not an explosion or a direct 
accusation; rather, it is a gradual and mild eroding away of the target of critique, and 
thus it is more difficult for the reader to spot and recognize. 
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"Ariadne after Naxos” 
The direct citation under the story title states that this story is intertextual 
with the Greek myth of "Theseus and Ariadne" in Ovid's Metamorphoses, Bk.VIII. 
Once the title "Ariadne after Naxos" is compared with "Theseus and Ariadne," the 
reader is immediately informed that Ariadne, rather than Theseus, is the protagonist in 
this story. Therefore, the focus is no longer on the heroic history of Theseus - his 
killing of the Minotaur, but on the sentimental journey of Ariadne after being deserted 
by T. (Theseus) on the island of Naxos, based on an autobiographical recounting 
through the voice of Ariadne's present self. The story takes place in a convent, a 
women's community in which live those exhausted by sexual antagonism and their 
struggle against men's stereotype toward them. Once Ariadne, the narrator, realizes 
that T. will never return for her, she takes her daughter, Chloe, with her and joins the 
convent, in which her sentimental journey begins. In a calm tone, the narrator looks 
back and recounts her fluctuating emotional state before meeting the “you，，(Bacchus, 
who took Ariadne away from the island of Naxos in the original myth), who was 
totally occupied by her memory of T.，and remained as a skipping back and forth 
between her feeling sweet about their love story, and her affliction toward T.'s 
betrayal of her. 
Through Ariadne's narrating in detail her love story with T.，from their first 
acquaintance, sexual relationship, her assistance in T.'s exploits, to T.'s abandonment 
of her, Theseus's heroic image in the commonly told version of the story is shattered, 
in terms of his reliance on the narrator's assistance both when facing a new 
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environment and in killing the Minotaur (the half-bull half-man brother of Ariadne), 
his obsessions in sex and dirty talk, and his irresponsibility in leaving behind not only 
the narrator, but also their daughter, Chloe. The heroic picture of Theseus is blown up 
further when the narrator meets the Minotaur one day, by her realization that T. has 
been boasting all along. She has always thought that by T.'s killing of the Minotaur, 
her loathing toward men, due to her father's cruelty to her mother，is also slain. 
Realizing that he has not been able to do even this for her，she regrets her ever 
thinking of T. as her ally. The narrator then begins to communicate with the Minotaur 
and pour her grief to him, who is discovered to be a docile and patient listener. He 
symbolizes the narrator's self-abasement, expanding in physical size with the latter's 
sentiments and loathing toward T.，and shirking when her thoughts drift away from T.， 
and even vanishing once she has met the "you" in the later part of the story, who is 
supposed to be Bacchus. _ 
The "you" is a botanist who plans to do research on the plants of the 
convent. The oldest member of the convent, Hypatia, a representation of wisdom 
implied by her brilliant mathematic knowledge as told in some myths, claims that she 
will allow this if he can prove his pledges of friendship with the females by answering 
her question well. She asks, "Who is superior, the man or the woman?" (115)，and the 
botanist answers in a liberal and fair way by saying that they are different but there is 
no superiority or inferiority within, and the two sexes can stay together h^on ious ly 
as neatly as two hands clasping together. Hence, he stays and finishes his research, 
and the narrator decides to leave with him to start a new life. The ending is 
optimistic. Instead of agreeing with the commonly told version which focuses on 
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Ariadne's story as finished when Bacchus comes and takes her，the narrator turns the 
table and sees the coming of the ‘‘you” as her "first moment" (120)，her new 
beginning. She claims that her love story with the "you" is to be an everlasting one so 
that "no amount of wordshed can match their sequel's tide" (120), thus rejecting any 
closure to her history, and asserting a new and hopeful future which has long been 
buried and understated by all the raconteurs of the myth of Ariadne. 
Explosive Complementarity 
This story represents an elaborate version of "Theseus and Ariadne," with 
similar plot elements as those in the original, which also tells Theseus，s desertion of 
Ariadne on Naxos after accomplishing his heroic deed of killing the Minotaur with 
the help of the latter. However, the focus in Warner's version is no longer on 
Theseus's masculine action, but on Ariadne's feminine consciousness. Through a 
retelling of the myth not from a distanced outsider's angle, but from the delicately 
feminine and sentimental viewpoint of Ariadne, women's consciousness and voice are 
foregrounded. In shifting the perspective from that of a male (Ovid) to a female, 
another side of the same subject matter is revealed, and in this story, the shift is at 
once complementary and explosive to the original myth. "Ariadne after Naxos" 
complements the original in two ways: firstly, females' way of seeing things differ a 
great deal from males' in terms of the former's tendency in paying attention even to 
minute details; secondly, an outsider's point of view is always lacking when compared 
with the one who experiences the whole event, thus the account of Ariadne should be 
more comprehensive and closer to the truth than that of an outsider. Nonetheless, this 
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"complementarity" is not as respectful and flattering as that in Knight's project 
discussed earlier on; rather, it exposes the dark side of the myth of Theseus, and 
explodes the perfect yet incomplete picture presented in the original. This can be seen 
throughout the narrator's recounting of her experience with T. Once the story begins; 
the narrator mentions her daughter, Chloe, whose father is T. and who is absent in the 
original. Chloe is an important piece of information complementing the original 
myth, yet at the same time an evidence intensifying even further T.'s irresponsibility 
in breaking his promise. His leaving behind of Ariadne is bad enough, but it is even 
worse for him to abandon his own daughter. 
Another instance is seen in the narrator's descriptions of her first contact 
with T.，which shows T.'s pathetic and feeble personality: 
But he needed me, [...] He'd arrived, knowing no one, and at the first 
—dinner in my father's house he attached himself to me. I knew the language, 
the customs of the place, and besides, my father is a man with influence. 
[...]His look of disorientation in a new, foreign place made him appear 
tractable. (101-2) 
Instead of being the perfect hero who loves danger for the sake of danger as told in 
the original, T. is a man reliant on others when facing a new environment. He 
attaches himself to the narrator due to her knowledge and familiarity of the new place, 
and to the narrator's father for his influence, both of which are not something 
expected from a heroic figure who is said to be so crazy about adventure and 
ambition. Besides, the narrator's descriptions of T.'s love of women shows that T. is 
nothing but a sex maniac, she says: 
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T. told me how he loved the possessions of women, the objects associated 
with them. [...] He liked to follow after a woman in a bathroom, and to 
smell in the moist condensing atmosphere her vanished presence, and to 
find her curled pubic hair in the bathtub, to pick them out of the plughole 
and smell her discarded, stained underclothes on the floor. (102-3) 
This curious behavior of T. shows that he is but a homy man, who spends time not in 
seeking adventure or doing justice to people, but in picking up women's intimate 
discards. He is only an idle man whose mind is filled with sex, which is a complete 
contrast to the noble man of personal worth presented in the original. One more 
example is seen in the narrator's sneering tone of irony when she meets the Minotaur 
who is expected to have been slain by T. She says, “Then I saw what T. meant when 
he boasted that he'd destroyed the Minotaur. On the white fur of the beast's stomach 
snaked a rough, pink scar, where T. has spayed him" (108). In the original, Theseus 
has been able to find the way out of the maze due to Ariadne's help by her ball of 
thread. Even though Theseus's success is partly attributed to Ariadne, he is still 
depicted as heroic in the original in that he is said to have killed the Minotaur 
courageously; yet, in "Ariadne after Naxos," the narrator exposes to us the truth that 
T. has not even accomplished this. Therefore, with the details added by Ariadne's 
narration, the beast-killing hero is reduced to a man undeserving of any respect or 
praise, since even the primary exploits is now found to be fraudulous. 
“Full Fathom Five，， 
The quotation under the story title reveals the intertextuality between "Full 
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Fathom Five" and the Biblical story of Noah, who takes to his ark his family and a 
couple from each species of creature during the flooding in Genesis 7:12-13. Instead 
of having a God-planned disaster, the story is set in a contemporary and scientific 
context in which the flooding is explained as an ecological phenomenon. Everything 
begins in a boat, in which reside the narrator, who is a young lady, and her husband's 
family. The narrator tells of her discontent and misery during her stay in the boat: 
firstly due to her hatred toward her father-in-law, not only because of his tyranny, but 
also his cruelty in refusing her own father's admittance to the boat; secondly, she 
regrets her rebellion against her father once she falls in love with James (now her 
husband), and her having abandoned this parent who has probably died already in the 
disaster. She yearns to be liberated from the law and authority of her father-in-law, so 
that she can speak freely of her father without constraint, and to be proud of his 
father's geographical and ecological knowledge, his teaching career and so on, all of 
which are forbidden by her father-in-law due to his dominating assertion of himself as 
the only one patriarchal figure. He does not allow anyone to share this patriarchal 
position with him, and thus he usurps the position of the narrator's father by forcing 
the narrator to call him "Father," with the capital letter "F," in showing his God-like 
supremacy. His abuse toward the narrator is so suffocating that the narrator becomes 
revengeful, and she grasps the chance when finding her father-in-law drunken and 
masturbating under a tree. Instead of running away as James does, she laughs loudly.-
Once realizing that his giving way to desire is exposed to a young lady whom he had 
tried to impose his patriarchy upon, the father-in-law feels ashamed since his 
authority has been severely diminished. Defeated and infuriated by such shame, he 
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disowns the narrator and any offspring of her. Upon this, the narrator shocks the 
reader by obliquely revealing her incestuous relationship with her own father. She 
feels glad as her child, not with James, but with her father, finally comes back to their 
side, no longer threatened by the autocratic father-in-law; and upon revealing the 
pretence under law and authority, she thinks that everyone, even such a strict person 
as the father-in-law, is vulnerable to desire. Therefore, she feels liberated since she 
can use this insight in understanding her own act of incest. 
The story is complicated in terms of its oblique narrative technique. The 
entire story is told through the narrator's direct address to her father. However, she 
addresses him not by "father" or "dad," but by the pronoun “you，’，whose identity 
remains vague for most part of the story. The only two pieces of information that 
suggest the answer is the title "Full Fathom Five" and a sentence in the middle of the 
narrative. "Full Fathom Five" reminds the reader of a poem of the same title by 
Shakespeare. The poem is basically attributed to a dead father, which parallels with 
the narrator's mourning toward her father. Besides, there is one and only one 
sentence in the story that proves the father-and-daughter relationship between the 
narrator and “you.，，The narrator says, "since Violet — my mother - died you liked to 
see your daughter now and then" (184). For the reader who lacks the encyclopedia in 
identifying the intertextuality between the title and Shakespeare's poem, or who 
overlooks the above sentence, the “you” might appear to be an "ordinary" lover of the 
narrator due to the narrator's intimate tone of voice in addressing him. 
Even the bombshell at the end of the tale, which tells the incestuous 
relationship between the narrator and her father, is an oblique one, the reader's 
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recognition of which depends totally on his awareness of "you" as referring to the 
father. The narrator says, "And I was glad, because I could then think of my child, 
who was bom soon after, as belonging to our side only" (194，emphasis added). The 
only hint of the incestuous relationship is the word "our." If "you" refers to the 
narrator's father, then "our" in this sentence should be referring to the narrator and her 
father, which in turn means that the child has nothing to do with the legitimate 
husband of the narrator, but is the consequence of an unaccepted relationship between 
father and daughter. Again, this shocking message can be overlooked very easily. 
Even for the reader who has no problem in making connection between "you" and the 
narrator's father, it is still easy for him to have missed the implication of “our’，in the 
ending by taking it as referring to the narrator and her husband. Only the more 
careful reader will be able to draw connections between this "our" and the many 
subtle details in the story, who will think of the oddly-intimate tone in the narrator's 
addressing to the “you，” the reason for her father's "malignant gleam" whenever their 
conversation evolves around James, his "dry cough of a laugh," and his "scorn 
[toward] the project, the enterprise" (184) of James, and the reason behind his longing 
"to see [his] daughter now and then" (184) after the death of his wife. It is not until 
the end of the story that all these seemingly unimportant details become significant 
hints to the theme of the story. Hence, from the indirectness and implicitness of the 
-way these details are told, it is obvious that they are not supposed to be fully 
understood by the average reader, but are preserved only for the reader who is 
cautious enough in tracing the relations between every minute detail. 
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Explosion 
In this story, the male image is totally desecrated through the explosion of 
Christianity and fatherhood, seen from the hypocrisy of the father-in-law, who is the 
contemporary equivalent of Noah, and the incestuous father of the narrator 
respectively. In the Biblical original, Noah is a patriarchal figure representing the 
father of the human race as well as all the animals, a savior who saves human beings 
and every species of creatures from extinction during the flooding. Whereas in "Full 
Fathom Five," the father-in-law is a hypocritical version of the sacred and honorable 
Noah. In the early part of the story, he is presented as a person celebrating stoicism, 
imposing on people around him strict moral standards and suffocating any natural 
urge or desire in others. For example, he does not allow sexuality and intimacy even 
between the married couple, the narrator and James. Though he told the narrator and 
James that “there was a curtain [they] could pull across [their bed] if [they] wanted 
privacy," he said so "with a heavy nudge" (180), showing disapproval of this, 
although in an implicit way. Also, he stresses table manner even in times of disaster. 
The narrator says: 
But Father said we had ‘to keep up our standards'; What were we made of, 
he boomed, if civilization could be forgotten overnight? So I had to lay 
knives and forks and spoons and they clattered and banged and jumped off -
the table. (189) 
And when the narrator folds the omelette on to her portion of bread, her father-in-law 
explodes, "And where were you brought up, young woman? In a sty? [...] We're not 
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in a sty here and don't you forget it" (189). From these examples, the father-in-law 
shows himself to be a man with firm insistence on civilization and self-control, and he 
is constantly reminding others of the difference between human beings and animals, 
that the former should have self-restraint and formality, while the latter do not. 
Yet, all of these are proved to be a pretence, which is shattered in a 
devastating way in the ending scene, in which he is found drunken and masturbating 
under a tree. The narrator provides no judgment as to whether the act of masturbating 
is bad or not; rather, her focus is on her father-in-law's hypocrisy. He demands much 
from others, but he is not capable to put into practice even the set of standard 
preached by himself. In the face of desire, instead of resisting it, he abandons his 
authority and law, and gives in. If we juxtapose the father-in-law's hypocrisy and this 
final scene of masturbating with the Biblical original, in which Noah is found naked 
and drunken in his tent, this story is clearly intended to be an insult to and desecration 
of the sacred and honorable Noah in the Bible. In other words, the holy and noble 
patriarchal image of Noah is shattered by Warner's distorted account of him as sheer 
hypocrisy and tyranny of males; while for the Biblical image of the drunken and 
naked Noah, instead of remaining neutral as the Bible does, Warner gives a further 
twist to it, and links it with males' double standard which demand strict self-restraint 
from others, while having a loose standard on themselves in facing desire. And by 
this accusation of such a famous patriarchal figure, Warner is exploding the 
patriarchal aspects of the Judeo-Christian tradition. Although the nature of Warner's 
explosive project is radical and aggressive, it is not done in a showy way, but through 
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a kind of "guerrilla tactics."^ In other words, in a feminine, subtle and oblique way, 
Warner explodes her target, and it is all the more devastating for this reason. 
Throughout the story, there is no mentioning of the name Noah in describing the 
father-in-law, except that it occurs in the quotation from Genesis under the story title. 
This vague connection between the father-in-law and Noah is intended by Warner for 
self-protection due to the sensitive and dangerous topic she is dealing with. However, 
as the focus here is Warner's explosion of her referent, I will defer the discussion on 
her obliqueness to a later part on theoretical analysis. 
The narrator's father is another character through which Warner realizes 
another explosive project: her shattering to pieces the image of fatherhood and 
paternity. As told in the story, the narrator's father is a person of wisdom and reason 
who possesses knowledge of every kind, including geography and ecology. He used 
to go to the moraine with the_narrator, and tells her his worry about the sudden 
movement of the glacier. He predicts the coming of the flooding, and he proposes the 
building of a dam in order to contain the coming watershed, which provide 
hydroelectric power and career opportunities for people in the region (183-4). 
However, a person so learnt and educated is revealed to have committed incest, and 
even worse, he does not show any regret and shame toward the abuse he has done to 
his own daughter. Here, Warner gives a twist to the notion of paternal love. It is not 
presented as a kind of instinctive protection toward one's children, but a kind of love 
out of erotic desire, involving sexual abuse, incest and selfish possession. Again, 
3 The term is suggested by Prof. Timothy Weiss. "Guerrilla" in its original sense refers to a military 
unit which operates in small bands, and raids the enemies when they are in a state of defenselessness. 
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these accusations are not made sensationally, but implicitly through bits of hints and 
clues throughout the story, which are privileged only to the reader of good interpretive 
capabilities. 
“Now You See Me，， 
Different from the four stories which are adapted from written and oral 
texts, the intertextuality in "Now You See Me" represents a shift to the visual art 
form. As stated under the story title, this is a story inspired by Terisio Pignatti 
Veronese's painting entitled Susannah and the Elders. Although it is not quoted, 
another intertextual element is the Biblical story in The Book of Susannah. In the 
Biblical original, the motif of victory of virtue and justice over sin and dishonesty is 
seen, in which the innocent Susannah is falsely accused by two elders for committing 
adultery, but finally rescued by Daniel the wise judge through the latter's discovery of 
dishonesty of the two elders: they attempt to have sex with Susannah but in vain, and 
- they try to retaliate by condemning her to death. Veronese's painting captures the 
scene when the two elders appear in Susannah's garden in which she is preparing to 
take a bath. They stare at her naked body as if pleading to have sex with her; while 
the latter shields herself with clothes and at the same time stares back scornfully. 
"Now You See Me" is a contemporary re-adaptation of the painting and story of 
Susannah in a commercial context, in which Susannah the narrator is a professional 
accountant, who is asked by her husband, Joachim, to persuade his two clients, Dierek 
Here, it is used as a metaphor in describing Warner's explosive enterprise, which is at once aggressive 
and subtle. 
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and Saldieri, to sign a site contract, not by using her expertise knowledge in 
accountancy, but by catching the clients' attention with her body and beauty. 
The narrator does as Joachim requests. She lets fall her butterfly sleeve, 
and she stretches her neck "to set off the bareness of [her] shoulder" (128) during the 
dinner, so that the contemporary equivalents of the two elders, Dierek and Saldieri, 
can peer at her body. Excited by this, the two clients come for the narrator the next 
day when she is lying undressed in the garden due to the hot weather, and they 
attempt to rape her. The narrator runs and dresses herself, .which are done not to 
resist, but to make herself "more gracious" and “more feminine" (130), in order to 
further arouse the desire of the two clients. In this scene, there is a constant interplay 
between a double consciousness of the narrator: one sees things from a distanced 
outsider's point of view, and has an encouraging attitude toward the two clients' 
desire; while another sees things from her position as Susannah, which shows 
constant awareness of the reductiveness of male gaze. This interplay is shown by the 
narrator's skipping back and forth between using "you" and “1” in referring to herself. 
At the beginning, she has not been totally resistant, and she even welcomes the two 
clients' approach. Her consciousness tells her: 
You 're a splendid woman, Susannah, they want to feast on you because 
you 're beautiful. Aren't you proud of being beautiful? Show them, 
Susannah, let them in, your husband will be pleased and proud that his 
friends understand how fortunate he is, won't he? (130, emphasis added) 
The reason behind this mentality of the narrator is this: she exists in others' eyes. Her 
definition of self is totally dependent on how others see her, and she is constantly 
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yearning for others' admiration and appreciation. Here, she is watching herself from 
an outsider's point of view. She sees herself as a gorgeous woman, but she needs 
assurance and approval from others. Her seduction is not done out of her desire to be 
raped, but out of her longing to be wanted and desired. Hence, when she realizes that 
the two clients' have a burning desire for her, she feels proud and glad. 
This has been the narrator's way of defining her self, existence and worth 
ever since the end of her "Edenic stage" (123)，which began from the first time she 
looks at herself in the mirror. From that moment onwards, the narrator realizes that 
the image in the mirror is the one appearing in others' eyes. Since she is constantly 
yearning for love and admiration, she becomes anxious about others' opinion of her. 
She begins to split from herself into creating another self, and looks at herself through 
the eyes of this self, so as to know how she appears in others' eyes, thus she says, “I 
often call myself you, as you do. I think of myself as ‘you.，[...] I was happy seeing 
myself through others' eyes (your eyes), watching ‘you，move and walk and sleep. I 
was happy to be outside myself “ (122). This explains why the narrator uses the -
pronoun "you," instead of "I," in referring to herself in the above quotation from 
p. 130. By calling herself “you，” the narrator stands as a split from herself and 
watches from an outsider's angle, which is equivalent to the two clients' perspective. 
However, when she uses the pronoun “I，’，she sees things from her position and 
identity as a female, as Susannah and as someone's wife, through which she realizes 
her being exploited and thus she begins to wonder: 
How long have you been watching me? How long has my body been inside 
your eyes? How long has my ordinary flesh, my secret part, been yours, 
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how long has your spying on me turned me inside out? I know how 
perilous the inside of things can be: I know the blue smoothness of the fish 
when the fishwife guts it for me in the market; the eviscerated carcass on 
the anatomical plate, fruit and flowers of flesh on the interior turned inside 
out; the red-black juice of overripe tomatoes squashed under careless 
shoppers' feet [...] (131) 
She becomes aware of her being reduced by the two clients' watching and spying. 
She feels herself anatomized, and she thinks of the nasty images of things turned 
inside out. Yet, even at this point, she is not totally awakened, and she even shows 
willingness to give in to male gaze, though she knows that she will be reduced into 
nothing. Thus her consciousness beckons: 
Let me disappear. Make this dissolution of my self complete until nothing 
is left of me but my print on the floor. Let me drain away through the good 
earth where the insects tick and the plumed creatures peck. You have made 
me nothing by your watching. Let me be nothing. (132) 
Here, "me" is used and the narrator is seeing things from her own position as 
Susannah. Although she is totally aware of the reductiveness of being watched, she 
continues to indulge in it, and it is not until the moment when Saldieri really begins to 
have sex with her that she wakes up from her struggling and chaotic mentality, and 
she fights back by biting and kicking Saldieri, and shouting to Dierek. 
Joachim arrives at this moment, and Dierek and Saldieri claim themselves 
as the witnesses of the narrator's having sex with a "local boy’’ (134) in the garden. 
Here, Joachim acts as the wise judge. He finds the evidence given by the two clients 
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unconvincing and incoherent, and thus he believes in the innocence of the narrator 
that there is no such local boy. Upon his realization that Dierek and Saldieri were 
trying to rape his wife, Joachim feels angry, not only toward his two clients, but also 
toward his having put his own wife as the prey of others by asking her to show off her 
body to his clients. His warning to the narrator is illuminating: he asks the narrator 
never to take off her clothes again even though she thinks she is alone. In other 
words, he is asking the narrator to learn to shield herself from male gaze. However, 
even at this point, the narrator has not been awakened. It is not until the ending scene 
that the narrator gains initiation. She wanders in the street and sees a girl, a beggar 
whose face is deformed. When the narrator looks at her, the child ducks away from 
her. This shocks the narrator and it is at this instant that she feels the urge to leam to 
protect herself from being watched, which is so simple a thing known even to a child 
beggar, but ironically unknown to a professional accountant, a knowledgeable and 
reasonable adult. 
Explosive Foregrounding 
Veronese's painting depicts the two elders' erotic desire toward Susannah, 
in which the elders stares at Susannah pleadingly, while Susannah stares back at them 
helplessly but scornfully, and covers her naked body with both her hands and clothes. 
In this re-adaptation, however, Warner illustrates a shift in focus. She does not use 
titles with sexual implications like "Now You Seduce Me" or ‘TSIow You Desire Me," 
but uses "Now You See Me." This means that sexuality and seduction of the two 
elders are de-emphasized, while the act of "seeing," or more specifically, the fact that 
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Susannah is being watched, or her exhibiting of herself to others' gaze, is 
foregrounded. Once entering into the scene of seduction, this foregrounding becomes 
explosive toward the virtuous and religious Susannah in the Biblical original as well 
as in Veronese's painting. In the originals, Susannah shows her virtue by resisting 
resolutely committing adultery. She is being watched, but she does not show 
willingness or longing for this, and she shields her naked body from the gaze of the 
two elders. However, in "Now You See Me," through foregrounding the narrator's 
yearnings to be watched, this sacred picture of Susannah is completely shattered. 
In the face of the two clients' seduction, the narrator performs the similar 
resistance as the original Susannah does, not out of virtue, but out of her purpose of 
stirring the two clients' desire: she runs because she wants to be chased, she puts on 
her clothes in order to be undressed, and she tries to be gracious and implicit to arouse 
the more the two clients' curiosity in gazing at her. All these mean that the narrator is 
all for being admired through letting herself be the object of others' gaze, even though 
she knows the price for this is her being reduced. From the narrator's outward 
behavior, her running, putting on clothes and her fighting back, she seems to be as 
honorable and resistant as the Biblical Susannah. However, once the narrator's 
consciousness is foregrounded, which tells her willingness and eagerness to give in to 
the male gaze, we know that the complete opposite of all these are happening in her 
mentality, which is an explosion of the virtuous image of Susannah. In other words, 
by foregrounding the narrator's obsession and indulgence in showing off her body and 
beauty, Warner explodes the Biblical depiction of Susannah as perfectly innocent of 
the two elders' charge. Even though Susannah does not actually have sex with the 
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two elders, her passion in exhibiting herself is as evil and wicked as committing 
adultery. By this, Warner aims to give a moral message to contemporary women: 
don't let yourself be the prey of male gaze. 
Theoretical Analysis 
Having discussed the five stories separately, this section will be an overview 
of them by responding to the questions raised in the chapter's introduction, 
concerning the issues related to Warner's explicit statement on her referentiality. 
Firstly, is Warner's intertextuality easily comprehensible if the reader is directly 
informed of an appropriate context before he looks at the stories? Secondly, how is 
Warner's project dependent on this referentiality? Can her stories be meaningful 
without the statement on her referents' identity, and hence without the referents as 
background? And finally, how is her attitude toward her referents different from 
Knight's, if both of them have this explicit statement concerning their referentiality 
made at the very beginning? The structure of this section is this: in responding to the 
first and second question, I will begin with a discussion on Warner's obliqueness, a 
study on her intention behind this, as well as the way this obliqueness and hence 
complexity of her stories are related with her direct hints on her intertextuality, in 
other words, the degree of dependence of her meaning on her referents. Following 
this will be a response to the third question, in terms of the relations between 
Warner's overall project and her mask of respect in her overt citation of the referents. 
The entire project of rewriting of Warner is characterized by its obliqueness, 
in terms of the narrative technique in some stories, as well as the connection between 
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her stories and the overtly stated referents. To understand her meaning, the reader has 
to be extremely careful with every detail in the story, as it is very often the case, 
according to my own experience, that missing even one seemingly trivial piece of 
detail will lead to a loss of important message. Why should Warner make her 
message so obscure? The primary reason is self-protection. From the discussion in 
the last section, it can be seen that most of Warner's stories deal with topics regarded 
as taboo, which are sensitive and dangerous in nature. Hence, in order to protect 
herself from accusation and censorship from the general public, she privileges her 
meaning only to the careful reader who can solve all her riddles. The most illustrative 
example of her obliqueness is "Full Fathom Five." As discussed in the last section, 
this story is an explosion of Christianity and fatherhood, both of which are extremely 
sensitive topics which might infuriate the general public if treated in an open and clear 
way. Therefore, the intertextual connection between the father-in-law of the narrator 
and Noah is intentionally made implicit; and the identity of ‘‘you’’，who is the father of 
the narrator, is deliberately vague. -
Throughout the story, there is no mention of the name Noah except in the 
quotation from Genesis under the story title. Therefore, in order to identify the 
narrator's father-in-law) as the contemporary equivalent of the sacred Noah in the 
Bible, the reader has to rely on the reference to Noah and his ark within the epigraph 
quoted from the Bible, which is Warner's strategy in protecting herself by concealing 
her intention of exploding the Judeo-Christian tradition. However, this might also 
mean that if there is no direct quotation from the Bible, the referentiality of the father-
in-law will be lost, and the story will no longer be meaningful since the primary 
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message lies in its desecration of the patriarchal element in the Judeo-Christian 
tradition. In other words, Warner's stories are highly dependent on their referents, 
and this explains the reason why she stresses the referents' identity in such explicit 
ways. By the same token, in bringing out the issue of incest, which might be an even 
more disturbing topic to most readers, Warner employs multiple tricks and riddles in 
making her message indirect. Throughout the story, “you” occurs frequently but 
whose identity is not stated. In order to draw the connection between ‘‘you，，and the 
narrator's father, the reader has to solve the riddles implied in the story title first. He 
must have the encyclopedia to identify this title as referring to Shakespeare's poem, 
and interpret that poem as the personals mourning for his father, so that he can draw a 
parallel between the poem's message and the identity of the narrator's addressee. Yet, 
even if the reader is capable of solving all these riddles, the message of incest is not 
guaranteed. This is delivered in the ending when the narrator refers to her child as 
belonging to "our" side. For the naive or innocent reader, this "our" might be 
、 referring to the narrator and her husband, James. Yet, for the careful reader, he will 
think of the bits and pieces of clues presented throughout the story, and be able to 
draw the shocking conclusion that this story is an explosion to fatherhood. 
In "Ariadne after Naxos," Warner's obliqueness is seen in both her narrative 
technique, as well as the connection between the story and the referent. Through the 
voice of Ariadne, Warner blows up the heroic image of Theseus, and thus desecrates 
the image of males. In other words, she is using the marginal voice of women in 
overthrowing the dominant, which is an ambitious yet risky attempt. Hence, in order 
not to disappoint too many, her explosive enterprise is carried out in an indirect way. 
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There are four characters whose identity is unclear: “1” the narrator, T.，“you，，and 
Chloe, which is intended for self-protection since direct referencing to the names of 
the mythical heroes and heroines will make Warner's message too explicit, and give 
too strong an impression that she is insolent and disrespectful toward the original. By 
directly using the title "Ariadne after Naxos," Warner expects the reader to draw by 
themselves the connection between the narrator and Ariadne. And in tracing who T. 
and "you" are, the reader has to rely on the "work-cited-like" statement under the 
story title, and read the myth of "Theseus and Ariadne” in order to draw the 
intertextual connection between T. and Theseus, and that between “you” and Bacchus. 
As for Chloe, a newly-created character who does not exist in the original myth, the 
reader has to count on his own interpretive capability since there are very few clues in 
the story which indicate Chloe's identity as Ariadne's daughter. Similar to "Full 
Fathom Five," the power and meaning of this story is highly dependent on the original 
myth of "Theseus and Ariadne." If the guidelines on the story's referentiality is taken 
away, the story simply disappears, not only because of the oblique identity of the 
characters, but also because of the fact that this referentiality is the backbone for the 
realization of Warner's explosive message, which is possible only through comparing 
her story with the original. Hence, Warner's direct statement on her referents' identity 
is appropriate in that it complements the obliqueness and obscurity of her narratives. 
Warner's direct citation of her referents is similar to Knight's in her subtitle, 
does it mean that Warner's attitude toward her referents is as reverential as Knight 
does toward Johnson? The answer is no. Although in any activity of creation, citing 
the source represents a kind of respect, Warner's intention is to use this to convince 
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the reader of her loyalty toward the referents, and uses this belief of the reader to 
explode in a devastating way the referents as well as the reader's expectation. Such 
attitude can be described in terms of "double j e u , a French term meaning, in the 
core, the double game of showing respect to someone, pretending to be in an allied 
relationship with him, and attack him suddenly when he is in a state of no defense. 
Here, Warner is doing a similar thing in her intertextuality. She shows herself as an 
ally to her referents by paying them due respect through citing them properly under 
her story titles. This pretence is useful in that the reader will believe in the innocence 
of the stories, thus he reads the stories without any resistance or preparation, and is 
shocked violently by their bold challenge toward the sacred and important. Thus, by 
this devastative explosiveness, Warner's referents as well as the reader's expectation, 
like Humpty Dumpty who has a great fall, are shattered in such a serious way that 
they can no longer be brought back together into their original shape. This strategy 
can be seen most obviously in "Ariadne after Naxos," "Full Fathom Five，，and "Now 
You See Me，” whose intertextual relations with their referents are described in terms 
of explosion, though by different means like foregrounding, complementarity and so 
on. 
In all these three stories, there are respectful epigraph-like statements or 
paragraphs under the titles. In "Ariadne after Naxos," there is a "work-cited-like" 
statement: "Ovid, Metamorphoses, Bk.VIII" (97); in "Now You See Me," there is a 
similar one, “After Veronese's Susannah and the Elders" (121); and in "Full Fathom 
4 The term is put forward by Prof. Timothy Weiss during our discussion on one of Marina Warner's 
short stories, "Full Fathom Five," 
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Five," there is even one whole paragraph dedicated to the story of Noah, which is 
quoted from the Bible. All these give the impression that Warner is giving due credit 
to her referents, and that she is anxious in avoiding any denial or usurping of their 
authority. However, this is debunked right away once the reader enters into the 
stories. "Ariadne after Naxos" is an explosion of the admirable heroic image of 
Theseus, and hence an eroding of the male image; "Now You See Me" is an explosion 
of the ideal image of woman represented by Susannah; and "Full Fathom Five，，is an 
explosion both of the Judeo-Christian tradition and fatherhood. The heroic and 
religious male image, the virtuous female image and Christianity have long been 
respected and highly valued by society. However, by playing a double game, Warner 
places the bomb where everyone else is unaware of it, which explodes and whose 
blast wounds and shocks those who are capable of understanding what has happened 
-and only those readers. 
A similar strategy of a less devastating nature can be seen in "The First 
Time" and "The Legs of the Queen of Sheba." Similar to the discrepancy between the 
mask of respect and the final explosion as seen in the above three stories, there is a 
discrepancy of another kind, which exists between the flattering story titles which 
indicates Warner's ally with the issues implied in them, and these issues' 
backgrounded and de-emphasized position within the stories. The title “The First 
Time’，gives an impression that the story is in an allied relationship with its referents 
in that it echoes and hints at their Christian motifs of first sin, first temptation and 
first-time sex. However, there is a discrepancy between the stress on first-time sex in 
the title and its backgrounded position within the story. The title gives the feeling that 
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Warner is having the same attitude toward first-time sex as that of Christianity. 
However, once entering into the story, this flattering impression is debunked. The 
behavior of the young lady and her mother shows that first-time sex is no longer 
precious and important, whose significance is replaced by materialism and the 
pleasure of having more sex. Hence, when the reader is convinced that Warner is 
focusing on the Christian forbiddance of pre-marital sex, he is surprised afterwards by 
Warner's de-emphasis of the issue, through which she spells out the situation of the 
contemporary society, in which the same de-emphasis of the sacredness of first-time 
sex has taken place. 
The same thing happens in "The Legs of the Queen of Sheba." The stress on 
the legs, rather than the visit of the Sheban Queen, deliberately makes the title a 
gratifying one, especially to males, by which Warner is doing a similar thing as the 
narrator: to pretend herself as having the same interest as the males through flattering 
them and talking with them about the topic in which they are interested - the body 
parts of women. However, unlike the narrator who does this with the real purpose of 
pleasing the males, Warner is a wicked and cunning version of the narrator, who 
pleases her reader with the intention of disappointing him afterwards. She arouses the 
reader's appetite by focusing on "legs" both in the title and in the narrator's chattering 
with her male friend, and then in the middle part of the story, which tells the tale of 
_ the Queen of Sheba, "legs" is backgrounded, and it is even announced as an obsolete 
topic by the narrator's indifferent concluding note at the end, so that the male reader is 
left unsatisfied and bewildered. Hence, this strategy of highlighting the topic and then 
discarding it afterwards represents a similar yet milder version of Warner's double 
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game, and by which Warner is implying to her reader that this topic should be thrown 
away, just as she does in this story. 
2. Paula Rego's Nursery Rhymes 
General Introduction 
The title Nursery Rhymes gives an impression that this is a collection of 
newly-composed rhymes. However, once opening this beautifully printed album, 
familiar characters like Humpty Dumpty, Jack and Jill appear, not only in words, but 
also in pictorial form. On each left-hand page, there is the unabridged quotation of 
the nursery rhymes, while on every right-hand page, there is an etching referencing to 
the rhyme, by which Rego is inviting all her readers to engage in a reading and re-
reading process that she herself is having: reading the innocuous rhymes and re-
reading them from a new angle. Hence, it is clear that Rego's project is not to write a 
set of new rhymes, but to re-cycle the old ones into the visual art form through 
etching - which is done by drawing on a wax-coated metal plate with a needle, and 
dipping the plate into acid so that the exposed parts of it will be bitten by the acid and 
form a mark. The beautiful pictures are the prints made from these etchings, and are 
Rego's re-interpretation of the nursery rhymes, no longer in written form as those 
texts discussed earlier on, but in visual art form, which is a new form of "rewriting" 
more open to appreciation from different points of view. In the following analysis, 
four rhymes and etchings will be included: "Humpty Dumpty," "Baa, Baa, Black 
Sheep," “Rub-a-Dub-Dub” and "Ladybird, Ladybird." For each of these, I will firstly 
put forward my interpretation of the rhymes, followed by an interpretation of the 
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etchings in terms of its intertextual relations with the rhymes, and finally a section on 
theoretical analysis, which responds to the questions raised in the chapter's 
introduction, together with a discussion of some issues applicable to this collection. 
‘‘Htimptv Dunu)tv，， 
Humpty Dumpty sat on a wall, 
Humpty Dumpty had a great fall. 
All the king's horses. 
And all the king's men, ‘ 
Couldn't put Humpty together again. (12) 
The usual cartoon depiction of Humpty Dumpty is an egg-shaped man in 
formal costume, with shirt, tie, pants, leather shoes, who wears a happy smile all the 
time and brings joy to people around him. Hence, Humpty Dumpty might be 
representing something desirable, but as fragile as an egg is. The word "king" seems 
to add in some political color to the rhyme. If the fall of Humpty Dumpty arouses the 
attention of all the king's horses and men, he must be symbolizing something 
important to a country, and his fall representing some political crisis. However, in the 
face of this, even the king's men, who stand for the most capable ones in the country, 
cannot think of a good measure. 
Foregrounding and Backgrounding 
The etching (see figure 1，p. 140) captures the moment when Humpty 
Dumpty has already been broken, with all the king's men surrounding him. Hence, it 
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is a "foregrounding" of the second half of the rhyme: "All the king's horses, and all 
the king's men, couldn't put Humpty together again," and in turn a "foregrounding" 
of the ineffectiveness of politicians in the face of crises. In the middle of the etching, 
many formally dressed politicians are standing around the broken Humpty Dumpty. 
Their different facial expressions show their diverse attitudes toward the tragedy of 
Humpty Dumpty: most of them are indifferent, while some are shocked and surprised, 
some seem meditative, and only one of them seems to be really afflicted. However, 
they have one thing in common: all of them stand there and gaze, without any 
constructive or concrete thing done in dealing with the situation. They come and see 
in their full-armored, but their indifference tells that they come just because they are 
required to. It is a political gesture of them, but not what they really want to do, and 
this seems to be Rego's accusation toward the hypocrisy of politicians. 
This accusation is intensified by the additional elements in the etching, 
which are absent in the original rhyme. One of these is the Humpty Dumpty at the 
back, whose treatment by both Rego and the king's men serves as a complete contrast 
to the broken one. He is alive and is ready to jump down the castle, but ironically, 
nobody pays attention to him, and he is placed at a backgrounded position, whereas in 
the middle lies the broken and dead Humpty Dumpty, who is attended by all the 
king's men. Here, Rego's "foregrounding" of the second part of the rhyme - the 
broken Humpty Dumpty, and her "backgrounding" of the first part of it, "Humpty 
Dumpty sat on a wall, Humpty Dumpty had a great fall" - another Humpty Dumpty 
sitting on the wall and prepare to have the same tragedy as the broken one, is 
symbolic of the ineffectiveness of politicians, who focus on the “already happened," 
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but background the "going to happen." In other words, they do nothing but cry over 
spilt milk, and they ignore the importance of preventing the same thing from 
occurring again. Hence, they are futile since they can neither correct the "already 
happened," nor leam from this "already happened" to avoid the "going to happen." 
The Humpty Dumpty at the back is the repeated version of the broken Humpty 
Dumpty, who also sat on the wall but who fell since nobody had attempted to avoid 
this from happening. Thus, it is predictable that another tragedy is going to take place 
in the same way as that of the broken Humpty Dumpty, and will recur indefinitely if 
the politicians still stick to this kind of passivity. 
The little girl at the lower left-hand comer is another element created by 
Rego in pushing the issue even further, and through which Rego foregrounds the 
perspective of the marginalized - women, girl, child, whose voices are absent from 
the original rhyme. Outside the political sphere, as shown by the circle drawn around 
the crowd, sits this girl in domestic costume. She is the only female in the etching 
and the only one who can sit back at a distanced position and have her own musing. 
She is not the least surprised by the event and thus she sits with her back facing the 
crowd. This casual and detached attitude shows that the entire event is not new for 
her. In other words, it might have been repeating many times that it is no longer 
shocking, which once again proves the uselessness of the king's men, and which 
intensifies Rego's accusation toward the politicians, who are so incompetent as to let 
the same thing happening again and again. Moreover, the girl is smiling 
mischievously. This shows that she foresees what is going to happen - the fall of 
another Humpty Dumpty, and is sneering at the king's men's unawareness of this. 
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This rationality of a little child, who belongs to the domestic sphere, is an ironic 
contrast to the ignorance and incompetence of the king's men, who should be the most 
capable and professional ones. And by juxtaposing the professional mask of males 
with the wisdom of an ordinary girl child, Rego is eroding the image of the male on 
one hand, and "foregrounding" women's perspective by speaking for the marginal and 
the disregarded on the other hand. 
"Baa. Baa, Black Sheep'' 
Baa, baa, black sheep, 
Have you any wool? 
Yes, sir, yes, sir, 
Three bags full; 
One for the master, 
And one for the dame, 
And one for the little boy 
Who lives down the lane. (16) 
In this rhyme, the black sheep is being personified and is having a 
conversation with a man, the content of which shows the utility-oriented and practical 
attitude of the latter, who reduces the sheep to merely a source of meat and wool, an 
exploited servant ("One for the master") whose obligation is to give his/her wool 
away to people. 
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Reversal 
In the etching (see figure 2，p. 145)，instead of having a servant-like black 
sheep, an expanded version of the sheep is sitting like a human being in his own 
house embracing a young lady. If the young lady is "the dame," the boy outside the 
house "the little boy who lives down the lane," then it is likely that the sheep here is 
“the master." In the rhyme, it is the man who is utility-oriented and practical，but 
here, the black sheep becomes the practical one who is not going to supply his wool 
free of charge; rather, people have to come and serve him in exchange for it, just as 
the young lady does, who allows herself to be the pet of the giant sheep. Hence, the 
etching is a "reversal" of the rhyme in terms of the power relations between master 
and servant, the dominating and the exploited, which hints at Rego's enterprise, as 
Warner puts it in the introduction, of identifying with the least and disregarded, and 
taking “the side of the beast, not the beauty" (8). In this new power relation in which 
the black sheep is the master, the young lady seems to be willing to "sell" herself not 
only for three bags of wool, but for a new kind of erotic pleasure from the black 
sheep. Here, female pleasure is presented as dominated by erotic fantasy. The image 
of women is shattered even further by the young lady's waving to her lover outside. 
The poor little boy, finding his girlfriend embracing a giant sheep, is puzzled and 
bewildered. However, the young lady, instead of leaving the sheep and going back 
immediately to the boy, gives only a false assurance by waving at him in a casual and 








Three men in a tub, 
And who do you think they be? 
The butcher, the baker, 
The candlestick-maker 
Turn'em out, knaves all three. (36) 
Three men are taking their bath together in a public hot tub. Yet, the overall 
judgment on them is generally negative. The speaker of the rhyme seems to be 
derisive when telling who these three men are. The focus is on their belonging to the 
working class, and the speaker is using this in concluding that they are probably not 
going to pay, and thus he wants to force them to leave. 
Complementarity and Foregrounding 
In this etching (see figure 3，p. 147)，three elements are added: the three 
women, the baby in the lower left-hand comer, and the candlestick, chicken and loaf 
of bread in the lower right-hand comer. The crawling baby and the costume of the 
three women give a feeling of domesticity, both of which contribute to Rego's irony 
toward the image of the male. The baby suggests that the three women are 
nursemaids, whose job is to take care of young children by providing any kind of 
maternal services, like taking a bath for them and feeding them. Yet, instead of taking 
a bath for babies, the three nursemaids are now cleansing the body of three men in a 
















• . . 集 ： 
image presented is contrastive to the usually strong and independent one: all the three 
men are as reliant as a baby, who need women's help even in such private matter of 
taking a bath. This is similar to the situation in our reality. No matter how strong 
they appear in the public sphere, men need consolation and care from women when 
they are at home, perhaps not as extreme as the case presented in this etching, but they 
do need women to cook for them, to wash their clothes for them and so on. Hence, by 
adding the three women and the baby, the etching complements the rhyme by 
providing another side to the picture of males, not only as butcher, baker and 
candlestick-maker in the public sphere, but as having baby-like reliance when they are 
in the domestic sphere. 
From the indifferent facial expression of the nursemaids, their mechanical 
way of cleansing the men's body, as well as the candlestick, chicken and the loaf of 
bread, it can be seen that in providing this service, each of the nursemaids is going to 
be paid by the product made by the man she is nursing: candlestick from the 
candlestick-maker, chicken from the butcher and a loaf of bread from the baker. 
Thus, instead of being the "knaves" in the rhyme who are not going to pay for the 
bathing service, the three men here are to pay by their merchandise. By this, Rego's 
etching foregrounds an issue not mentioned in the rhyme: is the relationship between 
men and women becoming so mechanical and commercialized that it can be described 
only in terms of exchange? Or, are women serving men solely for the latter's 




Fly away home, 
Your house is on fire 
And your children all gone; 
All except one 
And that's little Ann 
And she has crept under 
The warming pan. (44) 
As I see it, having a ladybird landing on one's clothes or hands means good 
luck. However, in this rhyme, the ladybird is having a bad luck himself: a fire in his 
house and he has lost all his children except one, but who is in great danger since she 
is hiding herself under a pan. 
Foregrounding and Backgrounding 
The ladybird is the focus in the rhyme, yet he is put in a much 
backgrounded position in the etching (see figure 4，p. 150)，occupying only a little part 
in it; rather, the emphasis is a joyful picture in which every lady is dressed elegantly, 
and is courting with different kinds of insects. Here, the cruelty of the contemporary 
society is stressed, by which Rego foregrounds and intensifies the ladybird's 
misfortune by highlighting the indifference of his friends in view of his adversity. As 
mentioned above, ladybird provides people with good fortune. However, once he is 








all his former friends, those elegantly dressed girls, are cheerful as ever, and are 
kissing, dancing, flirting and hugging with every other kinds of bugs. Their life and 
mood have not changed a bit due to the lack of the ladybird as their companion. In 
other words, to the ladies, the friendship and company of the ladybird can easily be 
substituted, and this is what Rego criticizes: the infidelity of women, and the lack of 
true love and friendship in the contemporary society, in which one can expect no help 
from friends or lovers in times of depression. Also, by depicting the ladies as 
courting with every kind of nasty insects, caterpillar, cockroach, the skeleton-like 
beetle and grass-shopper, Rego is once again criticizing the shallowness of the 
contemporary culture, in which people are pleasure-seekers, who remain contented in 
a relationship so long as there are joy and delights in it. 
Theoretical Analysis 
Due to the different nature of the "rewriting" in this collection, the 
questions raised in the chapter's introduction have to be modified a bit in order to fit 
into the theoretical discussion of these etchings. Similar to Warner's explicit 
statement of her referents identity at the beginning of her short stories, Rego also 
includes the entire rhymes in their original form before her prints of etchings, which 
guarantees the referentiality of her etchings. However, even with such clear 
referencing, are her etchings and her project easily comprehensible? Do the rhymes 
provide initiatory clues to the interpretation of the etchings, or to put it in another 
way, do the etchings allow limitless interpretation quite independent of the rhymes, or 
are the interpretation of the etchings restrained by, or dependent on, the rhymes? In 
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answering these, I will bring in a discussion on the openness of Rego's project, an 
investigation on the issue of how the "blanks" within the rhymes and those in the 
etchings affect the reader's interpretation of Rego's project: do these "blanks" mean 
more leeway to interpretation and thus more freedom for the reader, or do they mean a 
lack of guidelines which makes interpretation a problem? How is the interpretive 
technique required in this collection different from those in Warner's or Carter's 
stories which are rewritings in written form? After this, the second part of this section 
will be asking the question about Rego's attitude toward the rhymes, and whether or 
not she has the same kind of explosive attitude toward her referents as Warner and 
Carter. 
In Rego's collection, although the receptional problem due to the reader's 
inability to identify the referents is avoided, other even more problematic issues 
emerge due to the openness of the referents (the rhymes), and the openness of the 
form of visual art that Rego is using in her re-interpretation of the rhymes. The 
etchings will simply "vanish" if their referentiality is removed in that their 
significance lies in their intertextual relations with the rhymes. In other words, their 
meaning is realizable only through Rego's foregrounding, backgrounding or reversal 
of the elements in the rhymes. Hence, their existence is 100% dependent on their 
referents. Or, to put it in another way, the rhymes represent the only appropriate 
context that the reader can rely on in comprehending the etchings, and they are the 
only clue to frame or limit the meaning of the etchings into an accessible boundary, 
thus the rhymes and the etchings are closely related to each other. Nonetheless, this 
context is itself problematic and unstable. As we know, nursery rhymes are some 
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little songs characterized by their nonsense. Yet, to turn the table, this very nonsense 
in fact allows fluid and multiple meanings, and even limitless interpretations. Just 
take the rhymes included above as instance, all of them are not interesting in 
themselves literally, and they are usually interpreted with reference to history and 
politics, as a kind of caricature, a means of social commentary. However, as I am 
living in a culture totally different from the ones where these rhymes were originated 
from, the political undertone and historical references hidden in them are simply out 
of my reach. Although I have heard some of the interpretations of the rhymes in 
terms of their historical references, say, Humpty Dumpty as referring to a powerful 
cannon used in the English Civil War, or King Richard III who was hacked to pieces 
by his enemy during a war, or even Charles I who was beheaded, I find all these 
inconceivable since nothing like these are hinted in the rhyme itself. Also, if there are 
so many diverse opinions even toward one single rhyme, which one should I choose 
as my context in analyzing the etchings? Which is the version that Rego is taking as 
her referent? Or, are they actually inappropriate to Rego's project since there is 
hardly any trace of them in the etchings? Due to all these various factors which 
contribute to the fluidity of the meaning of the rhymes, I have chosen to use my own 
intuition and subjectivity in interpreting them, and used this as the context and basis 
for comprehension of the etchings. 
Even with this hypothesis in confining the meaning of the rhymes to make a 
stable context, there is still one more kind of openness which complicates Rego's 
collection: the openness of the visual art form and hence that of the meaning of her 
etchings. Compared with the written form, the meaning of visual pictures are much 
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more oblique since there are far fewer guidelines, and yet a lot more leeway and room 
for subjective imagination, which differs from person to person. However, if this 
obliqueness of pictorial form can sometimes be a hindrance to interpretation, what are 
the reasons that attract Rego to employ it instead of written form? What are the 
advantages that etchings have over written words? Perhaps this very obliqueness of 
visual form is what Rego desires. In re-interpreting these innocuous nursery rhymes 
which symbolize the childhood of most people, instead of making plain statements on 
the underlying adult issues, Rego leaves in her etchings many "blanks" for the reader 
to speculate and conjecture. These "blanks" are so open that they make the 
interpretation of each etching a matter of individual preference and choice. The 
reader can create the interpretations he finds most comfortable with, and it is up to his 
own speculation as to what Rego's attitude toward these rhymes is. In other words, 
rather than claiming overtly her stance, Rego leaves everything to the reader, so that 
her "rewriting" can be more easily accepted by the general audience, without 
necessarily offending and disappointing some and flattering the others. 
Although obliqueness is possible in written form as well, it is rather limited 
in nature. For any reader, when reading a story which is extremely obscure, he will 
try to reread it once, twice and so on. Yet, if nothing much can be obtained after 
successive rereadings, he will begin to lose his patience and finally give up entirely. 
Within this process, a pattern of “diminishing return" can be drawn in terms of the 
reader's decreasing interests in the story and hence the "rewardingness" of the 
attention he pays. Yet, in appreciating a piece of visual art, no matter how abstract it 
is, the duration of the reader's attention and interest can be easily stretched. This is 
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due to the different nature between visual art form and written works. In interpreting 
a piece of visual art, the reader is to look at a single image. He is invited to enter into 
a world of liberation and base his interpretation on intuition and imagination, while in 
dealing with a story or narrative, the reader has to be more patient since he has to 
engage himself in a world of reason and logic, and comprehend the story by drawing 
relations between the bits and pieces of information in it, which is a more restraining 
interpretative process when comparing with the case in visual form. Hence, if Rego is 
to retain the quality of openness and multiplicity of nursery rhymes, and to allow the 
same uplifting effect on her audience as that supplied by these rhymes, visual art form 
should be a better choice than written form. Another reason for Rego's preference 
toward the visual art form is related to her mission of “[giving] fear a face." She is 
described as "a specialist in using humor as a means of confronting terror" {Nursery 
Rhymes, 9). Hence, if humor and the "face" of fear are what Rego pursues, visual art 
should be the best way for her, since a visual face is simply not possible in written 
words, while humor is best presentable through comical depiction in pictorial form. 
And by being humorous and vicious at the same time, Rego is taking up the role of 
the Mother Goose, who is "comical - like a goose - and slightly sinister, like a white 
witch" (9). 
3. Conclusion - Is Postmodern Rewriting Chiefly an Ideological^ Project? 
The thesis has been an attempt to look into the phenomenon of 
5 Throughout the thesis, there are two different senses of the word "ideology." The first sense appears 
on p. 15，which is a more theoretically sophisticated one derived from Marx's German Ideology (1845-
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"intertextuality," focusing on its development in the postmodern age, while without 
denying its existence long before the twentieth century. In this study, three instances 
of postmodern rewritings have been discussed in detail, in terms of their intertextual 
relations with their referents. Terminologies such as "foregrounding," "undermining," 
"reversal" and "explosion" have been used in describing these writers' tone and 
attitude in their dialogue with the traditions of the fairy tale and nursery rhyme genres, 
Christianity, masculinity and femininity. Truly, there is an ideological side to 
intertextuality, including the political and even propagandistic aspects, to each of 
these rewritings, and which remains the primary focus throughout the discussion of 
their intertextual relations with their referents. Yet, the aesthetic aspect of these 
rewritings should not be ignored. In other words, not only are Carter, Warner and 
Rego assailants to their referents, they are also creative artists who write stories and 
make etchings which are as entertaining and inspiring. Hence, their works are 
appealing not only to the readers who are interested in feminism or other ideologies, 
but also to those who are fascinated by fairy stories, Greek myths, Biblical myths and 
nursery rhymes. To push it further, though these writers are attacking their referents 
in different magnitudes, they are not attempting to reduce their referents to something 
merely ideological and pathological; rather, they choose only some aspects of the 
traditions and give tliem a twist, so as to yield new inspirations and issues worth 
meditating on, without necessarily denying entirely any valuable qualities of these 
traditions. 
6). And here, "ideological" means a different thing, which refers to the theme of undermining 
ideologies in postmodern rewriting. 
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